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PREFACE

This is a sequel to my earlier study “Love that will not Let me go”

In that book I have reviews the Genesis 1-3 story of Adam and Eve from the point of view that
Jesus gave us. Jesus taught us that God is Love and God is Our Father. Instead of an angry
Middle European Feudal Lord and King, God is really portrayed in Genesis as a Loving Father.

This is a sequel to that study in the nature of the disobedience, the nature of the fruit of the two
trees, the fall and the consequence of the fall.

This study started as a study essentially on the Jewish understanding of the Adam and Eve story
on the basis that it is jewish story. The story was written by Moses or at least it is a jewish
heritage. It soon became apparent that their understanding differed considerably from the
Christian understanding and interpretation.

There is a contest on whether the whole story is history or allegory. I was even surprised to hear a
Jewish rabbi saying it is only an allegory on the television. Even taking the story as an allegory,
no one has been able to crack the meaning and significance of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good
and Evil and why was it forbidden for the new kids God placed in the garden. The meaning of the
Tree of life however is clear that those who eat of the tree of life will become immortal. None of
the Apostles who had been with Jesus deals with the subject. Even Paul who interpreted the
disobedience as a serious offense does not even try to explain what it was all about.

This is a very humble beginning of a strange journey through uncharterd territory.

St.Paul got it correct about the inheritance of fathers to the children - regarding the physical and
emotional and spiritual characteristics- long before DNA was even dreamt of. Up to 60% of
characteristics are inherited while the other 40% are acquired from environment and
experience. If anything the human race acquired from the assertive active Adam and Eve is the
assertion of freewill. Freewill potentiality is written within the creation of even the physical material
world and the sentient consciousness of the living. Surprisingly the entire church fathers are in
agreement on it until 300 AD. I did a collection of their sayings and are included in the
study. Ultimately of course freewill is a part of life force, which is the phenomena connected with
the Spiritual dimension of the created world. Isn’t this what we call life? How do we define

This is just a collection of theological thoughts of different people who belong to the
different traditions, from Moses to the 21st century. I have mostly quoted directly instead of trying
to summarize and explain. Hope this will be of help to those who seek the Way.

Prof. M. M. Ninan
Normal, IL 61761
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CHAPTER ONE

JEWISH UNDERSTANDING OF
THE FALL OF MAN

The fall of man, is a term used in Christian theology to describe the transition of the first man and
woman Adam and Eve, from a state of innocen

t obedience to God, to a state of disobedience. The doctrine of the fall is derived from the biblical

interpretation of Genesis chapter 3. At first, Adam and Eve lived with God in the Garden of Eden,

but the serpent - which was also in the garden - tempted them into eating the fruit from the tree of

the knowledge of good and evil, which God had forbidden them to eat. After doing so, they

became ashamed of their nakedness and God expelled them from the Garden to prevent them

from eating from the tree of life and becoming immortal.

The doctrine of the fall is closely related to that of original sin and proposes that it was the fall that

brought sin into the world, corrupting the entire natural world, including human nature, causing all

humans to be born into original sin resulting in the pain and suffering in the world. God expelled

them from the Gan Eden so that they may not live in eternal hell of hate and suffering. Instead

God gave his children sleep, until God brings in redemption and eternal life with God by the grace

of God. It is this redemption that is achieved through the incarnation, life, death and resurrection of

Jesus, the Son of God.

The story is found in Gen 3

According to Judaic tradition, Moses was given the teachings in the Mount Sinai.

Moses was born in Egypt on the 7th of Adar of the year 2368 from creation (1393 BC), Moses

passed away on his 120th birthday on Mount Nebo, (1273 BC). God gave the Torah to Moses
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and the Jewish people at Mount Sinai. This was seven weeks after the Exodus from Egypt, on the

6th day of the month of Sivan, in the year 2448 of the Jewish calendar (counting from the date of

creation of Man) which falls on 1353 BC. On that day, God revealed Himself to the entire Jewish

people (which included some 600,000 adult men, in addition to women, children and the aged)

and declared to them the Ten Commandments or at least the first commandments. Afterwards,

Moses ascended Mount Sinai and was with God for forty days and forty nights when, God

revealed to him what became the Written and Oral Torah. The written portion form the first five

books of the Bible commonly known as Tanak. Later, on Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement), Moses

descended with the second set of tablets of the Ten Commandments and began to teach the

people what he heard from God on Mount Sinai. This is the tradition.

The Orthodox view is that everything in the Torah (both the material in the Five Books of Moses

and the ancient rabbis’ interpretations of that material) was revealed directly by God and were

transmitted over time through written scrolls and by word of mouth. The non-Orthodox view is that

the Torah contains the understanding of many people about God over the period time and

contains extrapolations from prophets, priests and teachers. It evolved over a long period and was

written by numerous individuals. Some like to say that these individuals were divinely inspired.

Some rabbinic scholars speak in terms of “progressive revelation” (the idea that God is revealed
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differently in every age); other scholars teach that Torah contains the words of God rather than is

the word of God.

Evidently the earliest understanding of what happened in the Garden of Eden should be found in

the Jewish thoughts. This is an attempt to trace the teaching on Genesis 3 story within the Judaic

tradition with the help of http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/ and the teachings of the

Rabbi in relation to the teachings of the Christianity represented by various denominations.

>>>>>>>>>>>>

In the “Life of Adam”, of the “Book of Jubilees” ,details of the creation of Adam and the seperation

of Eve are set forth in detail.

"On the 1st day of the week, which was the 3rd day of the creation of Adam and the 8th of the 1st

month Nisan, and the 1st of the month of April, and 6th of the Egyptian month Pharmouthi, Adam
by a divine gift of grace named the wild beasts.

On the 2nd day of the 2nd week he named the cattle;

on the 3rd day of the 2nd week he named the fowls;

on the 4th day of the 2nd week he named the creeping things;

on the 5th day of the 2nd week he named those that swim.
On the 6th day of the 2nd week, which was, according to the Romans, the 6th of April, and

according to the Egyptians the 11th of Pharmouthi, God took a part of the rib of Adam and
formed the woman.
"On the 46th day of the creation of the world, the 4th day of the 7th week, the 14th of Pachon, and

9th of May, the sun being in Taurus and the moon diametrically opposite in Scorpius, at the rising

of the Pleiads, God brought Adam into Paradise on the 40th day from his creation.

"On the 50th day of the creation of the world, and 44th of that of Adam, being Sunday the 18th of

Pachon and 13th of May, three days after his entry into Paradise, the sun being in Taurus and the

moon in Capricorn, God commanded Adam to abstain from eating of the tree of knowledge.

"On the 93rd day of the creation, the 2nd day of the 46th week, at the summer solstice, the sun

and moon being in Cancer, on the 25th of the month of June and 1st of Epiphi, Eve the help meet
of Adam was brought by God into Paradise,

http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/
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on the 80th day of her creation, and Adam took her and named her Eve, which is interpreted

Life.” (Apocryphal Book of the Jubilees, Life of Adam)

<<<<<

One fact that strikes is that the story of the fall of man is never appealed to in the Old Testament

either as a historical event or as supporting any theological construction of the nature and origin of

sin.

Two references are found in the Old Testament. These are Job 31:33 and Hosea 6:7 which would

not help develop into any theology of original sin. The Garden of Eden is not even alluded to in

any writings before the post-exilic prophets. Here are the reference in the post exilic prophets of

Ezekiel and Isaiah:: Ezek. 28: 13; 31: 9; Isa. 51. 3 and even in these no reference is found to the

fall. The contention that, notwithstanding this surprising absence of reference to the story and the

theme, the Hebrews of Biblical times entertained the notion that through the fall of the first man,

their own nature was corrupted, is untenable.

Ps. 51. 5, “Behold, I was shapen in iniquity; and in sin did my mother conceive me” may be

construed as a defence of the theory.

We will see that there is some sense in the statement. But it is much more complicated. The fall

of man, as a theological concept, begins to appear only in the late Apocrypha and pseudepigrapha,

probably under Essenic (if not Judæo-Christian) period probably under the influence of the

Babylonian Zorastrian Religion. .

THE FIRST VISION

Ezra Complains to the Lord
1 Thirty years after Jerusalem was destroyed I was in the city of Babylon, where I was known as

Salathiel. As I lay on my bed, I was very disturbed

2 that Jerusalem was in complete ruins, while the Jews of Babylonia were enjoying their wealth.

3 I was so bothered by my thoughts that I complained to God Most High 4 and prayed:
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Our Lord God, at your command, you alone created the world. You told the dust 5 to form Adam.

He was nothing more than a dead body, until you breathed life into him, and he became a man. 6

You led him into the garden that you had planted with your right hand before you created the earth,

7 and you gave him only one command to obey. But he disobeyed it, and you immediately
decided that he and his descendants would not live forever.
Countless nations and tribes, clans and families descended from Adam, 8 and every one of them

did what they wanted. They ignored your Law and did what you said was wrong, yet you did not
stop them.
9 But when the time was right, you flooded the world and drowned them.

10 Just as Adam died long ago, everyone else died in that flood 11 except for one family. You

rescued Noah, his family, and his faithful descendants.

12-13 Soon, a large number of nations covered the earth, and they were more sinful than their

ancestors. But you chose Abraham to belong to you, 14 and you loved him so much that one night

you told only him what would happen at the end of time. 15 You made a solemn agreement and

promised Abraham that you would never abandon his descendants.

You gave him Isaac, and later you gave Isaac two sons, Jacob and Esau. 16 You chose Jacob

as your own, and his descendants became a powerful nation. But you rejected Esau. 17 Later,

you rescued Jacob's descendants from Egypt, and you guided them to Mount Sinai. 18 There you

covered the land with thick clouds and shook the entire earth; you made the waters deep in the

earth tremble and caused everyone to panic. 19 The brightness of your glory then appeared

through the four fiery gates and also in an earthquake, in a strong wind, and in hail, so that you

could give your Law to Jacob's descendants, the people of Israel. 20 But you did not take away
their desire to do evil or make your Law force them to do right.
21 That's why all of Adam's descendants sinned and died, just as Adam died in wickedness.
22 The disease of sin struck everyone, so your Law and this wickedness became a part of
every person. Soon the bad forced out the good.
23 Years later, you chose your servant David 24 and told him to build a city where you would be

worshiped and where sacrifices would be offered to you. 25 The people of Jerusalem did this for a

while, but soon they started sinning against you 26 and doing evil, just like their ancestor Adam

and his descendants. 27 So you let enemies defeat your own city Jerusalem.

28 It was then that I said to myself, “The Babylonians must be better than we are, or else they

couldn't have defeated Jerusalem.” 29 But when I got to Babylon, I saw more wickedness than I

could have imagined, and for the past thirty years, I have seen a lot of evil people. I was very

confused 30 when I saw that you did not punish sinners and attack our enemies, yet you

completely wiped out your own people. 31 You didn't even tell us how to make sense of all this.
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Are the people of Babylonia really that much better than those of Jerusalem? 32 Israel has been

the only nation to worship you and accept your agreement. 33 But you have not honored the

Israelites or helped them succeed. I have seen many wealthy nations in the world, and none of

them obey or worship you. 34 Compare our sins to those of foreigners, and you will see that

foreigners are much more wicked. 35 It's true that people have always sinned against you, but

Israel has been more loyal to your Law than any other nation on earth. 36 Here and there, you

may find one or two people who have completely obeyed your Law, but you will never find an

entire nation. >>
In II Esd. iii. 7 it is stated that when Adam was punished with death, his posterity also was
included in the decree (the variants in the versions, Ethiopic, Armenian, Syriac, and Latin,
all point to a Hebrew )

II Esd. iii. 21 has: "For on account of his evil will the first Adam fell into sin and guilt, and,
like him, all that were born of him."
This view is again stated in ch. vii. 48: "O Adam, what hast thou done! When thou sinnest, thy fall

did not come over thee alone, but upon us, as well, thy descendants"

(comp. Ecclus. [Sirach] xxv. 24, "from woman was the beginning of sin; on her account must we all

die").

Similarly, in the Apocalypse of Baruch (xvii. 3)Adam is blamed for the shortening of the

years of his progeny.

The shortening of the years only shortened the period of the hell for them. But those whom God

kept alive to maintain the progeny of mankind carried the defect and the renewed world is still

evolved into evil ways.
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In Judaism, a rabbi is a teacher of Torah. This title derives from the Hebrew word rabi meaning

"My Master" (irregular plural rabanim ), which is the way a student would address a master of

Torah. The word "master" rav literally means "great one". The basic form of the rabbi developed

in the Pharisaic and Talmudic era, when learned teachers assembled to codify Judaism's written

and oral laws.

The sin of Adam, according to the Rabbis, had certain grievous results for him and for the earth.

The Shekinah (the visible presence of God on earth) left earth after Adam’s fall (Gen. R. xix.; Tan.,

Peḳude, 6).

שכינה
In the Encyclopedia Judaica the "Shekinah" is defined as "the Divine Presence, the numinous

immanence of God in the world,...a revelation of the holy in the midst of the profane...."

(Volume 14, pp. 1349-1351). Shekinah means "dwelling" or "settling" and denotes the dwelling

or settling of the divine presence of God and his cosmic glory. Shekinah some times takes the

form of man to talk to man.

After the fall Adam lost six things:
His covering of glory, His immortality, His height,
The fruit of the earth,The fruit of trees and The luminaries.
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His covering of glory

Psalms 8: 4-6 What is man that You take thought of him, And the son of man that You care for him?

Yet You have made him a little lower than God, And You crown him with glory ( Heb.

Glory..weight, copiousness, splendor) and majesty! (Heb. Honor, magnificence, ornament,

splender, beauty) You make him to rule over the works of Your hands; You have put all things

under his feet,…

2 Esdras 3:21 states:

"The first Adam fell into sin and guilt, and, like him, all that were born of him."

According to the Talmudic rabbis, the sin of Adam had certain grievous results.

The Shekinah left earth after his fall (Gen. R. 19);
he himself lost his personal splendor
and gigantic stature;
all men were doomed to die.

The Apostle Paul said it this way, “for all have sinned and fallen short of the Glory of God” (Rom

3:23)

Zohar I, 36b, reads:”Before the fall they were dressed in garments of light” After the fall in

“garments of skin”, which were useful only for the body, not for the soul
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Before and After the Fall
Thou changest his countenance, and sendest him away (Job 14, 20)

Apocalypse of Moses 20:2.”And I [Adam] wept and said, “Why have you done this to me, that I

have been estranged from my glory with which I was clothed” Adam was covered with splendor

before the fall. Adam and Eve were clothed with a bright glory before their sin. In R. Meir's Torah

it was found written, 'Garments of light: this refers to Adam's garments, which were like a torch

[shedding radiance], broad at the bottom and narrow at the top.” In the later Jewish and

Samaritan sources this was also compared to the radiance of the face of Moses when he returned

from being with God in the Mount. According to Memar Marqa, Moses was endowed with the

identical glorious body as Adam.[12] Memar Marqa 5.4 tells that:

He [Moses] was vested with the form which Adam cast off in the Garden of Eden; and his face

shone up to the day of his death

That is why they were not ashamed even though they were both naked. After his disobedience

both Adam and Eve lost their shekina covering. That is why they felt naked.

His Immortality
Even before Adam did eat of the tree of life, he was not susceptible to death since his growth was

iso-entropic. (Deathlessness). If a process is both reversible and adiabatic, then it is an

isentropic process. In this process, the lost energies and the lost arrangements within the body are

constantly being replaced because of the constant contact with the Holy Spirit to the inner spirit of

man. The constant contact with the shekinah was the contact point. When it left, this contact was

lost and man became susceptible to decay and eventual death. Life within man is a ordering

energy from God. When that is finished unless it is renewed by the life giving spirit, man being

made from dust will go back to dust when the power of life within man is exhausted.
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His height
“His body reached from earth to heaven [or from one end of the world to the other filling the whole

dimensions of existence] before sin caused him to sink" (Ḥag. 12a, Talmud tractate Sanhedrin

38b).

There are many denominations who believe that Adam was very tall and and became short after

the fall. In Kaballah this refers to the reduction of Adam’s dimension of existence symbolic of the

expulsion from Eden. Adam being the son of God had dimensions not only in the material, mental

and spiritual realms but also into the Divine Realm, which he lost. Prior to Adam's sin, he was said

to have been five hundred cubits high. If taken literally, then he would have been between 750 to

1000 feet high. In Kabbala, it means that before the sin, he spanned beyond the physical level into

the spiritual worlds, whereas after the sin he only spanned the lowest physical and mental levels,

carrying only the spirit he was given in the creation breathing..
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Adam and Eve were thrown out of the divine realm away from the constant Spiritual contact until

redemption and became short only up to the spiritual level. This is indicated by the driving Adam

and Eve from the Gan Eden where an angel stood guard to see that they don’t smuggle

themselves in.

Incidentally bible never speaks of Adam loosing his image of God. After all he was the son of God

according to Luke through whom the Son of God was incarnated.

The fruit of the earth,The fruit of trees and The luminaries.
The curse of the ground had two effects. One the decay rate or entropy became larger. As a

result the fruit of the earth, became less. Man had to put in his labor to bring forth fruits.

The Fall.
Adam in paradise had angels (agathodæmons or serpents) to wait upon and dance before him (Sanh. 59b,

B. B. 75a, Pirḳe R. El. xii.). He ate "angel's bread" (compare Ps. lxxiii. 26; Yoma, 75b; Vita Adæ et Evæ, §

4). All creation bowed before him in awe. He was the light of the world (Yer. Shab. ii. 5b); but sin deprived

him of all glory.
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The earth and the heavenly bodies lost their brightness, which will come back only in the Messianic time

(Gen. R. xii.; Vita Adæ et Evæ, § 21; Philo, "Creation of the World," p. 60; Zohar, iii. 83b).

"He was of extreme beauty and sunlike brightness" (B. B. 58a).

"His skin was a bright garment, shining like his nails; when he sinned this brightness vanished, and he

appeared naked" (Targum Yer. Gen. iii. 7; Genesis Rabba xi.)

Death came upon Adam and all creation. God's day being a thousand years (Ps. xc. 4), Adam was

permitted to live 930 years—threescore and ten less than one thousand (Book of Jubilees, iv. 28, and Gen.

R. xix.), so that the statement "in the day that thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die" might be fulfilled.

The brutes no longer stood in awe of man as their ruler; instead, they attacked him.

But while sin was of fatal consequence, and the effect of the poison of the serpent is still felt by all following

generations, unless they should be released from it by the covenant of Sinai ('Ab. Zarah, 22b; IV Book of

Esdras; Apoc. Mosis, xx.; see articles Sin and Fall), the Jewish haggadists emphasize one point not

mentioned in the Bible, but of great doctrinal importance in comparison with the teachings of Paul and his

followers.

The deadly effect of sin can be removed by repentance.
Hence, Adam is represented as a type of a penitent sinner.

Thus, he is described in Vita Adæ et Evæ, as well as by the rabbis of the second century ('Er. 18b; 'Ab.

Zarah, 8a; Ab. R. N. i.; Pirḳe R. El.), as undergoing a terrible ordeal while fasting, praying, and bathing in

the river for seven and forty days (seven weeks, Pirḳe R. El.), or twice seven weeks—the shortening of the

days after Tishri being taken by Adam as a sign of God's wrath, until after the winter solstice the days again

grew longer, when he brought a sacrifice of thanksgiving.
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CHAPTER TWO
Allegorical Interpretations

A
THE SCHOOL OF ALEXANDRIA

Philo of Alexandria,(Egypt)
(25 BC - 50 AD)

Allegorical Interpretation

also called Philo Judaeus, was a Hellenistic Jewish philosopher who lived in Alexandria, in the Roman province of Egypt.
Philo used philosophical allegory to attempt to fuse and harmonize Greek philosophy with Jewish philosophy. The Church
Fathers have preserved most of Philo's works that are now extant. Many of these are allegorical commentaries on the
Pentateuch, but there are several significant other works of history and philosophy.(Schools of thought: Middle
Platonism):

Philo, uses two kinds of interpretation, literal and allegorical, which he links to the Platonic concept of a

dual world - one of which is spiritual and immaterial like God, an archetype and model, and the other world

being visible and corporeal. In Philo's opinion the literal sense, the written word, is concerned with

appearance, while the allegorical sense expresses only what can be seized by intelligence and leads directly

to the truth.

Philo's allegorical interpretation ("De Mundi Opificio," § 56), making of the Biblical incidents typical

occurrences (δεέγματα τύπων), represents a phase of Jewish thought on the whole more in accord with the
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teachings of Judaism on the Fall and on sin than is the quasi-dogmatic position of II Esdras. Philo

interpreted the stories of the Pentateuch (first five books) as elaborate metaphors and symbols. He did not

reject the subjective experience of ancient Judaism; yet, he repeatedly explained that the Septuagint cannot

be understood as a concrete, objective history.

The School of Alexandria favored an allegorical approach to scriptural interpretation and believed that

scripture revealed “intellectual truths” rather than historical truths. On the other side, opposing Origen and

the “School of Alexandria,” stood “The School of Antioch.” The School of Antioch, boasting superior

numbers, included those church leaders who insisted that all events described in the Bible actually took

place in history. Scripture, to these Christians, meant exactly what it seemed to mean. Sacred writings

described reality; they were not merely pregnant with allegorical meaning.

After Philo, Samuel Hirsch, among modern expounders,

treats the fall of man as a typical exposition of the psychological processes which
precede sin (temptation) and gradually (through self-deception) culminate in
actual sin

Moshe ben Maimon, or Moses Maimonides, (1135 -1204 AD)a preeminent medieval Sephardic Jewish
philosopher and astronomer, became one of the most prolific and influential Torah scholars and

physicians of the Middle Ages.
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Maimonides (Mosheh ben Maimon, the "Rambam" held that it was not required to read Genesis

literally. In this view, one was obligated to understand Torah in a way that was compatible with the

findings of science. Indeed, Maimonides, one of the great rabbis of the Middle Ages, wrote that

Solomon ibn Gabirol (1021 - 1050)extensively used allegory in his book "Fountain of Life", cited

by Abraham ibn Ezra.

In 1305 Shlomo ben Aderet wrote a letter against unrestricted usage of allegory by followers of

Maimonides, like Jacob Anatoli in his book "Malmad ha-Talmidim".

Gersonides (1288–1344), copied Maimonides' explanation the story of Adam into his commentary on Genesis.
The main point of Maimonides and Gersonides is that

Moses de León (1240 – 1305) states:

Moses de León, known in Hebrew as Moshe ben Shem-Tov, was a Spanish rabbi and Kabbalist who is considered
the composer or redactor of the Zohar.
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If a man looks upon the Torah as merely a book presenting narratives and everyday matters, alas

for him! Such a Torah, one treating with everyday concerns, and indeed a more excellent one, we

too, even we, could compile. More than that, in the possession of the rulers of the world there are

books of even greater merit, and these we could emulate if we wished to compile some such torah.

Thus the tales related in the Torah are simply her outer garments, and woe to the man who

regards that outer garb as the Torah itself, for such a man will be deprived of portion in the next

world. Thus David said:" Open Thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of Thy law"

(Psalms 119:18), that is to say, the things that are underneath. See now. The most visible part of a

man are the clothes that he has on, and they who lack understanding, when they look at the man,

are apt not to see more in him than these clothes. In reality, however, it is the body of the man that

constitutes the pride of his clothes, and his soul constitutes the pride of his body.
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Woe to the sinners who look upon the Torah as simply tales pertaining to things of the world,

seeing thus only the outer garment. But the righteous whose gaze penetrates to the very Torah,

happy are they. Just as wine must be in a jar to keep, so the Torah must also be contained in an

outer garment. That garment is made up of the tales and stories; but we, we are bound to

penetrate beyond.(Zohar Behalotekha)

Nahmanides also known as Rabbi Moses ben Naḥman Girondi, Bonastruc ça (de) Porta and by his acronym
Ramban (/rɑːmˈbɑːn/), (1194–1270), was a leading medieval Jewish scholar, Spanish Sephardic rabbi, philosopher,
physician, kabbalist, and biblical commentator. He was raised, studied, and lived for most of his life in Girona,
Catalonia, Spain. He is also considered to be an important figure in the re-establishment of the Jewish community in
Jerusalem following its decimation at the hands of the Crusaders in 1099.

Nahmanides, (Ramban, Rabbi Moses ben Nahman Girondi 1194–1270) often critical of the

rationalist views of Maimonides, pointed out (in his commentary to Genesis) several non-sequiturs

stemming from a literal translation of the Bible's account of Creation, and stated that the account
actually symbolically refers to spiritual concepts. He quoted the Mishnah in Tractate Chagigah

which states that the actual meaning of the Creation account, mystical in nature, was
traditionally transmitted from teachers to advanced scholars in a private setting.

Orthodox Ashkenazi Jews has, been more or less favorable of a literal approach.
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B

ALLEGORICAL INTERPRETATIONS WITHIN EARLY CHRISTIAN FATHERS
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In 202, Origen's father was martyred in the outbreak of the persecution during the reign of Septimius Severus. In 203
Origen revived the Catechetical School of Alexandria. Unlike many church fathers, he was never canonised as a saint
because some of his teachings directly contradicted the teachings attributed to the apostles, notably the Apostles Paul.

Origen believed that the Bible “...contains three levels of meaning, corresponding to the threefold

Pauline (and Platonic) division of a person into body, soul and spirit. The bodily level of Scripture,

the bare letter, is normally helpful as it stands to meet the needs of the more simple. The psychic

level, corresponding to the soul, is for making progress in perfection.… [The] spiritual

interpretation deals with ‘unspeakable mysteries’ so as to make humanity a “partaker of all the

doctrines of the Spirit’s counsel”

Genesis 2: 4 "These are the generations of the heavens and the earth. . ." sums up the creation

story of spiritual world. In the early portion God is referred to as Yahweh (YHVH or JHYH) and is

called J source. Gen 2:4 onwards the name of God is referred to as Elohim and is called E source.

J source talks about heavenly creation and Yhvh and Adam walking together as father and son. In

the E retelling earth is the place and God is not in direct vision of the fallen man. In ancient rituals

East is the symbolic gate of birth and we should remember that it is from Paradise that the Adam-

Eve entity eventually emerges into physical life, through that gate of birth, clothed in a "coat of
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skins". (See Genesis 3; 21) and so goes the allegorical interpretation of the spiritual Adam

occupying the material earth and starting the human race.

"Who would be so childish as to think that God was like a human gardener and planted a paradise

in Eden facing the east, and in it made a real visible tree, so that one could acquire life by eating

its fruit with real teeth or, again, could participate in good and evil by eating what he took from the

other tree? And if the text says that God walked in the garden in the evening, or Adam hid himself

under the tree, I cannot think that anyone would dispute that these things are said in the figurative

sense, in an effort to reveal certain mysteries by means of an apparent historical tale and not by

something that actually took place. . . . . " (First Principles - 4: 16 by Origen of Alexandria)

Irenaeus - Against Heresies Book V.XXIII.2

2. Thus, then, in the day that they did eat, in the same did they die, and became death’s

debtors, since it was one day of the creation. For it is said, “There was made in the

evening, and there was made in the morning, one day.” Now in this same day that they

did eat, in that also did they die. But according to the cycle and progress of the days,

after which one is termed first, another second, and another third, if anybody seeks

diligently to learn upon what day out of the seven it was that Adam died, he will find it by

examining the dispensation of the Lord. For by summing up in Himself the whole
human race from the beginning to the end, He has also summed up its death.

A deeper interpretation that lies behind is that as Adam partook of the fruit because he loved his wife Eve,
Jesus partook of the human life because he loved humanity his wife. Both on the sixth day.

From this it is clear that the Lord suffered death, in obedience to His Father, upon
that day on which Adam died while he disobeyed God. Now he died on the same day

in which he did eat. For God said, “In that day on which ye shall eat of it, ye shall die
by death.” The Lord, therefore, recapitulating in Himself this day, underwent His
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sufferings upon the day preceding the Sabbath, that is, the sixth day of the creation, on

which day man was created; thus granting him a second creation by means of His
passion, which is that [creation] out of death.

And there are some, again, who relegate the death of Adam to the thousandth year; for

since “a day of the Lord is as a thousand years, 2 Pet. iii. 8. he did not overstep the

thousand years, but died within them, thus bearing out the sentence of his sin. Whether, therefore,

with respect to disobedience, which is death; whether we consider] that, on account of that,

they were delivered over to death, and made debtors to it; whether with respect to [the

fact that on] one and the same day on which they ate they also died (for it is one day of

the creation); whether [we regard this point], that, with respect to this cycle of days, they
died on the day in which they did also eat, that is, the day of the preparation,
which is termed “the pure supper,” that is, the sixth day of the feast, which the Lord

also exhibited when He suffered on that day; or whether [we reflect] that he (Adam) did

not overstep the thousand years, but died within their limit,—it follows that, in regard to

all these significations, God is indeed true. For they died who tasted of the tree; and the

serpent is proved a liar and a murderer, as the Lord said of him: “For he is a murderer

from the beginning, and the truth is not in him.” John viii. 44.

C
CHRISTIAN PLATONISM

THE MONOMYTH OF FALL AND SALVATION

Joseph John Campbell (1904 – 1987) was an American mythologist, writer and lecturer,
best known for his work in comparative mythology and comparative religion.
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Campbell's concept of monomyth (one myth) refers to the theory that sees all mythic narratives as

variations of a single great story. The theory is based on the observation that a common pattern

exists beneath the narrative elements of most great myths, regardless of their origin or time of

creation. According to Campbell, the Genesis myth from the Bible ought not be taken as a literal

description of historical events happening in our current understanding of time and space, but as a

metaphor for the rise of man's cognitive consciousness as it evolved from a prior animal state.

In the 2000 documentary Joseph Campbell: A Hero's Journey, he explains God in terms of a

metaphor:

“God is a metaphor for a mystery that absolutely transcends all human categories of thought, even

the categories of being and non-being. Those are categories of thought. I mean it's as simple as

that. So it depends on how much you want to think about it; whether it's doing you any good,

whether it is putting you in touch with the mystery that's the ground of your own being. If it isn't,

well, it's a lie. So half the people in the world are religious people who think that their metaphors

are facts. Those are what we call theists. The other half are people who know that the metaphors

are not facts. And so, they're lies. Those are the atheists.”
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Functions of myth

Campbell often described mythology as having a fourfold function within human society. These

appear at the end of his work The Masks of God: Creative Mythology, as well as various lectures.

1. The Metaphysical Function

Awakening a sense of awe before the mystery of being.

According to Campbell, the absolute mystery of life, what he called transcendent reality, cannot be

captured directly in words or images. Symbols and mythic metaphors on the other hand point

outside themselves and into that reality. They are what Campbell called "being statements" and

their enactment through ritual can give to the participant a sense of that ultimate mystery as an

experience. "Mythological symbols touch and exhilarate centers of life beyond the reach of reason

and coercion.... The first function of mythology is to reconcile waking consciousness to the

mysterium tremendum et fascinans of this universe as it is."

2. The Cosmological Function

Explaining the shape of the universe

For pre-modern societies, myth also functioned as a proto-science, offering explanations for the

physical phenomena that surrounded and affected their lives, such as the change of seasons and

the life cycles of animals and plants.

3. The Sociological Function

Validate and support the existing social order

Ancient societies had to conform to an existing social order if they were to survive at all. This is

because they evolved under "pressure" from necessities much more intense than the ones

encountered in our modern world. Mythology confirmed that order and enforced it by reflecting it

into the stories themselves, often describing how the order arrived from divine intervention.

Campbell often referred to these "conformity" myths as the "Right Hand Path" to reflect the brain's

left hemisphere's abilities for logic, order and linearity. Together with these myths however, he

observed the existence of the "Left Hand Path", mythic patterns like the "Hero's Journey" which
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are revolutionary in character in that they demand from the individual a surpassing of social norms

and sometimes even of morality.

4. The Pedagogical Function

Guide the individual through the stages of life

As a person goes through life, many psychological challenges will be encountered. Myth may

serve as a guide for successful passage through the stages of one's life.

The book is quoted by proponents of the Christ myth theory. Campbell writes, "It is clear that,

whether accurate or not as to biographical detail, the moving legend of the Crucified and Risen

Christ was fit to bring a new warmth, immediacy, and humanity, to the old motifs of the beloved

Tammuz, Adonis, and Osiris cycles.

Genesis and the Monomyth: Two Classics, One Lesson

"The book of Genesis" and Joseph Campbell's Monomyth pertain directly to eachother.

The hero, or in Genesis's case heroes, are Adam and Eve. Adam and Eve live in the Garden of

Eden, also known as paradise. they know no good or evil, and they know no happiness nor

sadness. They battle their way through life full of trials, gain mentors, and learn an important

lesson about life that we can all learn from.

Adam and Eve after living in paradise were cast out. Eve ate the fruit from the tree of knowledge of

good and evil, and the result was God throwing them out. This is basically like pushing a person

who can't swim into the deep end. On the bright side, Adam and Eve are now able to have

children of their own. Unfortunately they also have to learn how to find their own food, make their

own clothes, and last but not least, "till the ground from whence he was taken", also known as

work. One of their greatest trials was raising two boys, one of which was very cantankerous and

killed the other brother.

While in the Garden of Eden, Eve acquired an unprofitable mentor, the serpent. He gets inside her

head and tempts her to eat of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Flatters her, tells

her that " ...then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods...". She believes him and

does as he tells her to. She later learns that this serpent isn't really the best influence, and both
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she and Adam learn to listen to the Lord. They learn that the best mentor to follow would be the

Lord God.

Adam and Eve eventually learn that life isn't a paradise, and learn to accept that. Adam and Eve

teach us about living life the right way. We may make mistakes along the way, and their are

consequences to those. But the trials you encounter can make you stronger. Adam and Eve tried

to follow the Lord the best they could. They try to pass all of this knowledge down to their offspring.

They give them chances to work and to make mistakes as they did because they know that those

trials will help them grow stronger in the end.

Genesis and The Monomyth are two completely different stories, but seem like they were written

for each other. Adam and Eve are heroes in this story because they take in adversity and learn to

deal with it instead of trying to run away from it. They learn how to live life the right way. They

learn to work for what they had been given instead of having life handed to them on a silver platter.

They set the way that life was supposed to be like, and still is.

In the following section I have tried to indicate the twelve-fold expansion of the myth of the history

of Bible as human story in terms of the Christian perspective. Since this is an allegorical
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interpretation, they are liable to several forms of interpretations. In some sense, myths constitute

a cultural ‘manual of life.’

A popular form of structure derived from Joseph Campbell's Monomyth from his book The Hero

With A Thousand Faces and adapted by Christopher Vogler is the Twelve Stage Hero's Journey.

This is essentially a more detailed Character Arc for your story's hero which is overlayed onto the

more traditional three-act structure that many successful Hollywood movies such as Star Wars

and The Wizard of Oz when analyzed appear to follow.

Hero's Journey - Mythic Structure - Monomyth

1. Ordinary World: The Garden of Eden, Their Home, Where they were born and brought up.

This is where the Hero (Adam and Eve) exists before his present story begins, oblivious of the

adventures to come. It's his safe place. This is simply the childhood of Man and Woman. The

Children are safe and comfortable and are cared for. But they will have to grow up.

2. Call To Adventure

Adolescence comes in with its changes in body and mind. This comes with the challenge of

Serpent to Eve. “Did God really say that you should not touch it?” “Touching the fire is

dangerous. But you have to lean how to handle it, if you want to grow up.”
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3. Refusal Of The Call

Although the Hero may be eager to accept the quest, at this stage he will have fears that need

overcoming. Second thoughts or even deep personal doubts as to whether or not he is up to the

challenge. When this happens, the Hero will refuse the call and as a result may suffer somehow.

4. Meeting The Mentor

At this crucial turning point where the Hero desperately needs guidance he meets a mentor figure

who gives him something he needs. He could be given an object of great importance, insight into

the dilemma he faces, wise advice, practical training or even self-confidence. Whatever the mentor

provides the Hero with it serves to dispel his doubts and fears and give him the strength and

courage to begin his quest. “You will not surely die. Instead you will be like God”.

5. Crossing The Threshold
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The Hero is now ready to act upon his call to adventure and truly begin his quest, whether it be

physical, spiritual or emotional. He may go willingly or he may be pushed, but either way he finally

crosses the threshold between the world he is familiar with and that which he is not. It may be

leaving home for the first time in his life or just doing something he has always been scared to do.

However the threshold presents itself, this action signifies the Hero's commitment to his journey an

whatever it may have in store for him. Eve ate the fruit of the tree of the good and evil. Whatever

comes, let it be. Adam encouraged her by himself partaking of the forbidden fruit.

6. Tests, Allies, Enemies
Adam and Eve were thrown out of the Garden of Eden - their familiar home. Now finally out of his

comfort zone the Hero is confronted with an ever more difficult series of challenges that test him in

a variety of ways. Obstacles are thrown across his path; whether they be physical hurdles or

people bent on thwarting his progress, the Hero must overcome each challenge he is presented

with on the journey towards his ultimate goal. Now there is no turning back possible.
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The Hero needs to find out who can be trusted and who can't. He may earn allies and meet

enemies who will, each in their own way, help prepare him for the greater ordeals yet to come.

This is the stage where his skills and/or powers are tested

This constitute the whole history of mankind.

7. Approach To The Inmost Cave

The heritage is taken over by man. Every man faces the crisis and dies. The inmost cave may

represent many things in the Hero's story such as an actual location in which lies a terrible danger

or an inner conflict which up until now the Hero has not had to face. As the Hero approaches the

cave he must make final preparations before taking that final leap into the great unknown.

At the threshold to the inmost cave the Hero may once again face some of the doubts and fears

that first surfaced upon his call to adventure. He may need some time to reflect upon his journey

and the treacherous road ahead in order to find the courage to continue. This brief respite helps

the audience understand the magnitude of the ordeal that awaits the Hero and escalates the

tension in anticipation of his ultimate test.

8. Ordeal
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The Supreme Ordeal may be a dangerous physical test or a deep inner crisis that the Hero must

face in order to survive or for the world in which the Hero lives to continue to exist. Whether it be

facing his greatest fear or most deadly foe, the Hero must draw upon all of his skills and his

experiences gathered upon the path to the inmost cave in order to overcome his most difficulty

challenge.

The Old Testament ends here.

Only through some form of "death" can the Hero be reborn, experiencing a metaphorical

resurrection that somehow grants him greater power or insight necessary in order to fulfill his

destiny or reach his journey's end. This is the high-point of the Hero's story and where everything

he holds dear is put on the line. If he fails, he will either die or life as he knows it will never be the

same again.

9. Reward (Seizing The Sword)

The New Testament starts here. The death and resurrection of Jesus, the Son of God comes to

aid. After defeating the enemy, surviving death and finally overcoming his greatest personal

challenge, the Hero is ultimately transformed into a new state, emerging from battle as a stronger

person and often with a prize.
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The Reward may come in many forms: an object of great importance or power, a secret, greater

knowledge or insight, or even reconciliation with a loved one or ally. Whatever the treasure, which

may well facilitate his return to the Ordinary World, the Hero must quickly put celebrations aside

and prepare for the last leg of his journey.

10. The Road Back
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This stage in the Hero's journey represents a reverse echo of the Call to Adventure in which the

Hero had to cross the first threshold. Now he must return home for which he should be born again

and connected to the life giving spirit provided by Mother Holy Spirit.. With his reward is the hope

of new life drives him Home - back to his Father’s home into familiar bliss. But this time the

anticipation of danger is replaced with that of acclaim and perhaps vindication, absolution or even

exoneration.

But the Hero's journey is not yet over and he may still need one last push back into the Ordinary

World. This is provided by the signs and miracles and the Power from above. The moment before

the Hero finally commits to the last stage of his journey may be a moment in which he must

choose between his own personal objective and that of a Higher Cause.

11. Resurrection

This is the climax in which the Hero must have his final and most dangerous encounter with death.

The final battle also represents something far greater than the Hero's own existence with its

outcome having far-reaching consequences to his Ordinary World and the lives of those he left

behind.

If he fails, others will suffer and this not only places more weight upon his shoulders but in a movie,

grips the audience so that they too feel part of the conflict and share the Hero's hopes, fears and

trepidation. Ultimately the Hero will succeed, destroy his enemy and emerge from battle cleansed

and reborn.

12. Return With The Elixir

This is the final stage of the Hero's journey in which he returns home to his Father’s World a

changed man. He will have grown as a person, learned many things, faced many terrible dangers
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and even death but now looks forward to the start of a new life. He has been transformed into the

likeness of the Son of the Father - the theosis process continues. His return may bring fresh hope

to those he left behind, a direct solution to their problems or perhaps a new perspective for

everyone to consider.

The final reward that he obtains may be literal or metaphoric. It could be a cause for celebration,

self-realization or an end to strife, but whatever it is it represents three things: change, success

and proof of his journey. The return home also signals the need for resolution for the story's other

key players. The Hero's doubters will be ostracized, his enemies punished and his allies rewarded.

Ultimately the Hero will return to where he started but things will clearly never be the same again.

>>>>>>>>>

https://catholicgnosis.wordpress.com/2014/12/10/the-monomyth-of-fall-and-salvation/

“In the Bible the monomyth is presented continually and at many levels: in the lives of individuals,

in the history of the Jews, and relative to all humankind. Indeed the Bible as a whole is, as it were,

an epic portrayal of the monomyth that extends from the fall of Adam and Eve and their

banishment from the Garden of Eden to the restoration of the Tree of Life and a soul’s attainment

of the New Jerusalem in the final book, Revelation. The monomyth is the essential message of the

https://catholicgnosis.wordpress.com/2014/12/10/the-monomyth-of-fall-and-salvation/
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Bible: to live in union with God or with God’s will, once in the state not to fall, and if fallen, to regain

it.

The clearest portrayal of the descending arc is of course the fall of Adam and Eve. The

psychological significance of this story has long been known to religious writers. It was thoroughly

explained even before the Christian era by the Jewish Platonist philosopher Philo of Alexandria

(Uebersax, 2012), who influenced such major Christian exegetes as St. Ambrose and St.

Augustine in the West, and St. Gregory of Nyssa in the West (just to name a few figures).

We find in the story of Adam and Eve not simply a turning away from God, but a complex

psychological process which also involves a deliberate turn towards self-will, and a re-ordering of

interests which mistakenly places sensual concerns above pursuit of higher, spiritual, moral, and

intellectual goods and pleasures. The motif of the fall is recapitulated frequently throughout

Genesis — for example in the stories of Cain, the flood, and the tower of Babel.

The exodus and wandering of the Jews as they are liberated from bondage to the Egyptians

(symbolizing a mind dominated by passions), their wandering in the desert, and their eventual

arrival in the Promised Land represents the upward arc of the monomyth.

As the Old Testament continues, the Jews or individual figures are continually falling (e.g., worship

of idols, David’s adultery), and being called back to the upward journey by prophets.

Again, the motif of fall and salvation permeates the New Testament. There the central concept of

the kingdom of heaven can, at the psychological level, be understood as basically corresponding

to the state of grace. Virtually all of Jesus’ parables address the monomyth and its phases or

aspects. A particularly good example of the complete monomyth, including fall and restoration, is

the parable of the Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11–32)”

D

JUNGIAN PERSONALITY THEORY
https://catholicgnosis.wordpress.com/tag/joseph-campbell/

https://catholicgnosis.wordpress.com/tag/joseph-campbell/
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The monomyth of fall and salvation is very similar to a model of cyclical personality dynamics

advanced the Jungian writer Edward Edinger in a series books (e.g., 1986a, 1992, 1994); many of

his works explicitly address this model in the context of myths and religion.

For Edinger (who is basically following Jung here) this cycle involves the relationship of the ego to

a much greater entity, the Self. The ego is our empirical self, our conscious identify. The Self in

Jungian psychology includes our conscious mind, the unconscious, our body, our social life, our

spiritual soul, and all facets of our being including the universal consciousness in which we form a

subset. In many respects, the Self in Jungian theory has features which are customarily ascribed

to God. It is mysterious, sacred, numinous, and very powerful.

Cycle of ego-Self separation and union (adapted from Edinger, 1992, p. 5)

Edinger describes a characteristic cyclical process of personality dynamics in which the ego

alternates between phases of being more united with, and separate from the Self. The process,

which recurs throughout life, could better be described as “spiral” rather than circular per se,

because it allows for cumulative overall personality development.

Ego subordinate to Self in a Unitive State
The unitive state in the Jung/Edinger framework is one in which the ego subordinates itself to, and

maintains an attitude of humility towards the Self. The ego receives direction from the Self by
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intuitions, inspirations, and perhaps dreams, and is guided by them. They are together in harmony

and peace. This is the Eden experience.

Ego Inflation gradually take place
The fall occurs, according to this view, when the ego no longer looks to the Self for guidance and

direction. As it relies more and more on itself, the ego may become a virtual tyrant or dictator,

seeking its own narrow interests and following a distorted view of reality. (Edinger calls this state

‘ego inflation’. ) Once headed in this direction, the person inevitably experiences progressively

more unhappiness, accompanied by more pronounced, ineffective attempts by the ego to salvage

things. In the later stages, the personality is marked by symptoms of conflict, neurosis, anxiety and

neurosis, etc. Finally the ego finds itself outside of Self .

Personality Crisis
Eventually problems become sufficiently acute that the ego sees further progress along the same

trajectory as impossible. A personality crisis ensues, which can be resolved only by the ego’s

regaining a sense of proper humility (Edinger, 1986b).

Thus chastised it must then begin the upward ascent. And back into the Eden itself in union with

Self. This is the presentation of Jungians which is a representation of the relation between Human

Ego and the Creator Self. All souls ultimately belong to the universal Self.

http://www.iammysoul.com/uploads/6/9/4/4/69440707/1636577_orig.jpg

http://www.iammysoul.com/uploads/6/9/4/4/69440707/1636577_orig.jpg
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http://67.media.tumblr.com/eb0081a437aec4aeeb610478c4f8b691/tumblr_nnsjc9hM761qg20oho1_500.jpg

http://67.media.tumblr.com/eb0081a437aec4aeeb610478c4f8b691/tumblr_nnsjc9hM761qg20oho1_500.jpg
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Jungian Genealogy, by Iona Miller
http://jungiangenealogy.weebly.com/cosmic-tree.html

TREE SYMBOLISM
Tree of Creation; Tree of Life; World Tree;

Philosophical Tree; Tree of Immortality
And everywhere there, the Tree of Life,

and the resurrection of flesh from the Tree … --Origen

The best-known symbol in the Judeo-Christian tradition, is of course, the two trees found in

Genesis, the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil and the Tree of Life. The Tree of Knowledge of

Good and Evil is the very trunk of the mythic fall of humanity and nature and total separation from

God that has permeated the mythos for over two thousand years. The Tree of Life is the one that

is banned from Adam and Eve after their partaking of forbidden fruit so that they might die and not

know immortality as the god(s) do.

In the Neolithic and Bronze ages the world tree was one where the symbolism was interpreted as

a nexus, the world axis, where pairs of opposites come together (Campbell 105). In this

interpretation the tree was a universal whole: male and female, dark and light, knowledge and
mystery, etc.

The Biblical tradition, however, deconstructs this unity and by Eve's partaking of the fruit,
humanity was separated into dualities, male and female, good and evil, the unity dissolved

http://jungiangenealogy.weebly.com/cosmic-tree.html
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and rent asunder, a unique perspective where humanity is thrown into time and space and

becomes aware of imminent mortality.

The tree, in such a creative reading, no longer unites the three planes of existence:
heaven, earth, the underworld, but instead represents the temporal nature of man
confined to the earth in disobedience, separated from the tree (nature), the heavens
(god), with only the thought of the underworld (Sheol )

(http://www.themystica.com/mystica/articles/s/sheol.html)) as a final, inevitable end, unless the

disparity of the tree can be transcended in some manner in this particular mythos.

The spiritual transcendence broken by this ill advised repast, is redeemed, of course, in the

Apart from any explanation why, the fact is that we are attracted to the image of the tree.

Consider a few of them.

 The Edenic Trees of Knowledge and of Life had offshoots in the Kabbalistic

(http://www.themystica.com/mystica/articles/k/kabbalah.html) tree of Life

and in the

 Tree of the Cross on which Christ was crucified, which Medieval legends held to be made from

wood of the Tree of Life.

 The Buddha (http://www.themystica.com/mystica

/articles/b/buddhism.html) reached enlightenment by sitting under the Bo Tree of Wisdom.

 Odin became the god of wisdom by hanging on a tree, Yggdrasil, the world ash tree that

unites heaven, earth, and hell.

 The Druids (http://www.themystica.com/mystica/articles

/d/druidism.html), Celtic wizards whose name means "tree," worked their magic in oak

groves.

 The Bhagavad Gita has a tree that grows upside down, (“ūrdhva-mūlam adhaḥ-śākham” –

“Upward roots, downward branches.”) with its roots in heaven and its branches in the world.

 InTibet a marvelous kumbum tree grows with mystical symbols

from the mystery language Senzar on its leaves and bark

http://www.themystica.com/mystica/articles/s/sheol.html))
http://www.themystica.com/mystica/articles/k/kabbalah.html)
http://www.themystica.com/mystica
http://www.themystica.com/mystica/articles
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 tree of the Christian Cross that Jesus died upon (the new Adam) in order to synthesize the

breech between God and humanity.

Travers has noted that: "Coming to [the Christian] tradition, we can think of the cross as the
world tree par excellence. There is an old belief, part of our Christian mythology, that the
wood from the cross on which Christ was hanged was hewn from one of the trees that grew
in Paradise " (Travers, 20). Curiously, Christianity is the only branch of any world mythology that

disrupts the unity of the world tree and separates man from god, man from nature, man from

himself, and then attempts to reunite the sundering via the context of the sacrificed god. There are

reversed echoes of Odin's self crucifixion in such a story, though in the Norse story the spiritual

archetype is, of course, the heavens coming down to man, not man ascending to the heavens.

The common man sees the tree of life, whose roots reach into Hell and whose top touches

Heaven. He also no longer knows differences: Who is right? What is holy? What is genuine? What

is good? What is correct? He knows only one difference: the difference between below and above.

For he sees that the tree of life grows from below to above, and that it has its crown at the top,

clearly differentiated from the roots. To him this is unquestionable. Hence he knows the way to

salvation.

To unlearn all distinctions save that concerning direction is part of your salvation. Hence you free

yourself from the old curse of the knowledge of good and evil. Because you separated good from

evil according to your best appraisal and aspired only to the good and denied the evil that you

committed nevertheless and ailed to accept, your roots no longer suckled the dark nourishment of

the depths and your tree became sick and withered.

Therefore the ancients said that after Adam had eaten the apple, the tree of paradise withered.

Your life needs the dark. But if you know that it is evil, you can no longer accept it and you suffer

anguish and you do not know why: Nor can you accept it as evil, else your good will reject you.

Nor can you deny it since you know good and evil. Because of this the knowledge of good and evil

was an insurmountable curse.

But if you return to primal chaos and if you feel and recognize that which hangs stretched between

the two unbearable poles of fire, you will notice that you can no longer separate good and evil

conclusively, neither through feeling nor through knowledge, but that you can discern the direction

of growth only from below to above. You thus forget the distinction between good and evil, and
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you no longer know it as long as your tree grows from below to above. But as soon as growth

stops, what was united in growth falls apart and once more you recognize good and evil.

You can never deny your knowledge of good and evil to yourself so that you could betray your

good in order to live evil. For as soon as you separate good and evil, you recognize them. They

are united only in growth. But you grow if you stand still in the greatest doubt, and therefore

steadfastness in great doubt is' a veritable flower of life.

The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil

There is one tree bearing two kinds of fruits. Its name is the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

Like its name, are its fruits: namely, good and bad fruits of life and death, of love and hate, of
light and darkness.

This tree was put before Adam, and even if he had in his innocence the liberty to look upon it as a

tree of God's wonders. God's prohibition did not allow him to place his desire in it and eat of it, but

threatened that (if he would do so) he would die from its fruit. For this was a tree of division
where good and evil battled with each other: but in a battle there can be no life: For battle
brings forth destruction,and destruction brings forth death, life lives in the sweet unity of
love. Therefore, when Adam ate from this tree, a battle started within him, and in this battle he lost

his life.

Nevertheless wretched men will not learn through such fall and damage. His desire is still for

that tree and its fruits. Man is always desirous to have the division of manifold things, and
man is always battling, when he could return to the unity of simplicity, if he only would
come
in peace. Life's light stands in the middle to point out to men the way to this first rest, and the

Father in the heaven lets his Sun rise over good and evil: But everything grows after its own

fashion, and man is only too apt to look upon the stars of the manyfoldness, and in his own

discretion, to choose them for his ladders, though they make him stray many times from the

true light, and detain him in the whirlpool of uncertainty.

God made man to live in an eternal Sabbath, he should not work, but let God work in
him, he should not take with his own hands, but only receive what God bestowed plentifully
upon His mercy. But man left the Sabbath, and wanted to work himself, raised his hand

against the law to take in his own desire what he should not have taken. Therefore, God let

him fall, and since he had despised the quiet, he had to feel painfully the restlessness. In such
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restlessness of life all children of man still extend their hands, trying to grasp their pleasures.

And as is their understanding and will, so is their grasping. Some grasp for the good, some

grasp for the evil. Some grasp for the fruit, some only for the leaves, some for a branch with

fruits and leaves on it. And they derive pleasure from the things they have grasped, these poor

fools do not know that all their pain and labor had only been a Studium particulare. They

grasp for pieces, where they could obtain the whole. They seek for quiet and cannot find it; for

they look from the outside into the restlessness of movement, which dwells in the inner

solitude of the inner Centri, and though one may grasp more than the other, it is still

piece-work. At times there may be one amongst 7 hands coming near the secret and it grasps

the whole stem of the tree at that point where all the divided branches return to unity. But

even this hand is still far from the roots of the tree, only grasping and holding the secret from

the outside and cannot yet see it from the inside. For the root of this tree is understood only by

the eye of wisdom, standing in the Centre of all spheres. These roots go from the visible world

of mingled good and evil, into the sphere of the invisible world. This eye looks with the

greatest peace upon the wonders of all movements and also looks through all the other eyes,

wandering about outside of the rest in the unrest, all those eyes which want to see for

themselves without the right eye of wisdom, from which they have received all their seeing power.

This eye can prove all spirits, how intelligent, pure and acute they be. It understands

the sources of good and evil. Plain before it is light and darkness. It understands time and eternity,

visible and invisible, present and future things, earthly and heavenly things, things of the body and

things of the spirit, high and deep, outwardliness and inwardliness. And nevertheless, none of

these things are disturbed by it, for the eye lives in the Centre of peace, where everything stands

in equality outside of any strife, and whatever it sees it possesses.

For in the Centre of its peace is its kingly throne, everything being subject to it. Therefore,

dear man, If thou wouldst return to right understanding and right peace, cease from thy

works and let God alone work in thee, so that the eye of wisdom will open in thine own self

and thou wilt attain a studio particulari ad universale and One find All.”

St. Basil rejected allegorical interpretation in his Hexaemeron, and affirmed 24-hour creation days:
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I know the laws of allegory, though less by myself than from the works of others.

There are those truly, who do not admit the common sense of the Scriptures, for

whom water is not water, but some other nature, who see in a plant, in a fish, what

their fancy wishes, who change the nature of reptiles and of wild beasts to suit their

allegories, like the interpreters of dreams who explain visions in sleep to make them

serve their own ends. For me grass is grass; plant, fish, wild beast, domestic animal,

I take all in the literal sense. 'For I am not ashamed of the Gospel' [Romans 1:16].

CHAPTER THREE

WHAT IS THE ORIGINAL SIN?

Though we have come to call what happened and its consequence as a result of the original sin,

we are not told in any clear terms what action was the sin and why. Except for the obvious fact of

disobedience, the interpretation what was the Tree of knowledge of Good and Evil and its fruit,

what did it mean to say “She ate the fruit or the tree of good and evil” or what really happened

afterwards etc are not conclusively determinable. As we have seen, the Jewish theology do not

see any sin in the whole episode. The only abrogation was the disobedience to the order of God
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not to eat the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. The Rabbi see that act as an

expected growing up factor as seen in the growth of a child from his or her early childhood to

maturity to be like their father - independent, creative and productive on their own. Was this not

expected by God as is emphasized by some denominational theologies? Or was it a mortal sin of

total seperation deserving execution? The subsequent theologies developed in solving this

enigma.

A
The Hedge around the Law: Sinning by Making Extra Rules

In the 3rd century CE midrashic work, Genesis Rabbah (Parasha 19), Rabbi Chiyah suggests that

what led to the sin is Eve’s expanding upon the law, putting a “hedge” around it, in rabbinic

parlance (m. Avot 1:1). God says not to eat the fruit (Gen 2:17) but Eve tells the serpent that they

are not allowed to touch the tree (Gen 3:3).

This interpretation appears in the Babylonian Talmud as well (Sanhedrin 29a), and is expanded

upon and inverted in the 8th or 9th century work, The Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan (ch. 1).

In this text, the blame goes not to Eve but to Adam. Since Eve never heard the command for

herself—she had yet to be created when God uttered it—then she must have heard this wrong

version from Adam.

The doctrine of original sin was first developed in the 2nd-century by Irenaeus, the Bishop of

Lyons. Irenaeus believed that Adam’s sin had grave consequences for humanity, that it is the

source of human sinfulness, mortality and enslavement to sin, and that all human beings

participate in his sin and share his guilt. Augustine took his argument further, arguing that Adam’s

sin is transmitted by concupiscence, or “hurtful desire,” resulting in humanity becoming a massa

damnata (mass of perdition, condemned crowd), with much enfeebled, though not destroyed,

freedom of will.

Adam’s sin transformed human nature. All of his descendants now live in sin, in the form of

“concupiscence,” the privation of good, transmitted through sexual reproduction. While sexual

concupiscence (libido) might have been present in the perfect human nature in Eden, it became

disobedient to human reason and will as a result of the first couple’s disobedience to God’s will in

the original sin. Thus “original sin,” according to Augustine, consists of the guilt of Adam that all
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humans inherit. As sinners, humans are utterly depraved in nature, lack the freedom to do good,

and cannot respond to the will of God without divine grace.

Calvin took it further to the extent that man is totally dead in the spirit because of the sin and is

even incapable of using the freewill to get out of the mess. And as such God took a few from here

and there - the elect - to heaven and places the others in hell and gets his glory as Omnipotent

King of the Universe in direct contrast to a Father who dies for his sons and daughters however

bad they may be

B

MORMON FALLING UPWARD THEORY
The Mormons believe that what Adam and Eve did was a necessary act so that mankind may

reach their father’s nature through experience. Here I quote from Timothy Oliver

http://www.watchman.org/articles/mormonism/basics-of-mormonism-falling-upward/

“In his book, A New Witness for the Articles of Faith, (NWAF) one of Mormonism's foremost

modern apostles, Bruce R. McConkie, expends three chapters explaining the meaning of the

Mormon church's second Article of Faith: "We believe that men will be punished for their own sins,

and not for Adam's transgression." This Mormon Article of Faith presupposes sin and the fall of

Adam. To properly understand it, or the third Article which follows it, requires an understanding of

the Mormon concept of Adam's fall. Says McConkie, "It is not possible to believe in Christ and his

atoning sacrifice, in the true and full sense required to gain salvation, without at the same time

believing and accepting the true doctrine of the fall" (NWAF, p. 82).

Humanity's Pre-Mortal Existence

To understand the Mormon concept of the Fall, however, requires still prior understanding of the

Mormon concepts of a pre-mortal existence, and the purpose of this earth life. Mormonism

teaches that mankind is of the same species as God. Our origin is supposed to have been as

procreated children of God, born as spirits in some other realm. In this spirit world existence we

progressed as far as was possible.

http://www.watchman.org/articles/mormonism/basics-of-mormonism-falling-upward/
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"All men and women are in the similitude of the universal Father and Mother, and are literally the

sons and daughter of Deity"’ as spirits they were "offspring of celestial parentage."
Joseph Fielding Smith, Man: His origin and Destiny, Pgs 351, 355

Ye are gods, children of the most High:Ps. 82:6;

We are the offspring of God:Acts 17:29;

Be in subjection unto the Father of spirits:Heb. 12:9;

I am a son of God:Moses 1:13;

But to become truly like our Heavenly Father we needed to obtain physical bodies. We also

needed to learn the difference between good and evil, truth and error, and to love and choose the

former over the latter. Since our Heavenly Father has progressed so far that He cannot allow evil

into His presence, it was necessary for us to leave Him for some place where we could encounter

and overcome evil ourselves.

Earth Life A Test

So, this world was prepared as a school, where we have been sent to obtain physical bodies and

to learn the lessons of mortality. In his book, The Miracle of Forgiveness, (MF), Mormon church

President and Prophet Spencer W. Kimball described our mission for this life. "We would be

expected to gain knowledge, educate ourselves, train ourselves. We were to control our urges and

desires, master and control our passions, and overcome our weaknesses, small and large. We

were to eliminate sins of omission and of commission, and to follow the laws and commandments

given us by our Father" (p. 5; emphasis added).

This is in accord with Mormon scripture in the Pearl of Great Price, (PGP). While laying their plans

for our earth life, the Gods are supposed to have said, "And we will prove them herewith, to see if

they will do all things whatsoever the Lord their God shall command them;" (PGP, Abraham 3:25;

emphasis added).

Conflicting Commandments

Of course for this whole plan to work, physical bodies had to be prepared in which Heavenly

Father's spirit children could dwell. Thus, the first commandment on record is the commandment

to Adam and Eve to be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth. Mormonism teaches this was a

greater and more important commandment than the commandment not to eat of the Tree of

Knowledge of Good and Evil (Talmage, Articles of Faith, pp. 64-5).
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In fact, according to Mormon doctrine, the two commandments stood in opposition to each other

(McConkie, NWAF, p. 91). Notwithstanding the great importance of procreation to the purpose of

earth life, when God made Adam and Eve, He supposedly made them in a condition where they

could not procreate. "There was as yet neither procreation nor death. These would enter the

scheme of things only after the fall" (Ibid., p. 84). Adam and Eve had to break the lesser

commandment, and incur the Fall, in order to fulfill the greater commandment (Ibid., p. 91).

Adam fell that men might be

According to Mormon scripture, Eve is supposed to have exclaimed, "Were it not for our

transgression we never should have had seed, and never should have known good and evil, and

the joy of our redemption, and the eternal life which God giveth unto all the obedient" (PGP,

Moses 5:11).

The Book of Mormon (BM) says the same: "...if Adam had not transgressed.... they would have

had no children; wherefore they would have remained in a state of innocence, having no joy, for

they knew no misery; doing no good, for they knew no sin....;" (BM, 2 Nephi 2:22-23).

A Fall in the Right Direction?

From the foregoing one can see how important it was for man to "fall" - why, in Mormonism, "the

Fall" is seen as a good thing, a great blessing. This has led some Mormon leaders to say things

which may sound a little odd or even bizarre to Christians familiar with the Bible. For example:

Under the heading, "'TRANSGRESSION' NOT 'SIN' OF ADAM," Mormon apostle and prophet

Joseph Fielding Smith, Jr. wrote, "I never speak of the part Eve took in this fall as a sin, nor do I

accuse Adam of a sin" (Doctrines of Salvation, (DS), vol. 1, p. 114). Again, "This was a

transgression of the law, but not a sin in the strict sense, for it was something that Adam and Eve

had to do!" (Ibid., p. 115). "The 'fall' of Adam and Eve was not a sin but an essential act upon

which mortality depends" (Smith, Answers to Gospel Questions, vol. 5, p. 15).

Bruce R. McConkie wrote, "We do not know how the fall was accomplished..." (NWAF, p. 85;

emphasis added). He goes so far as to cast the Fall in terms of obedience rather than

transgression: "After they had thus complied with whatever the law was that brought mortality into

being,..." and "He [Adam] chose the Lord's way;" (Ibid., pp. 86, 91; emphasis added). Assistant to
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the Twelve Apostles Sterling W. Sill spoke of Adam's fall: "Adam fell, but he fell in the right

direction. He fell toward the goal.... Adam fell, but he fell upward" (Deseret News, Church Section,

31 July 1965, p. 7).

Since the mortal condition was essential to the Mormon plan of salvation, the act which introduced

mortality of necessity becomes a great blessing. "We can hardly look upon anything resulting in

such benefits as being a sin, in the sense in which we consider sin" (Smith, DS, vol. 1, p. 115).

"Properly understood, it becomes apparent that the fall of Adam is one of the greatest blessings

ever given of God to mankind" (McConkie, NWAF, p. 87).

(We can see this as a variant for the yetzer haRa principle of the Jewish Rabbi)

Mormonism says we will not be punished for Adam's transgression because all mankind will be

redeemed from the effects of the "Fall." That is, the consequences of Adam's action - physical, or

temporal death, and spiritual death - are both overcome through the Atonement of Christ (Ensign,

January, 1990, pp. 25-6). "Temporal death is the natural death; it occurs when body and spirit

separate, thus leaving the body to return to the dust whence it came. Spiritual death is to be cast

out of the presence of the Lord and to die as pertaining to the things of righteousness" (McConkie,

NWAF, pp. 86-7). Since it was not our fault that either of these were introduced, they will both be

removed by God's free grace. All mankind will be resurrected with immortal physical bodies, and

all will be brought back into the presence of God, for judgment (BM, 2 Nephi 2:10). Those who are

subsequently cast out are ejected for their own unrepented sin (BM, 2 Nephi 9:38, 45-6). .

C

FALL PRE ORDAINED BY GOD THEORY
http://www.puritanboard.com/showthread.php/78694-Did-God-ordain-Adam-s-Fall

8. Of the Sin and Fall of our First Parents.
2a God predetermined the fall of Adam; this fell under his decree, as all things do that come to

pass in the world; there is nothing comes to pass without his determining will, "Who is he that saith,

http://www.puritanboard.com/showthread.php/78694-Did-God-ordain-Adam-s-Fall
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and it cometh to pass, when the Lord commandeth it not?" (Lam. 3:37), nothing is done, or can be

done, God not willing it should be done: that the fall of Adam was by the determinate counsel and

foreknowledge of God is certain; because the sufferings and death of Christ, by which is the

redemption of men from that sin, and all others, were ordained before the foundation of the world;

and which must have been precarious and uncertain, if Adam’s fall was not by a like decree (Acts

2:23; 4:28; 1 Pet. 1:20), but then neither the foreknowledge of God, nor any decree of God, laid

Adam under a necessity of sinning; it is true, there arises from hence a necessity of immutability,

that is, that the things God has decreed should unchangeably come to pass, but not a necessity of

co-action or force; as Judas and the Jews sinned freely, the one in betraying, the other in putting

Christ to death; so Adam sinned freely, without force or compulsion, notwithstanding any decree of

God concerning him; so that these do not make God at all chargeable with being the author of his

sin; he and he alone was the author of it.

Again in http://reformedanswers.org/answer.asp/file/40386 Ra McLaughlin is Vice President of

Creative Delivery Systems at Third Millennium Ministries says:

“"The Bible's answer to this question is that God ordained evil (as he ordains everything; cf.

Acts 4:27-28), but that he brings evil to pass in such a way that he himself does not violate his own

perfectly righteous nature (1 John 1:5). In a certain sense, God desires evil's existence, and the

existence of evil brings him glory (such as in his just condemnation of it; cf. Prov. 16:4; Rom. 9:21-

24). For reasons known only to God, God has chosen to bring about evil in order that he may be

glorified and we may be blessed. Ultimately, the existence of evil is a good thing for believers and

for God. In fact, theologians used to speak of the "Fortunate Fall" of Adam because the restored

state of man in Christ is more blessed than was Adam's perfect condition in the Garden of Eden

before the Fall.

“Two of our brothers offered to help. Our oldest brother, Jesus Christ, who was then called

Jehovah, said, “Here am I, send me” (Abraham 3:27)…. Satan, who was called Lucifer, also

came…” “(Gospel Principles [1997 ed.], 17-18)

D
PREMATURE SEX THEORY

Theophilus of Antioch and St. Irenaeus considered Adam to be in a premature age when he

violated the precept of abstaining from a sexual union with Eve, his future wife.This was not

because it was a wrong action, but because it was inappropriate for their age.

http://reformedanswers.org/answer.asp/file/40386
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Clement of Alexandria in the second century wrote: "... the first man of our race did not await the

appropriate time, desiring the favour of marriage before the proper hour and he fell into sin by not

waiting the time of God's will...they (Adam and Eve) were impelled to do it before the normal time

because they were still young and were persuaded by deception." (On Marriage XIV:94, XVII:102-

103).

This notion that the fall occurred in a period of immaturity before they achieved perfection is also

shared by Peter Lombard, Hugo of St. Victor, Alexander of Hales, St. Bonaventura, John Duns

Scotus and others in the Franciscan school

E

THE DOCTRINE OF THE SERPENT SEED

St. Augustine thought he had found the sin by which mankind is bound: "It was not, the fruit on the

tree, but the lust of the pair on the ground."

F
TWO SEED THEORY

Serpent seed, dual seed or two-seed line is a controversial religious belief which explains the

biblical account of the fall of man by saying that the serpent in the Garden of Eden mated with Eve,

and that the offspring of their union was Cain. On the same day Eve force mated with Adam and

the offspring was Abel. Thus Cain and Abel were twins. This appears in early Gnostic writings

such as the Gospel of Philip (c. 350). This teaching was explicitly rejected as heresy by Irenaeus

(c. 180) and later mainstream Christian theologians. A similar idea appeared in Jewish midrashic

texts in the 9th century and in the Kabbalah.

Notable proponents include Daniel Parker (1781–1844), William M. Branham (1909–1965), and

Arnold Murray (1929–2014).
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“Two-Seed-in-the-Spirit Predestinarian Baptists”
Elder Daniel Parker who started the modern revival of the theory held a slightly different form of

explanation. He did not believe that Satan had direct sexual relation with Eve. He explains that

the Devil as evil as opposed to God is self-existent because a Good God would not produce such

a being as a Devil. The spirit of opposition to God inbred in beings produces Devil. Free will of

creation causes it and generates it. Evil is only a moral reality. Therefore the Devil is self-existent

in beings and had his seed is also are spirit that work with him. The Devil brought about the fall of

Adam and Eve by misleading Eve. Parker says, “Some may think I believe the Serpent cohabited

with the woman. Certainly he did, so far as to beget the wicked, sinful principle and nature in her,

which, was the cause of the sentence being passed against her by her Maker: – but not to beget

children by her, in no other way but through or by the man, which, as her husband had received

the forbidden fruit, and partook of the same principle and nature of Satan.”

Thus Parkers thesis simply was it was the evil spirit that caused Eve to disobey that caused the

serpent seed within her even though it was Adam’s progeny.

In his Views on the Two Seeds (1826). Parker taught that all persons are either of the "good seed"

of God or of the "bad seed" of Satan (the children of the good seed are roughly equivalent to the

"elect" of Calvinism, and those of the bad seed similar to the "non-elect"), and were predestined

that way from the beginning. Therefore mission activity was not only unbiblical, but as a practical

matter useless, since the "decision" was already made prior to birth. These came to be known as

“Two-Seed-in-the-Spirit Predestinarian Baptists”

Cain was the son of the Serpent

But later revivalists changed it. William Branham says: "But it was a sex act. ... The serpent was

an upright handsome creature. He was, in fact, `the missing link’ that science even in their

unspiritual wisdom, can see is missing `between man and monkey.’ ... Satan used this creature to

get himself into the Human race.” (Was it an Apple? (Lima, Oh: Bible Believers of Lima). Here is

the scripture proofs for the seed of the devil:

John 8:42 -44 Jesus said to them, “If God were your Father, you would love me, for I have come

here from God. I have not come on my own; God sent me. Why is my language not clear to you?

Because you are unable to hear what I say. You belong to your father, the devil, and you want
to carry out your father’s desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the

truth, for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and

the father of lies.
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Genesis 3:13 is often cited, with the claim that the word translated “beguiled” in the King James

Version really should be “seduced.” Context and scholarship would disagree.

Proverbs 30:20 This is the way of an adulteress: she eats and wipes her mouth and says, “I have

done no wrong.”

Here metaphorically eating is interpreted to sexual act.

The parable of the tares in Matthew chapter 13. is interpreted to mean that when Adam sowed

good seed, serpent also sowed along with it the evil seed.

Arnold Murray says: "When you look for the in-depth meaning of "men as trees, walking", you are

able to see that Christ wants us to understand there are plantings of God and plantings of the

devil. The plantings of that wicked one began in the garden of Eden with the conception of Cain

and follow down through his progeny, the Kenites." (Newsletter #195, Jan, 1995 and #202,

August 1995).

This is why soon after the disobedience, Adam and Eve felt naked and covered themselves with

leaves. Why should they feel naked unless the disobedience has something to do with the

nakedness of Adam and Eve?

The two seed theorists believe that Cain was the son of the Satan - the Serpent. Serpent lied to

Eve regarding the consequence of eating the fruit. Cain was the first killer,

This belief is also held by some adherents of the white supremacist theology known as Christian

Identity, who claim that the Jews are descended from the serpent.

“After Adam and his wife sinned, and the serpent had intercourse with Eve and injected filth into

her, Eve bore Cain. He had the shape from above and from below (the earth)... Therefore, he was

the first to bring death into the world, caused by his side, as he came from the filth of the serpent.

The nature of the serpent is to lurk, so as to kill, and his issue, Cain, learned his

ways.”

- Zohar Pekudei 21

“...the members of the mixed multitude are the children of the primordial serpent that seduced Eve

by the tree of knowledge, so the mixed multitude is indeed the impurity that the serpent injected

into Eve. From this impurity, which is considered the mixed multitude, Cain came forth and slew

Abel - Zohar 2 Beresheet A28
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Some propose that Eve had sexual relation with Adam soon after her relation with the Serpent and

she had paternal twins - one from the Serpent Cain and the other from Adam Abel. The Paternal

twin concept is forced into the interpretation to make it a mix from the beginning. There are some

who say that they were twins both from Serpent. Abel who was killed by Cain was replaced by

Seth through whom came Jesus and the redemption. Thus humanity consists of two seeds

mingled together - one of the Serpent and the other of Adam. The Cains developed their own

religion which consisted of Serpent worship. All this has to assume that the Serpent was of human

form and nature which is a long shot. No fossil evidence is found for this anyway.

This is the two seed theory.

G
RACE MIXING THEORY

In the 19th century, defenders of slavery argued that slavery and the subordination of women were

the logical consequences of the Fall. And in the twentieth century, the myth was re-interpreted to

propound racism and neo-Nazism: the serpent was a “negro,” a member of a “pre-adamite” sub-

human race fit only for slavery, and his so-called “conversation” with Eve contained more than

mere words. Thus Eve’s disobedience and sin consisted of “race-mixing” and the result was Cain,

progenitor of the Jewish nation, responsible today for America’s social and political problems.

It is considered heresy by the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches and by
most Protestants.

One basic argument against the original sin as sex is the reason Bible gives for Eve partaking the

fruit: Gen. 3:6 “So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, that it was pleasant to
the eyes, and a tree desirable to make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate. She also gave

to her husband with her, and he ate."

Notice that bible specify that Adam was with Eve all the time.

I Jn. 2:16: “For all that is in the world-- the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride
of life”
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1. She saw the eye: it was good for food - the fruit was physically appealing - lust of the flesh

2. Delight to the eyes - The lust of the eyes

3. Desirable to make one wise –to be like their maker- the pride of life.

Jewish references
There are some stray references in the Judaic tradition in this regard

“Through the illicit intercourse of Eve with the serpent, however, the nature of her descendants

was corrupted, Israel alone overcoming this fatal defect by accepting the Torah at Sinai, which had

been offered to and rejected by all other nations (Shab. 146a; 'Ab. Zarah 22b; Yeb. 103b).

Thereupon God imposed punishment on Adam for yielding to a woman's counsel... God punished

Eve by childbirth and its attendant pains, because she had deceived Adam, even as the serpent

had beguiled her. - Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 1:45-50

The Zohar in Bereishis 36b says "When they begat children, the first born was the son of the

(serpent's) slime. For two beings had intercourse with Eve and she conceived from both and bore

two children. Each followed one of the male parents and their spirits parted one to this side and

one to the other and similarly their characters."

Rabbi Leo Jung, who made a careful study of the Jewish, Christian and Islamic literature on the

fall, maintains that all the stories that speak of the adultery of the "serpent" with Eve have some

foundation in the Jewish tradition. (L.Jung, Fallen Angels in Jewish, Christian and Mohammedan

Literature. 1974, pp 69-78)

Philo, Pirke De-Rabbi Eliezer and the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan asserted that Adam was not the

father of Cain. Rather, Eve was subject to adultery having been seduced by either Sammael, the

Serpent (nahash) in the Garden of Eden, or the Devil himself.

Mark 7:21–22 can apply to Adam, because Adam, before the Fall, didn’t have a sinful nature. Adam makes
a deliberate choice in sinning with Eve. I believe out of love. I believe He’s the first model of the Lord Jesus,

who sacrifices himself for the sake of his bride.

John Milton’s Paradise Lost:
[Adam speaking to Eve, in Book 9]

Certain my resolution is to Die;
How can I live without thee, how forgoe
Thy sweet Converse and Love so dearly joyn’d,
To live again in these wilde Woods forlorn?
[Milton’s narrative re Eve, lines 990–993]:
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… she embrac’d him and for joy
Tenderly wept, much won that he his Love
Had so enobl’d, as of choice to incur
Divine displeasure for her sake, or Death.
[Adam speaking to Eve, lines 1165–67]
Who might have liv’d and joyd immortal bliss,
Yet willingly chose rather death with thee:

H
DEFELOPMENT OF THE DOCTRINE OF FALL

Traditional Judaism, like Christianity, interprets the biblical account of Adam and Eve as historical,

but does not interpret it as a Fall of Man in the sense that it fundamentally changed human nature.

The rabbinical traditional holds the tendency to evil, called the yetzer harah, was part of the

original nature of creation. Thus, the disobedience of Adam and Eve was simply the "first sin." It

did not result in Original Sin in the sense of a depraved nature passed on generationally. Quite

simply, because of Adam's actions, he and his wife were removed from the Garden, and were

forced to work, suffer pain in childbirth, and die. However, even after expelling them, God provided

that men who honor God and follow His laws would be rewarded, while those who acted wrongly

would be punished.

Nevertheless, it is not altogether correct to say that the Fall had no place in Jewish tradition or the

theology of the Talmudists. A definite notion of the Fall is absent in the Old Testament, however, it

begins to appear in the late Apocrypha and pseudepigrapha.

. Some rabbis viewed the Fall as sexual. Through the illicit sexual intercourse of Eve with the

serpent, the nature of her descendants was corrupted (Shab. 146a). The Zohar agrees with

several Talmudic sages in the view that Adam and Eve's sin strengthened the power of the evil

inclination (yetzer harah) in the human heart: (New World Encyclopedia)

If Adam had not sinned, he would not have begotten children from the side of the evil

inclination, but he would have borne offspring from the side of the Holy Spirit. But now, since all

the children of men are born from the side of the evil inclination, they have no permanence and

are but short-lived, because there is in them an element of the ‘other side.’ But if Adam had not

sinned and had not been driven from the Garden of Eden, he would have begotten progeny from

the side of the Holy Spirit—a progeny holy as the celestial angels, who would have endured for

eternity, after the supernal pattern. Since, however, he sinned and begat children outside the

Garden of Eden, these did not take root. (Zohar, Genesis 61a)
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“Saint Paul is often credited for propounding the first definite doctrine of the Fall:.

"For as in Adam all die," he wrote, "so in Christ all will be made alive." (1 Corinthians 15:22)

Although earlier Jewish writers had alluded to similar themes, the human inability to obey God's

Law is a frequent and central theme in Paul's writings.

Catholic and Orthodox teaching hold to this basic Pauline doctrine of the Fall, as do most

Protestants. There are differences of opinion, however, as to how drastically the Fall affected

human nature. The formal doctrine of Original Sin, as articulated by Saint Augustine, holds that the

Fall resulted in a fundamental change in human nature, so that all descendants of Adam and Eve

are born in sin, which is transmitted through sexual intercourse. Humans are thus basically

depraved and can only be redeemed by divine grace. The Eastern tradition generally took a

somewhat more optimistic view holding that human nature was not totally depraved, while

agreeing that without the Church and its sacraments, salvation is impossible. The Western

tradition firmly rejected the even more optimistic view of Pelagianism, which taught that the

Christian believer could attain spiritual perfection through moral efforts.

The Protestant Reformation, in its early stages, reaffirmed the strict Augustinian viewpoint,

criticizing the Catholic Church for teaching that "works"—such as confession, fasting, penance,

and indulgences—could produce salvation from sin, rather than "grace alone." Reformers such as

John Wesley and his Methodism provided a greater role for human efforts in transforming one's

character into a more Christ-like one. Nevertheless, they held that these efforts are efficacious

only because they are grounded in Christ's saving grace, who by his sacrifice on the Cross

redeems us of the sin of the Fall.

Contemporary Protestants hold a variety of views on the issue. Mainstream liberal theologians

tend to interpret the Fall allegorically rather than historically. Some recent movements such as

Christian Science and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints reject the doctrine of the

Fall altogether. Others, such as the Unification Church, reaffirm the importance of the Fall to

understanding the human condition.

The genesis interpretations in different christian groups

Genesis 3 describes a story in the Garden of Eden.

Traditional Protestant interpretation
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In a common traditional Protestant interpretation, Satan, in the form of a snake, convinces Eve

that God has lied to her and her partner Adam concerning the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.

He convinces her to eat the fruit of the tree so that they will become as gods. Adam later follows

suit. This is often described as the fall of humanity. By this act, sin entered the world for the first

time. With it, death appears for the first time. (The Church has taught that before this event,

animals lived forever, and without bloodshed; there were no carnivores.) God cursed the snake,

Adam, Eve and even the earth itself. In what is called "original sin." the transgression of Adam and

Eve becomes imputed to all of the descendents of the original couple i.e. to the entire human race

through over 200 generations to the present day. A massive gulf was created by Adam and Eve's

disobedience which can only be bridged by the salvation offered by Jesus Christ's atoning

execution by the occupying Roman army.

The Roman Catholic Church

The Roman Catholic Church deviates somewhat from the Protestant interpretation. They

acknowledge that Genesis 3 is not a precise historical account of the events involving the Tree of

Knowledge of Good and Evil. However, they teach that it is based on a historical event.

"The account of the fall in Genesis 3 uses figurative language, but affirms a primeval event, a deed

that took place at the beginning of the history of man. Revelation gives us the certainty of faith that

the whole of human history is marked by the original fault freely committed by our first parents."

Liberal Christian interpretation

In a liberal Christian interpretation, the entire story is viewed as a religious myth: a legend that is

spiritually significant, but is of a series of events that never actually happened. This approach

leads to many possible interpretations of Genesis 3.

Three are:

It describes the rise, not the fall, of humanity. It portrays God as having created Adam and Eve

as proto-humans. They were not fully human because they lacked a moral sense. This was the

main difference between humans and the rest of the animal world. They had no concept of right or

wrong. God deceived Adam and Eve into believing that the fruit of the tree was poisonous. A very

intelligent and helpful animal, a snake, convinced Eve of the truth: that the fruit was not poisonous,
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but that she would gain knowledge of good and evil if she ate it. Since God had created the first

parents with a curious nature and a drive to excel, both Eve and Adam ate the fruit. They did

indeed develop a moral sense for the first time. This was an attribute previously restricted to the

gods. In a fit of rage, God cursed the snake, Adam, Eve and even the ground itself. Adam and Eve

advanced from an animal-like status with no moral sense into full humanity. The snake told the

truth -- that Adam and Eve would not die on the spot because of the allegedly poisonous fruit.

Genesis is an allegory. It describes the process that every generation of humans goes through

as they mature into adulthood. They are born into their family of origin, helpless, innocent,

hopefully in an atmosphere of security. They blindly following the expectations of their parents.

Their parents tend to their every need. Parents are viewed as gods by the newborn. When they

become teens, they start to build up a head of steam. They question their parents, experience new

levels of conflict within the family, develop their own goals and ethics, and finally leave their home

to strike out on their own.

Genesis is an allegory. It describes the transition of the human race from a state of innocence,

where people lived as near-animals. They were initially unaware of their own mortality; they had

little or no concept of right and wrong. They were nomadic hunters and gatherers who lived off the

land. After the transition to full humanity, they had a moral sense. They realized that their life on

earth was finite. They later settled down and became farmers.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL

A
THE YETZER HA RA

The Tree of the knowledge of Good and Evil is one and the same tree with two aspects. It

represents every living breathing being.

In Judaism it is represented by two impulses - Yetzer.

yetzer haRa - Evil Impulse

Yetzer HaTov - Good Impulse.

yetzer haRa is not a demonic force that pushes a person to do evil, but rather a drive toward

pleasure or property or security, which if left unlimited, can lead to evil (cf. Genesis Rabbah 9:7)

Ra is the inclination directed to within self towards self preservation. It is the “I” within the man.
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This is called yetzer harRa which is impulse to self centered evil, popularly identified with the lusts

of the flesh. It also leads to such sins as greed, anger, revenge, violence, and idolatry. It is

competative aspect.” I can”,” I will”, “I am” without which there is no ambition or attempt to excel

will take root in the beings, Our tradition’s message is clear. Built into the very fabric of being

human is the desire to have dreams, to strive for success, to gratify our physical needs. Without

these essential building blocks for human progress, we could hardly fulfill the Divine mandate to

Adam and Eve, “be fertile and increase … and rule … all living things … on earth.”

Notice that it has some reference to “I AM” the desire to become God. It was this that led Eve

and Adam to eat of the fruit of tree of good and evil. What the serpent said was, “Eat this. You will

be like God.” While God is I AM, Satan is who says, I will be like God, I will, I will.

This is yetzer haRa in action:
Killer Actions Boost Your Self-Confidence

"If I am not for myself, who will be for me?
And when I am for myself, what am 'I'?

And if not now, then when?"
Hillel the Elder

Once we believe in ourselves, we can risk curiosity, wonder, spontaneous delight, or any
experience that reveals the human spirit. – E.E. Cummings
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Know yourself and you will win all battles. – Sun Tzu

Walt Disney’s Four C’s
Curiosity, Confidence, Courage, and Constancy
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“Somehow I can’t believe that there are any heights that can’t be scaled by a man who knows the

secrets of making dreams come true.

This special secret, it seems to me, can be summarized in four C s.

They are curiosity, confidence, courage, and constancy, and the greatest of all is confidence.

When you believe in a thing, believe in it all the way, implicitly and unquestionable.” – Walt Disney

The Root of Religious Terrorism is based on Yetzer haRa

The root of religious terrorism of Christianity and Islam is to be traced to this yetzer haRa
In Violence and Belief in Late Antiquity, Thomas Sizgorich seeks to understand why and how violent expressions of
religious devotion became central to the self-understandings of both Christian and Muslim communities between the
fourth and ninth centuries. Sizgorich argues that the cultivation of violent martyrdom as a path to holiness was in no

way particular to Islam; rather, it emerged from a matrix put into place by the Christians of late antiquity

In Judaism, the yetzer haRa is not the product of the Human Fall, as in Christian teaching, but is

part of the original creation of God. While it can lead to sin, it is also essential, for without it, there

would be no ambition, economic progress, or even procreation. However, some of the ancient

rabbis held that God came to regret creating the yetzer haRa and that it will eventually be done

away with in the world to come.

If yetzer haRa is not a sin tthe tendency of humanity to misuse the natural survival needs of the

physical body leads to sin. The natural need of the body for food used in excess becomes gluttony,

the command to procreate can become sexual sin, the demands of the body for rest can become

sloth, and so on.

In Judism, the yetzer hara is a natural part of God's creation, which God provides guidelines and

commands to help us master this tendency. This doctrine was clarified in the Sifre around 200-350

CE. In Jewish doctrine, it is possible for humanity to overcome the yetzer hara. Therefore, for the

Jewish mindset, it is possible for humanity to choose good over evil, and it is the person's duty to

choose good [see: Sifrei on Deuteronomy, P. Ekev 45, Kidd. 30b].
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The rabbis universally teach that the yetzer haRa must be controlled and trained to follow the Law

of God. By birth we are imbibed with the urge to survive and excell. Thus yetzer haRa is part of

every existence. It starts in the womb. They exercise it when they are born to grow into what he or

she is supposed to be by God. Yet, as they grow into maturity, they need to cultivate its opposite—

the yetzer ha-tov—seeing within the cooperation and sacrifice greater aspects that are enobling

and leads to a higher fulfilment of creaion - to be like God. that are really the ultimate in yetzer

haRa. This may be by studying the scriptures, following the God's commandments, engaging in

prayer, helping ones fellow man, and other good works.
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Although it is usually spoken of as an impersonal force, the yetzer haRa is sometimes personified

as Satan, sin, or the angel of death. Satan is referred to as “that ancient serpent” referring to its

presence in the Garden and its part in the fall of man.

Satan is Identified with the Yetzer HaRa:

In Judaism, ha-satan (the adversary) is mostly identified with the yetzer haRa, but also identified

with one who leads astray, then brings accusations against man. Its chief functions is those of

temptation, accusation and punishment. Under the control of G-d it acts solely with divine

permission to carry out its deeds.

As we see in the book of Iyov, ha-satan's function is described as that of testing the sincerity of

men's characters. Ha-satan is at all times under the control of G-d and keeps within the limits

which G-d has fixed for it.
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In Talmudic literature, ha-Satan's function is to strengthen man's moral sense by lending him
into temptation. This alone will explain the presence of the Serpent and its action in the Garden

of Eden. Even when Adam and Eve were expelled from the Garden of Eden, the serpent was still

crawling around there.

"Satan" is NOT a proper name referring to a particular being who is the antagonist or rival of G-d,

as Christianity erroneously teaches. In its original application, in fact, it is a common noun

meaning an adversary who opposes and obstructs. It is applied to human adversaries in 1Shmuel

29:4; 2Shmuel 19:23; 1Melachim 5:18; 11:14, 23, 25, and its related verb is used of prosecution in

a law court (Tehillim 109:6) and the role of an antagonist in general (Tehillim 38:20, 21; 109:4, 20,

29).

The angel who was sent to obstruct Balaam (BaMidbar 22:32) was evidently chosen, as a "satan"

(le-satan), and perhaps the consonants l-s-t-n are rather to be read as the infinitive liston, "to

oppose or obstruct." (Ency. Judaica)

While the evil impulse is strong, Judaism believes that a person can choose to overcome it. This is

the concept of free choice, which is basically the purpose of our existence: To choose good over

evil. The teachings of the Torah are referred to as the antidote to the yetzer haRa. Similarly, Ben

Sira (21:11) states: "The man who keeps the Torah controls his natural tendency."
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Because of this yetzer haRa appears also under seven different epithets in the Bible:

Evil (Gen. 8:21), uncircumcised (Deut. 10:16), unclean (Psalm 51:12), the enemy (Prov. 25: 21),

stumbling-block (Isa. 57:14), stone (Ezek. 36:26), and hidden (Joel 2:20).

In fact Adam and Eve were created with yetzer haRa which was under the loving control of God’s

rule. The disobedience was the result of the Ra which went out of control to obtain and achieve

greater things than they could possibly perform safely. This led to the eating of the fruit of the tree

of good and evil before God granted the privilege. It is interesting that the instigator is represented

as a serpent who is the typical symbol of the Evil energies personified as Satan or DEvil.

Christian tradition inherited a sense of the yetzer haRa, but under the influence of Saint Paul and

Augustine of Hippo, Christianity came to see the evil tendency as the result of original sin which

came after disobedience rather than part of man's nature as endowed by God in the very creation

of man. It was in the breath of God..

Rise of the idea
The concept of the yetzer haRa is derived from from Gen. 8:21: "The imagination of the heart of

man is evil from his youth."

The expression yetzer is used both in Deuteronmy 31:21 ("I know what they are disposed to do")

and Isaiah 26:3 ("Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee") to refer to

the disposition or mind. However, the the term "heart" or "evil heart" usually takes its place in

biblical theology as the seat of temptation and sin in humans. Thus, the "evil heart" referred to in

Jeremiah 16:12 is analogous to the yetzer haRa.

The first definitive passage in which the term occurs is in the Hebrew text of

Eccliasticus (Sirach) 15:14, written in the second century B.C.E.:

"God created man from the beginning… and gave him into the hand of his yetzer." I

n 6:22 of this text, man is compared to the fruit of a tree, while his thoughts are according to his

yetzer.

In later Jewish writings, talmudic and midrashic traditions developed the concept of the yetzer

haRa to a great extent. As with most theological concepts, the rabbis expressed varying views on
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the subject. However, they agree that the yetzer haRa was part of man from the beginning rather

than the result of original sin, since the first sin could not have occurred without it. Moreover, while

it is to be resisted, the yetzer haRa is not without its purpose and usefulness. It is in the use and

extent of this Ra the freewill choices come in.

In rabbinical tradition, it was in reference to this impulse that God warned Cain

that "sin lies couching at the door but you must master it." (Gen. 61a) Moreover, Cain defended

himself before God for having slain Abel by arguing that God had implanted in him the yetzer

haRa (Tan., Gen, 25).

In a certain way, however, the yetzer haRa, like all things which God made, is good. In fact it was

only after God made Man, he found the creation “very good”. Thus the presence of the Ra is what

makes the creation good to very good.

Rabbi Samuel said, “good refers to the inclination toward good, and very good refers to the

inclination toward evil.

Can the inclination toward evil be good?

Yes! If not for the inclination toward evil no man would build a house, marry, or beget children as it

says, ‘excelling in work is due to a man’s rivalry with his neighbor.’ ” (Ecclesiastes. 4:4)

Without it a people would never marry, beget, build a house, or engage in trade (Gen. R. ix. 9).

When a human is enjoined to love God "with all thy heart," this means that both the good impulse

and the evil impulse must be directed in accordance with God's Law (Sifre, Deut. 32).

The yetzer haRa is thus a natural inclination. Indeed, the yetzer ha-tov only comes with reflection,

usually at the age of bar mitzvah or confirmation. This good inclination is even said to be 13 years

younger than the yetzer haRa, which is inborn (Eccl. R. ix. 14). The yetzer ha-tov delivers the

body from the yetzer haRa by means of temperance and good works (Ned. 32b).

The yetzer haRa is no less strong in the righteous person than in the sinner. Indeed, it is said that

"the greater the man the greater his yetzer haRa." Despite the rabbinical opinion that the yetzer

haRa is in a certain sense both necessary and good, it is held by some to be among the four

things which God regretted to have created (Suk. 52a).
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The Torah is the great antidote against the yetzer haRa (Suk. 52b; Ḳid. 30b; Ab. R. N. 16). If not

tempered by obedience to the Law and other good works, the yetzer haRa grows with a man. At

first it is a mere traveler. Then it becomes a guest, and at last it is the man himself (Suk. 52b).

The teaching is clearly found in the Cherokee traditions also.
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" yetzer haRa" does not refer exclusively to the body.

However, it undoubtedly leads to sensual sins with great power.

Thus, both Rabbi Akiba and Rabbi Meir, great sages of the second century C.E., were saved from

its influence only by heavenly intercession (Ḳid. 81a).

It was to avoid the temptations of the yetzer haRa that women were ordered to take separate

seats in the galleries of synagogues (Suk. 51b).

Revenge and avarice are also mentioned as the outcome of the yetzer haRa (Sifre, Deut. 33),

and anger is another of its manifestations. It is with reference to anger that the person is called

"mighty" who overcomes his yetzer haRa (Ab. iv. 2).

Vanity is still another form in which the yetzer haRa displays itself.

When the yetzer haRa sees a conceited man it says: "He is mine" (Gen. R. xxii. 13).

The yetzer haRa comes to humans at birth, and not before (Sanh. 91b). All the sportive mischief

of young children is attributed to the yetzer haRa (Eccl. R. iv. 13). The yetzer haRa was created

by God, but man is responsible for yielding to its influence, since he is able to put it to a good use.

The "left hand," which is weak, should reject it, while the "right hand," which is strong, may draw it

near (Soṭah 47a; Sanh. 107b).

Psalm 81:9—"You shall have no foreign god among you; you shall not bow down to an alien

god"—is interpreted as referring to the yetzer haRa, to whose influence one must not yield (Shab.

105b). The Israelites eventually succeeded in getting rid of the yetzer of idolatry and the grosser

forms of unchastity, but it was still necessary to preserve the yetzer haRa lest the world should
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come to an end. Under the Second Temple, the yetzer haRa thus continued to exist because it

was needed in the world.

The yetzer haRa was the source of virtually all of Israel's sins and sufferings: "Woe, woe, is

the yetzer haRa. He destroyed the sanctuary, killed the righteous, drove the Israelites out of their

land, and still dances among us. Why was he given unto us? Only that we may receive reward for

conquering him" (Yoma 69b).

Personification
There is a tendency in rabbinical tradition to give personality and separate activity to the yetzer

haRa, as in the cases of the angel of death and Satan, with each of whom it is sometimes

identified (B. B. 16a). According to Rabbi Jonathan, the yetzer, like Satan, misleads man in this

world and testifies against him in the world to come (Suk. 52b).

On some occasions it is made exactly parallel to sin. Thus, the parable told by the prophet Nathan

to King David (2 Sam. 12:4ff) is interpreted as applying to both sin and to the yetzer. Man's evil

tendency overpowers him every day (Ḳid. 30b). At first it tricks him, but then it dwells in him (Hos.

4:12, 5:4). So too, Psalm 34:2, "sin speaks to the wicked," is applied to the yetzer (Ab. R. N. 32).

The personification of the yetzer haRa is also seen in the statement of Genesis 4:7: "Sin is

crouching at your door; it desires to have you, but you must master it" (Ḳid. 30b).

The yetzer haRa is an integral part of creation. In midrash we read that when the sages

imprisoned the yetzer haRa in a cage for three days, no eggs were laid throughout the land. Which

is to say: without the yetzer haRa, there's no generative impulse.
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And [they]cried with a great voice to the Eternal their God (Neh. 9:4).

What did they cry?…

Woe, woe, it is he [the Yetzer ha-Ra] who has destroyed the Sanctuary, burnt the Temple, killed

the righteous, driven all Israel into exile and is still dancing in our midst…

You have surely given him to us that we may receive merit through him.

We want neither him nor merit through him. In that moment a tablet fell from the firmament, the

word ‘truth’ inscribed upon it

[Heaven accedes to the request]….

They [the Sages of the Great Assembly] ordered a complete fast of three day….

whereupon he [the Yetzer] was surrendered to them.

He came forth from the Holy of Holies like a fiery lion….

At that moment the prophet declared, “This is the Yetzer”…

the prophet said, “cast him in a lead barrel” (See Zech. 5:8)….

He [the Yetzer] said to them, “Realize that if you kill me, the world is finished.”

They held him for three days, then they looked in the whole land of Israel and not an egg could be

found.

So they asked, “What shall we do now?”…

So they put out his eyes and let him go; this helped in that men became less inclined to incest

(Yoma 69b).

“What a remarkable story. It teaches a most profound truth. We see evil in ourselves, it offends us,

and we think the right thing to do is to totally purge ourselves of it. Yet we don’t truly understand it,

for things we so easily characterize as “evil” actually spring out of the very nexus of holiness.

Surreal as it is, this maaseh makes an incredible point – it is the strife of the spirit, the very

struggle between our impulses that makes the world work. Without the Yetzer ha-Ra, the world as

we know would cease – people [and animals] would no longer be driven to build, to create, to have

children. In short, life as we know, including not only evil aspects but most of what we regard as

beautiful also, would cease. Without Desire, Life itself would slowly wither away, and that would be

a sad thing. So the goal of the spiritual person is not to destroy the selfish-sexual-evil impulse, but

rather to sublimate it to God’s purpose. To be truly what God wants us to be, to achieve our fullest

human potential, we need to learn to bend both our impulses to godly ends. We should not cease

to lust, but should direct that urge toward love. We should turn our impulse toward vengeance into
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the desire for justice, our ambition for acquiring possessions into the creation of wealth.”

Geoffrey Dennis:Jewish Myth, Magic, and Mysticism

B
YETZER HATOV

For the rabbis, adults are distinguished from children by the yetzer haTov, which controls and

channels the drives that exist unchecked in the child. Thus children may seek pleasure and

acquisition, but they are not able to create a sanctified relationship or exercise the responsibility.

If Yetzer haRa is inward looking, Yetzer haTov is outward looking, looking beyond the limited “I,

Me, Myself” to “We, Us and Ours”. It sees that we are part of the cosmos and the pain of any one

is ultimately pain of everyone. I have elsewhere developed the concept that the since God alone

was in the beginning, the whole creation is within God. The whole creation actually the body of

God and every particle, every living is organically connected to one another and each has its own

function. Hence every organ should realize its position and function and actively participate in the

proper functioning of the organism as a whole which is the glory of God. This gives an impulse

opposite to that of the Yetzer haRa. If the tendency of haRa is to kill for its existence, the

tendency of haTov is to die for others. It is like the body of man where we want each organ to be

active and in full function while fighting any germs or infection that attacks it. While we should not

try to be a cancerous cell expansion it should function as it is supposed to asserting its

place. Thus the Yetzer haRa and Yetzer haTov are opposite while in the interest of the totality of

existence in all dimension, they are identical.
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Yetzer haTov is an wider understanding and comes later in the human development after the

personality has been established.

The law is “Love your neighbor as yourself”. If you do not love yourself, what will that dictum

reduce to.

With only a yetzer haRa there could be no love, no compassion, and no capacity to perceive

others as more than foils to enable us to achieve our personal ends. Thankfully, the yetzer

haTov enables us to rise above our own desires and needs and to strive to live in harmony with

the all of God’s children and to serve as caretakers of all that He created.

Yetzer Hatov is the realization that the very existence of self depends on the healthy mutual

relationship with the rest of the beings within the cosmos, even with the organic and inorganic

existence. It is in the resonance of the whole – the dance of the creation – the creature has

fullness of life. Every creature must even the balance between the spiritual and the physical.

Then, he can work to perfect his soul until his spiritual so overwhelms the physical that the

physical becomes elevated to its level of perfection.

Even though we have discussed it in terms of man, it is true for every creation in every dimension

especially to those who are endowed with free will. Free will is the property given to the sons of

God so that the sons can grow into perfection. Within this lies the possibility of Sin and Sickness.
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The whole cosmos is one Organism and can remain healthy only when each part is aware of its

functions and functions right and cooperates with the rest of the body. Yetzer Hatov develops with

time with social growth.

(Deu 32:8) When the Most High gave to the nations their inheritance, when he separated the sons
of men, he fixed the bounds of the peoples according to the number of the sons of God.
Every portion of the body – from atom to sentients and beyond to cosmic Person - has a duty to

perform and God gave each of them areas to perform and live and also fixed the boundaries.

At the time of creation of the cosmos God set these boundaries.

Job 38:7 – 13 when the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?

"Or who shut in the sea with doors, when it burst forth from the womb; when I made clouds its
garment, and thick darkness its swaddling band, and prescribed bounds for it, and set bars and
doors, and said, 'd said, "Thus far shall you come, and no farther, and here shall your proud
waves be stayed'?

These boundaries are made according to the number of the sons of God.

Who is a son of God?

(Rom 8:14) For all who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God.

When they violate the boundaries set up for them they cease to be sons of God and are under the

curse of death in order to protect the rest of the body. This is exemplified in the story of

Adam. Adam was subjected to death at the violation of the boundaries kept for him.
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It is the yetzer haTov that summons us to balance our fierce desire for independence with the

willingness to be inter-dependent. It is the yetzer hatov that enables us to fulfill our need for sexual

gratification through marriage and sanctified relationships. It is the yetzer haTov that not only has

us reproduce but also willingly nurture and care for our children and their children. It is the yetzer

haTov that makes possible every cooperative undertaking that benefits others as well as ourselves.

Was Adam 13 years old?

“The yetzer haRa is 13 years older than the yetzer haTov.

While still in the mother's womb, the yetzer haRa begins to develop in a person.

If he begins to violate the Sabbath, nothing stops him.

If he commits murder, nothing stops him.

If he goes off to another sin, nothing stops him.

But 13 years later, the yetzer haTov is born.

When he violates the Sabbath, it rebukes him, "Airhead [literally: "empty one"]! Don't you know it
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says 'Everyone who violates it will surely be put to death' (Exodus 31:14)?"

If he is about to commit murder, it rebukes him, "Airhead! Don't you know it says 'Whoever sheds

a man's blood, by man will his blood be shed' (Genesis 9:6)?" I

f he is about to engage in a sexual sin, it rebukes him, "Airhead! Don't you know it says 'Both the

adulterer and the adulteress will surely be put to death' (Leviticus 20:10)?" (Avot d'Rabbi Natan

16).

For the first 13 years of life, one rebels, but in the 14th year, the light of intelligence appears in him,

and then he becomes bar mitzvah and subject to the punishment of a human court. Similarly, our

sages, of blessed memory, hinted at this when they said, "On the evening of the 14th we search

forhametz [leaven] by the light of a candle" (Mishnah Pesachim 1:1) (Sefer Akedat Yitzhak, 61).

When properly controlled by the yetzer haTov, the yetzer haRa leads to many socially desirable

results, including marriage, business, and community.

In Judaism all human beings are believed to have free will and can choose the path in life that they

will take. It does not teach that choosing good is impossible ever; - only at times more difficult.

There is almost always a "way back" if a person wills it.

The first part of Ecclesiastes 11:9—"Follow the ways of your heart and whatever your eyes see"—

is said to relate to the joy of youth derived from the yetzer haRa. The second part—"but know that

for all these things God will bring you to judgment"—indicates that God will bring all transgressors

under judgment (Shab. 63a).
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There is a contrast of strength between the two tendencies. Thus, "Blessed is he that considereth

the poor" (Ps. 41:2) is applied to him who makes the relatively poor and weak yetzer ha-tov rule

over the yetzer haRa (Lev. R. xxxiv.). Though the evil tendency is seemingly so powerful,

resistance easily overcomes it. If a man finds that the yetzer haRa is too strong for him, he should

go to a place where he is not known, and not profane the name of heaven openly (Ḥag. 16a).

The law as the antidote
Study and practice of the Law, attending synagogue, and good works are seen as crucial means

of controlling the yetzer haRa. There is total freedom in the Spirit. But it should be controlled by

the law. The law was given along with the Ra and total freedom.

Just as iron can be made into all sorts of vessels if cast into the fire, so one can make the yetzer

haRa useful by training it to follow the words of the Law. In Proverbs 25:21 we learn that "if thine

enemy be hungry give him bread to eat." The rabbis interpreted this as meaning "when the yetzer

haRa prompts a person, he should give it the 'bread' of the Law" (Pesiḳ. 80b). Both of the yetzers

are to be utilized, just as when a man has two oxen, one meant for plowing and the other not, he

puts the yoke on both of them.

The Law is like a plaster to the wound made by the yetzer haRa. If the plaster is taken away, an

evil ulcer will come forth (Ḳid. 30b). The Law will wear away the yetzer haRa as water wears away

stone (Suk. 52b). Both the Law (Ex. 24:12) and the yetzer haRa itself (Ex. 34:26) are called a

"stone." Thus, the one stone must guard the other stone (Cant. R. vi. 11). The stone of Genesis
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29:3 is also compared to the yetzer: As the stone is rolled away from the mouth of the well, so

the yetzer haRa departs when men go into the synagogue to drink of the Law (Gen. R. lxx. 8).

Thus, the Jewish night prayer said in connection with the Shema includes the clause "let not

the yetzer haRa rule in me" (Gen.. 60b).

Old Testament evidently do not believe that original sin took away any freedom of choice or ability

to pursue righteousness. Sure enough the choice is not easy. Man did eat of the knowledge of
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good and evil and they did not loose it. They did that with fervent vigor claiming the freedom of will

God gave. That will also remain with man. This is what the eating of the fruit of the Knowledge of

Good and Evil using the freedom of will did. The choice and forces of yetzer haRa and yetzer

haTov will remain with them. This is inheritance of every man and woman, transmitted through

DNA from out Father Adam and Mother Eve. This is the unequivocal teaching of the Old

Testament.

However the reinstatement was only in terms of freedom from slavery and bondage of Israel as a

nation.

It does not promise redemption from death.

That is why there is no concept of heaven nor eternal life in the Old Testament Laws.

In the end, some rabbis hold that God will finally destroy the yetzer haRa, as is promised in

Ezekiel 36:26: "I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your

heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh." It is because the yetzer haRa anticipates this final

punishment that it attempts to bring man to destruction (Ab. R. N. 16). Meanwhile, like a stone, it

gradually crumbles away until it no longer forms a stumbling-block, if one follows the Law

conscientiously.

Comparison with Christian views
The doctrine of the yetzer haRa has both similarities and differences from the Christian view of

the way evil works in humankind. Certainly, Jesus was aware of the evil tendency within the

human heart.

Thus, in the Lord's Prayer he taught his disciples to pray: "Lead us not into temptation but deliver

us from evil."

Later, outside the Garden of Gethsemane, he warned them of the evil tendency to give in to sleep

while keeping vigil: "Watch and pray so that you will not fall into temptation" (Matthew 26:41).

In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus adopted the rabbinical attitude that his disciples must carefully

follow the Law in order to overcome the tendency to evil: "Unless your righteousness surpasses

that of the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter the kingdom of

heaven" (Mt. 5:20). He goes on to command them not only to keep the Ten Commandments and

other Jewish rules, but to go beyond them.
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In contrast to the Jewish view of being morally balanced, Original Sin refers to the idea that the sin

of Adam and Eve's disobedience (sin "at the origin") has passed on a spiritual heritage, so to

speak. Christians teach that human beings inherit a corrupted or damaged human nature in which

the tendency to disobey is greater than it would have been otherwise, so much so that human

nature would not be capable now of participating in the afterlife with God. A perfect righteous life

so that man may live eternally occupying earth will not be attainable. “Righteous shall inherit the

earth”. The DNA of the fathers do not make anyone sinful. Each person is only personally guilty of

their own actual sins.

However, this understanding of original sin is what lies behind the Christian emphasis on the need

for spiritual salvation from a spiritual Saviour, who can forgive and set aside sin even though

humans are not inherently pure and worthy of such salvation. St. Paul in Romans and I

Corinthians placed special emphasis on this doctrine, and stressed that belief in Jesus would allow

Christians to overcome death and attain salvation in the hereafter.

Roman Catholics, Eastern Orthodox Christians, and some Protestants teach the Sacrament of

Baptism is the means by which each person's damaged human nature is healed and Sanctifying

Grace (capacity to enjoy and participate in the spiritual life of God) is restored. This is referred to

as "being born of water and the Spirit", following the terminology in the Gospel of St. John. Most

Protestants believe this salvific grace comes about at the moment of personal decision to follow

Jesus, and that baptism is a symbol of the grace already received.

Saint Paul seems to be speaking of the yetzer haRa in Romans 7:7-24 when he says such things

as "I see another law at work in the members of my body, waging war against the law of my mind

and making me a prisoner of the law of sin at work within my members." However, the stark

contrast between the flesh and the spirit emphasized by Paul and other Christian writers exists

nowhere in mainstream Jewish theology. His attitude is thought to have been influenced by Greek

philosophical ideas derived from the dualism of Plato, to which he, as a Hellenized Jew, was

exposed.

For Paul, humans were hopelessly alienated from God and unable to keep the Law. In other words,

they were incapable of resisting the yetzer haRa, even when they tried to follow the Law. For Paul,

salvation could be achieved only by faith in Jesus' atoning death and resurrection. The Pauline

attitude came to predominate as Christianity diverged from its Jewish roots, overtly rejecting the
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Jewish Law as the means to control man's evil tendencies, while continuing, somewhat ironically,

to emphasize the Ten Commandments and other Jewish moral teachings.

In the fifth century, the Pelagian controversy brought matters into clearer focus as the monk

Pelagius taught that Christians could achieve moral perfection by following the teachings of Jesus

and the Ten Commandments. This was nothing but the Jewish stand on the subject. To him Jesus

came as the Way. Augustine of Hippo led the intellectual assault in condemning this view,

developing the doctrine of original sin to show that humans are irresistibly trapped in

concupiscence and that only God's intervening grace, not their own efforts, can save them. Appeal

largely to Paul's writings, he further argued that concupiscence was not part of God's original

creation, but resulted from the Human Fall.

Augustine's view ultimately prevailed. In the meanwhile, the emerging rabbinical tradition of the

Talmud was taking Judaism down a different path, interpreting the yetzer haRa as an inborn

tendency created not by Satan but by God.

Bereishit Rabbah 9:7

Rabbi Nahman said in Rabbi Samuel's name:

'Behold, it was good' refers to the Good Desire; 'And behold, it was very good' refers to the Evil

Desire. (It only says 'very good' after man was created with both the good and bad inclinations, in

all other cases it only says 'and God saw that it was good') Can then the Evil Desire be very good?

That would be extraordinary! But without

the Evil Desire, however, no man would build a house, take a wife and beget children; and thus

said Solomon: 'Again, I considered all labour and all excelling in work, that it is a man's rivalry with

his neighbour.' (Ecclesiastes 4:4).
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"Man is the creature created for the purpose of being drawn close
to G-d. He is placed between perfection and deficiency, with the
power to earn perfection. Man must earn this perfection, however,
through his own free will... Man's inclinations are therefore
balanced between good (Yetzer HaTov) and evil (yetzer haRa),
and he is not compelled toward either of them. He has the power of
choice and is able to choose either side knowingly and willingly..." -
(Aish HaTorah)

Let no one say when he is tempted, “I am tempted by God”; for
God cannot be tempted by evil, nor does He Himself tempt anyone.
But each one is tempted when he is drawn away by his own
desires and enticed. Then, when desire has conceived, it gives
birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, brings forth death (James
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1:13–15).

“Lead us not into Temptation.”

CHAPTER FIVE

THE PROBLEM OF SERPENT SATAN

The presence of the Serpent which is interpreted by the Christians as Satan himself do really

present a problem. Who is this Satan and what is his relationship with the Serpent? Genesis itself

do not identify a Satan. There was a talking Serpent. We do not really have any evidence of a

two legged serpent or a talking serpent in the fossil search. The best we have is a four legged

serpent, but unfortunately its legs are not long enough to walk on hind legs. But then the bible

does not say they walked on hind legs. Here is the representation of that fossil serpent as given

by National Geographic.

http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/2015/07/23/a-fossil-snake-with-four-legs/

http://phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/2015/07/23/a-fossil-snake-with-four-legs/
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The identification of the Serpent to Satan is essentially Christian and this interpretation primarily

comes from Revelation 12:9 and 20:2 without much regard to other passages, such as Genesis 3.

So the great dragon was cast out, that serpent of old, called the Devil and Satan,

who deceives the whole world; he was cast to the earth, and his angels were cast

out with him. (Revelation 12:9)

He laid hold of the dragon, that serpent of old, who is the Devil and Satan, and

bound him for a thousand years. (Revelation 20:2)

The problem was clearly known to early reformers. Here is what Martin Luther says about it:

“Let us therefore, establish in the first place that the serpent is a real serpent, but one that

has been entered and taken over by Satan, . .”Martin Luther, Luther’s Works, vol. 1, ed.

Jaroslav Pelikan (St. Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House, 1958), p. 185.

Satan is a spiritual being and they can take over living beings. This is what is normally

termed as possession. Thus in the Eden, the Serpent was taken over by the Satan and

hence even though serpents do not talk, here under the influence, it talked. Balaam’s ass

talked. So it is not strange. Didn’t Eve suspect something was wrong when the serpent

talked?

Whatever may have happened, the question of who created the Satan in the first place will

haunt Christians. It may be worthwhile to look into the Hebrew understanding of this which

will give us a lot of good. They differ totally.

“See, I [God] have set before thee this day life and good, and death and evil.”

(Deuteronomy 30:15)

When describing God’s creation plan, the prophet Isaiah reports that the Almighty created

evil in the world:

“I form the light, and create darkness; I make peace, and create evil; I the Lord do all these

things.” (Isaiah 45:7)

Thus we see that Isaiah asserts that God did create evil
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In the bible, everything is under the jurisdiction of God and under His power – all forces,

even evil forces. Everything comes from God, He created everything, good and evil. That

being the case, Satan is not a rival of God, he is a messenger of God and unable to do

anything outside of God’s will.

In contrast to Christian literature, where Satan is understood to be an evil force, the enemy of God,

in Jewish literature, he is seen as an agent of God.

In the Genesis account of creation, we are told that God saw that each day was good, but on the

last day it says that God saw that everything was VERY good. The Talmud teaches that this refers

to the Evil inclination, which it equates with the Satan. Why is this good? As I have detailed earlier

It is the Evil inclination - yetzer HaRa is that provides our passions and desires, it is the evil

inclination which is responsible for not only all the evil that transpires in this world, but also for all

the good. For if we did not have passions, appetites and desires, we would also have no

motivation and we would accomplish very little, either good or bad in this life.

Thus Satan in the Hebrew bible, is an inclination or temptation to resist anything and discern what

is given to you before you partake of it. This is Satan, this is an adversary. So why is this a good

thing? Because if we were to go through life without ever experiencing these roadblocks or

adversaries, obstacles in life, there would be no potential for virtue in the world. For if we were

never tempted to do the things that we are not supposed to do, then not doing them would be of

no value to us. It is only in coming up against a desire to do what is wrong and overcoming this

that we grow as spiritual people.

Is there a real person called Satan and all his devils really. Yes in a way. Those who surrender to

the temptation follow the wrong direction of inclination without balancing it with yetzer haTov are

the devils. They do form an underground army just as the smugglers and thieves and the killer

gangs. They form gang and they have a leader. If we take the analogy, the leader of the devil

gang is called Satan. It may not be probably the same person since they fight each other for

power.

It was during the exile that Israel cam in contact with the Zorastrian religion of Persia. The basic

understanding of Zorastrianism is describe by Lenormant as follows: Histoire Ancienne de

l'Orient,

This evil inclination, or Satan, provides friction. Can you imagine a world with no friction, no

resistance? Think about a car, how does it go? It is the friction between the tires and the road that
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allow the car to make progress, to go forward. Now, to the tires the friction is not necessarily a

positive thing, the friction slowly destroys the tire, and yet without the friction, the tire is worthless.

If there is no resistance to overcome, we have no environment for growth. When we come up

against an obstacle, either we crash into it and fall (definitely a negative experience – the evil

inclination) or you have to climb over it, and by climbing over these obstacles in life, we develop

our spiritual muscles, so to speak. If we never exercise our muscles, we atrophy. So these forces

in the world, these experiences, no matter how difficult or uncomfortable, are positive and

important.

To reiterate, in the Jewish bible, everything was created by God, both good and evil and

everything is under God’s control. Only one force, not two, whereas, in Christianity Satan is not

under the control of G-d but is rather, a competing force against God. Christian theology makes

Satan so powerful that he is given the title, “the god of this world.”

This sets up a situation in Christian theology whereby Jesus must come and accomplish

something to help us get out of the difficult situation – to overcome Satan, since he is at war not

only with G-d, but with us. However, Judaism teaches that what is to be overcome is not Satan,

but the “satan” in our path, the obstacle which has been put there for our growth.

So, to reiterate, in Judaism Satan is an agent of God, who provides opportunities for us to grow, to

respond to our passions and desires by producing things of value in this world and to become

stronger spiritual people. However these constructs are not necessary to the Gospel.

Some Jewish Rabbi even go as far as to say the Angels have no Free will. They are pre-designed

mechanical beings with no soul. Free will requires the tension created by being a soul dwelling in

a body. People can have free will, angels can't. There is a debate over whether they lack the

potential for free will, or whether they simply percieve reality to clearly to have any choices to

make. But in any case, without the fence-straddling of the human condition, there is no free will.

HaSatan acts as a servant of God, not as an opponent or even disobediant child. Angels cannot

sin, they cannot fall. They have no freewill. Such a stand is almost diametrically opposite to the

theological constructs of Christianity which proposes an on going war in heaven between Satan

and his Devils against the Michael and his Holy Angels.

According to the Jews this is an Indo European Zoroastrian concept borrowed by the Jewish

Apocalypse writers after their dispersion in Babylon around 300 BC
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In Jewish apocalyptic literature (3rd through 1st centuries BCE), the satan (Hebrew for “adversary”)

of the book of Job, who plays the role in that story of a kind of “royal opposition” figure in heaven,

subservient to God, becomes Satan, leader of the forces of darkness. These forces of darkness,

embodied in the Roman rulers of the era, were understood in opposition to the Jewish authors of

this literature (as in the Dead Sea Scrolls). They believed that God would intervene, destroy the

wicked, and the righteous faithful would be rewarded. Reread in light of this coming apocalyptic

battle, the serpent of Eden who had provoked the movement of humanity out of paradise at the

beginning of time – causing, in Christian terms, a “Fall from Grace,” or simply, “the Fall” – would

be defeated at the end. This serpent is identified explicitly with Satan in the New Testament book

of Revelation (12:9; 20:2) when Satan is called “the ancient serpent.”

“Satan in Judaism is not a physical being ruling the underworld, rather, in the
Torah, the word Satan indicates “accuser,” “hinderer” or “tempter.” Satan is
therefore more an illusory obstacle in one’s way - such as temptation and evil
doings - keeping one from completing the responsibilities of tikkun olam (fixing
the world). Satan is the evil inclination to veer off the path of righteousness and
faithfulness in God.

Throughout the Torah, Satan challenges God to test the true loyalty of his
followers, including Adam and Eve, as well as Abraham. However, Satan
remains inferior to God and is incapable of taking action on mortals without
God’s permission. In the Talmud and Midrash, Satan appears as the force in
the world, responsible for all sins. Some Midrashim claim that the sounding of
the Shofar on Rosh Hashanah is utilized to keep Satan away as Jews begin to
atone for their sins. Even the morning after Yom Kippur, many Jews attend
services to guarantee Satan does not make one last effort to instigate Jews to
commit sins.”

Satan is the Secret Service Minister to God who brings in the otherside of man.
As an executive officer of God, he is present in every council of the sons of
God as part of the Elohim.

Sources: Eisenberg, Ronald L. The JPS Guide to Jewish Traditions. PA: Jewish Publication Society, 2004; Wigoder,
Geoffrey , Ed. The New Standard Jewish Encyclopedia. NY: Facts on File, 1992; Kolatch, Alfred J. The Jewish Book
of Why/The Second Jewish Book of Why. NY: Jonathan David Publishers, 1989.
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CHAPTER SIX

REWARD AND REDEMPTION

Gen 3:17 And He said to the man, Because you have listened to the voice of your wife, and have

eaten of the tree about which I commanded you, saying, You shall not eat from it, the ground shall

be cursed because of you; you shall eat of it in sorrow all the days of your life.

The treatment for the disease was now in process.

Man was then put under the law until he is mature enough, - put under the law, under tutors and

governors – a little lower than the angels. Man who was created little lower than God, the Sons of
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God being in the stage of growth to full Sonship are now put under tutors and governors are now a

little lower than the angels.

Psalm 8:4-5, David wonders about the purpose of the creation of man. We read, in the New King

James Bible: “What is man that You are mindful of him, and the son of man that You visit him? For

You have made him a little lower than the angels, and you have crowned him with glory and

honor.”

The word here translated as “the angels” in Hebrew is me'elohim

Usually elohim followed by singular words is translated into "god", while elohim followed by plural

words is translated by "gods".Usually elohim followed by singular words is translated into "god",

while elohim followed by plural words is translated by "gods". Some translators translate it here as

"angels". Some translate it as "God". None translates it as "gods".

Barnes’ Notes on the Bible says:“Than the angels – So this is rendered by the Aramaic

Paraphrase: by the Septuagint; by the Latin Vulgate; by the Syriac and Arabic; and by the author

of the Epistle to the Hebrews Heb 2:7, who has literally quoted the fourth, fifth, and sixth verses

from the Septuagint. The Hebrew, however, is… ‘than God.”

Most commentaries agrees:

“The original is certainly very emphatic… Thou hast lessened him for a little time from God. Or,

Thou hast made him less than God for a little time.”Clarke’s Commentary

“But the words more literally rendered are, Thou madest him a little less than God.”Wesley’s Notes

“Hebr. Elohim, usually translated, as it should be here, ‘God.’ The psalmist views man, created in

God’s image, as little lower than God.”The Ryrie Study Bible

“The Hebrew text is, ‘You have made him to lack little of God.’”The Nelson Study Bible

All these confirm the Eastern Churches stand that man is created by God as Sons and are now

under the law for a little while until he attains maturity and will take over the Sonship status and

become heir to the governorship of God’s estate - the concept of theosis. It is bases on the

concept that God is no more absolute monistic God but within Him alone are all His Creation with

all the Sons of God in all dimensions, with hierarchy of order. Only in the new testament we have

the definite statement that Adam was indeed created as Son of God and Eve proceded from Adam
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just as the Holy Spirit procede from Father God Himself. The comparision is obvious and is

another assertion of teaching of Theosis. Most English translation miss this since the concept of

theosis is absent in the Western Churches.

Thus in comparison with the children under the age being put under rules and regulations and

tutored by teachers, Adam soon after the fall was put temperarily under tutors and law. Thus we

have

Hebrews 2:7 You made him a little lower than the angels; you crowned him with glory and honor,

and did set him over the works of your hands:

Gal 4: 1-9 What I am saying is that as long as the heir is a child, he is no different from a slave,

although he is the owner of everything. He is subject to guardians and trustees until the date set

by his father. So also, when we were children, we were enslaved under the basic principles of the

world. But when the time had fully come, God sent His Son, born of a woman, born under the

Law, to redeem those under the Law, that we might receive our adoption as sons.… And because

you are sons, God sent the Spirit of His Son into our hearts, crying out, “Abba, Father!” So you

are no longer a slave, but a son; and since you are a son, you are also an heir through

God. Formerly, when you did not know God, you were slaves to those who by nature are not

gods. But now that you know God, or rather are known by God, how is it that you are turning back

to those weak and worthless principles? Do you wish to be enslaved by them all over again?

Evidently even after the fall Adam and Eve and the children were Sons of God still with freedom to

choose. This freedom never ends and we can go back and refuse the Kingdom even at its gates

or probable to eternity.

The fall thus indicates an immaturity that happens at the period of threshold of adulthood.
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All these four dimensions are filled with sentient beings. We are not given any detailed revelation

regarding all the beings in the created universe in all the four worlds of creation. But we get a
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glimpse of them in passing reference as the occasion arises. We call them generally as angels. It

is my contention that we often over simplify and consider them all in one class. Thus angels are

not one class of beings. They differ in their senses (Indriyas), and dimensions of existence and

powers.

Redemption is the process of bringing back the lost creation back to the divine level to take their

proper place as children of God.

What happened to Adam and Eve? Adam and Eve lived outside of the Garden of Eden. He

worked hard on the field to make out a living and lived 930 years and died. We are not told about

Eve. But she must have similarly grown old and died. Was that the purpose of creation? Was

Satan able to defeat God’s purpose in the creation of man? Yet throughout the Scripture the focus

on the human race was central to the purposes of God. Even after Adam and Eve failed to

exercise this God-given role, it becomes clear that God never plans to consign humanity to the

scrap heap. The promise of a future hope and redemption is given in Genesis 3:15. It says “I do

care, But I need your help.” More than that. According to Paul, the redemption of the fallen

creation itself depend upon the revealing of the sons of God (Rom. 8:19–23). This then was the

whole purpose of creation of man. Did God fail another big time?
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God did a kind gesture in not letting Adam and Eve of the tree of life and live eternally in pain and

suffering due to their disobedience. This is where the redemption start. This is what Fathers do.

But this “God is Our Father” concept came in its fullness only with the incarnation- Jesus - where

the fullness of the nature of Father was made known by the Son who was in the bosom of the

Father.

Man was created in the dimensions with a physical material body.

Redemption would then simply mean that man will be resurrected giving them a new body and

start their lives. Nowhere does it discuss the afterlife in any detail.

Over the centuries a few possible descriptions of the afterlife have been incorporated into Jewish

thought. However, there is no definitively Jewish explanation for what happens after we die.

One possibility is that God is done with man and when man dies, the spirit goes back to God and

the body goes back to dust. There is no further purpose in the creation of man. Man is created as

a slave in order to till and keep this earth. All rewards and punishment are here and now.

Torah however focuses only on “this world “- "Olam Ha Ze," This is particularly strange because

the whole religion of the Egypt where Israel lived for 400 years were terribly obsessed with the life

after death as their documents and rites proves beyond doubt. Why did Moses leave those

out? Was Moses saying,”It is this life that is important. Don’t worry about the next.” That was the

last word of Moses.
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For Christian religion, redemption is forgiveness or deliverance from sin. But for the Jews,

redemption is primarily about God redeeming them from exile and slavery. The Encyclopedia

Judaica defines redemption as "salvation from the states or circumstances that destroy the value

of human existence or human existence itself." In the Torah, Exodus 6:1-8 illustrates the story of

the Jews' exile from Egypt. God speaks to Moses, “Say therefore to the Israel, ‘I am the Lord, and

I will free you from the burdens of the Egyptians and deliver you from slavery to them. I will

redeem you with an outstretched arm and with mighty acts of judgment. I will take you as my

people, and I will be your God. You shall know that I am the Lord your God, who has freed you

from the burdens of the Egyptians. I will bring you into the land that I swore to give to Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob; I will give it to you for a possession. I am the Lord.’”

If there is a redemption for Adam, then this will have to be as “the world to come” - the “Olan Ha

Ba” where Adam and Eve will come back to life on this earth with a real physical body to live

again. This is provided by the Messiah. Man is man only when he has a real physical body and

life. Both heaven and hell are here on earth after resurrection. This is where the resurrection

comes in where the dead will put on a new body and experience life giving another period of

existence to make their heaven or hell. This type of reasoning led to the concept of heaven and

hell. Some felt it was the same place and that is really earth, where each felt according to his
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moral outlook. Others felt that there should be a separation of the righteous and the unrighteous

producing heaven and hell.

According to Josephus, the Pharisees taught a resurrection:

"that every soul is imperishable, but that only those of the righteous pass into another body, while

those of the wicked are, on the contrary, punished with eternal torment" -Josephus Wars 2.8.14

"they hold the belief that an immortal strength belongs to souls, and that there are beneath the

earth punishments and rewards for those who in life devoted themselves to virtue or vileness, and

that eternal imprisonment is appointed for the latter, but the possibility of returning to life for the

former" -Josephus Ant. 18.1.3

The Pharisees looked for that day when the present evil age would be dissolved and the glorious

kingdom of righteousness for a righteous Israel would come under the annoined one. Pharisees

believed in the immortality of the soul and in reward and retribution after death (Jos. Antiq. XVIII. i.

3; War II. viii. 14). In the same passage he speaks of the soul moving into "another body." -a sort

of reincarnation..

Olam Ha Ba – "Olam Ha Ba" literally means "the world to come" in Hebrew. Early rabbinic texts

describe Olam Ha Ba has an idyllic version of this world. It is a physical realm that will exist at the

end-of-days, after the Messiah has come and God has judged both the living and the dead. The

righteous dead will be resurrected in order to enjoy a second life in Olam Ha Ba.

Gehenna - When the ancient rabbis talk about Gehenna, the question they are trying to answer is

"How will bad people be dealt with in the afterlife?" Accordingly, they saw Gehenna as a place of

punishment for those who lead an immoral life. However, the time a person's soul could spend in

Gehenna was limited to twelve months and the rabbis maintained that even at the very Gates of

Gehenna a person could repent and avoid punishment (Erubin 19a). After being punished in

Gehenna a soul was considered pure enough to enter Gan Eden (see below).

Gan Eden – In contrast to Gehenna, Gan Eden was conceived as a paradise for those who

lived a righteous life. Whether Gan Eden - which means "The Garden of Eden in Hebrew" - was

intended as a place for souls after death or for resurrected people when Olam Ha Ba comes ,is

unclear. Exodus Rabbah 15:7 states, for instance: "In the Messianic Age God will establish peace

for the nations and they will sit at ease and eat in Gan Eden." Numbers Rabbah 13:2 makes a

similar reference and in both cases, neither souls nor the dead are mentioned. Nevertheless,
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author Simcha Raphael suggests that given the ancient rabbis' belief in resurrection, Gan Eden

was likely a place where they thought the righteous would go after they were resurrected for Olam

Ha Ba.

Will the Messiah bring in the resurrection of the dead including Adam and Eve? But this is certain

that one day there will arise a dynamic Jewish leader, a direct descendant of the Davidic dynasty,

who will rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem, and gather Jews from all over the world and bring them

back to the Land of Israel. All the nations of the world will recognize Messiah to be a world leader,

and will accept his dominion. In the messianic era there will be world peace, no more wars nor

famine, and, in general, a high standard of living. All mankind will worship one God. The coming

of Messiah will be the fulfilment of God’s purpose in creation for man. At least that will be a new

beginning.

"God becomes powerless before human freedom;

He cannot violate it since it flows from His own omnipotence.

Certainly man was created by the will of God alone;

but he cannot be deified [made Holy] by it alone.

A single will for creation, but two for deification.

A single will to raise up the image, but two to make the image into a likeness.

The love of God for man is so great that it cannot constrain;

for there is no love without respect.

Divine will always will submit itself to gropings, to detours, even to revolts of human

will to bring it to a free consent."

Vladimir Lossky, Orthodox Theology: An Introduction

The ultimate goal of the Orthodox Christian is to achieve theosis, or Union with God. This is

sometimes expressed thus:

"God became Man so that Man might become god."

Some of the greatest saints have achieved, in this life, a measure of this process. The individual

who achieves theosis never realizes his accomplishment, as his perfect humility keeps him blind to

pride. Salvation therefore is not merely an escape from the eternal bondage of death, but an

entrance to life in Christ here and now
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CHAPTER SEVEN

TRANSMISSION OF HEREDITY
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Did we inherit the sin tendency from Adam?
Did it totally destroy Freedom of will and ability to choose?

In Gen. 3:21-24 we are told that Adam and Eve are given coats of skin. This symbolizes biological

birth in a body of physicality. Then they are expelled from Eden the spiritual world and sent out

into the physical world. As humans. This denotes the experience of biological, physical birth. This

event is duplicated in the human family each time a baby is born. Adam and Eve are the

archetypes of humanity in general.

Heredity, Genes, and DNA

Perhaps the most fundamental property of all living things is the ability to reproduce. All organisms

inherit the genetic information specifying their structure and function from their parents. Likewise,

all cells arise from preexisting cells, so the genetic material must be replicated and passed from

parent to progeny cell at each cell division. How genetic information is replicated and transmitted

from cell to cell and organism to organism thus represents a question that is central to all of

biology. Consequently, elucidation of the mechanisms of genetic transmission and identification of

the genetic material as DNA were discoveries that formed the foundation of our current

understanding of biology at the molecular level.

Genes and Chromosomes

The classical principles of genetics were deduced by Gregor Mendel in 1865, on the basis of the

results of breeding experiments with peas. Mendel studied the inheritance of a number of well-

defined traits, such as seed color, and was able to deduce general rules for their transmission. In

all cases, he could correctly interpret the observed patterns of inheritance by assuming that each

trait is determined by a pair of inherited factors, which are now called genes

Identification of DNA as the Genetic Material

Understanding the chromosomal basis of heredity and the relationship between genes and

enzymes did not in itself provide a molecular explanation of the gene. Chromosomes contain

proteins as well as DNA, and it was initially thought that genes were proteins. The first evidence

leading to the identification of DNA as the genetic material came from studies in bacteria. These

experiments represent a prototype for current approaches to defining the function of genes by

introducing new DNA sequences into cells, as discussed later in this chapter.
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The experiments that defined the role of DNA were derived from studies of the bacterium that

causes pneumonia (Pneumococcus). V

The Structure of DNA

Our understanding of the three-dimensional structure of DNA, deduced in 1953 by James Watson

and Francis Crick, has been the basis for present-day molecular biology. At the time of Watson

and Crick's work, DNA was known to be a polymer composed of four nucleic acid bases—two

purines (adenine [A] and guanine [G]) and two pyrimidines (cytosine [C] and thymine [T])—linked

to phosphorylated sugars.
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Modern understanding of inheritance of characteristics of parents to children:

DNA encodes all the information necessary to make an organism. Every organism's DNA is made

of the same basic parts, arranged in different orders. DNA is divided into chromosomes, or groups

of genes, which code for proteins. Asexually reproducing organisms reproduce using mitosis,

while sexually reproducing organisms reproduce using meiosis. Both these mechanisms involve

duplication of DNA, which then gets passed to offspring. RNA is a key component in the

duplication of DNA.
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Semiconservative replication of DNA. The two strands of parental DNA separate, and each serves

as a template for synthesis of a new daughter strand by complementary base pairing.

|

http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Genetics/Pages/Facts.aspx

http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/Genetics/Pages/Facts.aspx
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How genetic conditions are inherited
Each cell in the body contains 23 pairs of chromosomes. One chromosome from each pair

is inherited from your mother and one is inherited from your father.

The chromosomes contain the genes you inherit from your parents. There may be different forms

of the same gene – called alleles.

For example, for the gene that determines eye colour, you may inherit a brown allele from your

mother and a blue allele from your father. In this instance, you will end up with brown eyes

because brown is the dominant allele. The different forms of genes are caused by mutations

(changes) in the DNA code.

The same is true for medical conditions. There may be a faulty version of a gene that results in a

medical condition, and a normal version that may not cause health problems.

Whether your child ends up with a medical condition will depend on several factors, including:

what genes they inherit

whether the gene for that condition is dominant or recessive (see below)

their environment, including any preventative treatment they may receive

Genetic mutations
Genetic mutations occur when DNA changes, altering the genetic instructions. This may

result in a genetic disorder or a change in characteristics.

Mutations can be caused by exposure to specific chemicals or radiation. For example, cigarette

smoke is full of chemicals that attack and damage DNA. This causes mutations in lung cell genes,

including the ones that control growth. In time, this can lead to lung cancer.

Mutations can also occur when DNA fails to be copied accurately when a cell divides.

Mutations can have three different effects. They may:

be neutral and have no effect

improve a protein and be beneficial

result in a protein that does not work, which may cause disease
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Passing on mutations

Some medical conditions are directly caused by a mutation in a single gene

that may have been passed onto a child by his or her parents. These are known

as monogenic conditions.

Depending on the specific condition concerned, monogenic conditions can be inherited in three

main ways. These are outlined below.

Autosomal recessive inheritance

For conditions that are inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern to be passed on to

a child, both parents must have a copy of the faulty gene (they are ‘carriers’ of the

condition).

If the child only inherits one copy of the faulty gene, they will be a carrier of the condition but will

not have the condition themselves.

If a mother and a father both carry the faulty gene, there is a one in four (25%) chance of each

child they have inheriting the genetic condition and a one in two chance (50%) of them being a

carrier.

Examples of genetic conditions inherited in this way include:

cystic fibrosis – a condition in which the lungs and digestive system become clogged with thick sticky mucus

sickle cell anaemia – a condition where red blood cells, which carry oxygen around the body, develop

abnormally

thalassaemia – a group of conditions where the part of the blood known as haemoglobin is abnormal, which
means affected red blood cells are unable to function normally

Tay-Sachs disease – a condition that causes progressive damage to the nervous system

Autosomal dominant inheritance

For conditions that are inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern to be passed on to a

child, only one parent needs to carry the mutation.

If one parent has the mutation, there is a one in two (50%) chance it will be passed on to each

child the couple has.
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Examples of genetic conditions inherited in this way include:

type 1 neurofibromatosis – a condition that causes tumours to grow along the nerves

tuberous sclerosis – a condition that causes mainly benign (non-cancerous) tumours to develop in different parts

of the body

Huntingdon's disease – a condition in which certain brain cells become increasingly damaged over time

autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) – a condition that causes small, fluid-filled sacs called

cysts to develop in the kidneys

X-linked inheritance

Some conditions are caused by a mutation on the X chromosome (one of the sex

chromosomes). These are usually inherited in a recessive pattern – albeit in a slightly

different way to the autosomal recessive pattern described above.

X-linked recessive conditions often don't affect females to a significant degree because females

have two X chromosomes, one of which will almost certainly be normal and can usually

compensate for the mutated chromosome. However, females who inherit the mutation will become

carriers.

If a male inherits the mutation from his mother (males cannot inherit X-linked mutations from their

fathers because they will receive a Y chromosome from them), he will not have a normal copy of

the gene and will develop the condition.

When a mother is a carrier of an X-linked mutation, each daughter they have has a one in two

(50%) chance of becoming a carrier and each son they have has a one in two (50%) chance of

inheriting the condition.

When a father has an X-linked condition, his sons will not be affected because he will pass on a Y

chromosome to them. However, any daughters he has will become carriers of the mutation.

Examples of genetic conditions inherited in this way include:

Duchenne muscular dystrophy – a condition that causes the muscles to gradually weaken, resulting in an
increasing level of disability

haemophilia – a condition that affects the blood's ability to clot

fragile X syndrome – a condition that usually causes certain facial and bodily characteristics, such as a long face,

large ears and flexible joints
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New mutations
Although genetic conditions are often inherited, this is not always the case. Some

genetic mutations can occur for the first time when a sperm or egg is made, when a

sperm fertilises an egg, or when cells are dividing after fertilisation. This is known

as a 'de novo' or 'sporadic' mutation.

Someone with a new mutation will not have a family history of a condition, but they may be at risk

of passing the mutation on to their children. They may also have, or be at risk of developing, a

form of the condition themselves.

Examples of conditions that are often caused by a de novo mutation include some types of

muscular dystrophy, haemophilia and type 1 neurofibromatosis.

Chromosomal conditions
Some conditions are not caused by a mutation on a specific gene, but by an abnormality in a

person's chromosomes – such as having too many or too few chromosomes, rather than the

normal 23 pairs.

Examples of conditions caused by chromosomal abnormalities include:

Down's syndrome – a condition caused by having an extra copy of chromosome 21

Edwards' syndrome – a condition caused by having an extra copy of one chromosome 18

Turner syndrome – a condition that only affects females, caused by a missing or abnormal X chromosome

Klinefelter's syndrome – a condition that only affects males, caused by extra X chromosome

While these are genetic conditions, they are generally not inherited. Instead, they usually occur

randomly as a result of a problem before, during, or soon after the fertilisation of an egg by a

sperm.

Multi-factorial conditions
Very few health conditions are only caused by genes – most are caused by the combination of

genes and environmental factors. Environmental factors include lifestyle factors, such as diet and

exercise.

Around a dozen or so genes determine most human characteristics, such as height and the

likelihood of developing common conditions.
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Genes can have many variants, and studies of the whole genome (the whole set of genes) in large

numbers of individuals are showing that these variants may increase or decrease a person’s

chance of having certain conditions. Each variant may only increase or decrease the chance of a

condition very slightly, but this can add up across several genes.

In most people, the gene variants balance out to give an average risk for most conditions but, in

some cases, the risk is significantly above or below the average. It is thought that it may be

possible to reduce the risk by changing environmental and lifestyle factors.

For example, coronary heart disease (when the heart's blood supply is blocked or interrupted) can

run in families, but a poor diet, smoking and a lack of exercise can also increase your risk of

developing the condition.

Research suggests that in the future it will be possible for individuals to find out what conditions

they are most likely to develop. It may then be possible for you to significantly reduce the chances

of developing these conditions by making appropriate lifestyle and environmental changes.

MAJOR PERSONALITY STUDY FINDS THAT TRAITS ARE MOSTLY INHERITED
By DANIEL GOLEMAN Published: December 2, 1986

Children inherit their parents' physical attributes, but scientists know less about whether they also

inherit the personalities of their mother and father. Some personality traits appear to have a

genetic basis, but several genes, not just one, contribute to personality.

Environment also plays a part in the development of personality traits. Although your child might

have a genetic tendency toward certain personality traits, he might develop them only if conditions

in his environment work in conjunction with the genes to produce them.

The genetic makeup of a child is a stronger influence on personality than child
rearing, according to the first study to examine identical twins reared in different families.

The findings are the first major results to emerge from a longterm project at the University of

Minnesota in which, since 1979, more than 350 pairs of twins have gone through six days of

extensive testing that has included analysis of blood, brain waves, intelligence and allergies.
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For most of the traits measured, more than half the variation was found to be due to
heredity, leaving less than half determined by the influence of parents, home environment
and other experiences in life.

The Minnesota findings stand in sharp contradiction to standard wisdom on nature versus
nurture in forming adult personality. Virtually all major theories since Freud have given far
more importance to environment, or nurture, than to genes, or nature.

The 350 pairs of twins studied included some who were raised apart. Among these separately

reared twins were 44 pairs of identical twins and 21 pairs of fraternal twins. Comparing twins

raised separately with those raised in the same home allows researchers to determine the relative

importance of heredity and of environment in their development. Although some twins go out of

their way to emphasize differences between them, in general identical twins are very much alike in

personality.

But what accounts for that similarity? If environment were the major influence in personality, then

identical twins raised in the same home would be expected to show more similarity than would the

twins reared apart. But the study of 11 personality traits found differences between the kinds of

twins were far smaller than had been assumed.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

This is a study that compares the effect of heredity with environment. By comparing the various

characteristics of identical twins brought up together and brought up seperately.

Born Together—Reared Apart : By Nancy L. Segal gives the following data:

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/ejewchri.htm

Intraclass Correlations for Scales from Multidimensional Personality Questionf for Twins Reared

Apart and Together

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/ejewchri.htm
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Scale MZA
(n=44pairs)

DZA
(n=27 pairs)

MZT
(n=217 pairs)

DZT
(n-114 pairs)

Primary scale

Well-being

Social potency

Achievement

Social closeness

Stress reaction

Aliention

Aggression

Control

Harm avoidance

Traditionalism

Absorption

Higher order factors

Positive emotionality

Negative emotionaliry

Constraint

0.48

0.56

0.36

0.29

0.6l

0.48

0.46

0.50

0.49

0.53

0.61

0.34

0.6l

0.5 7

0.18

0.27

0.07

0.30

0.27

0.18

0.06

0.03

0.24

0.39

0.2 I

-0.07

0.29

0.04

0.58

0.65

0.5 I

0.57

0.52

0.55

0.43

0.41

0.55

0.50

0.49

0.63

0.5-I

0.58

0.23

0.08

0. I3

0.2-I

0.2-I

0.38

0. I4

-0.06

0. I 7

0.47

0.41

0. I8

0.41

0.25

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 54 (1988): 1031-1039

Leslie Brainerd Arey proposed the labels “MZ" and “DZ” for “one egg“ and “two egg" twins, respectively.’ MZ twins share
all their genes, having split from a single fertilized egg (zygote) within the first two weeks after conception. DZ twins share
half their genes on average. by descent.having originated from two separately fertilized eggs.

MZ twins are identical twins from the same fertilized eggs, having split from a single fertilized egg
(Zygot) within the first two weeks of conception
DZ twins are identical twins from two different eggs and shares half their genes together, having
originated from two seperatly fertilized eggs at the same time,

The subscript A denotes reared apart while T denotes reared together
MZA represents identical twins reared apart
MZT represents identical twins reared together
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DZA represents non-identical twins reared apart
DZT represents non-identical twins reared together

Evidently modern study indicates strong support to transmission of characteristics around 50 %of

hereditary by transmission. Notice there never was a 100% transmission leaving the freedom
of development and choice along with the environmental and rearing forces.

One of the characteristics of Adam and Eve was their fierce determination to exercise their
freedom. We can be assured that this will was one of the major genetically transmitted

characteristics. This has always been the force within mankind. Even the babies right from the

birth express it loudly. Under any condition the inheritance rdo not epresent exact transmission of

total characteristics 100%. There is always room for growth and adjustment by experience and

environment indicative of freedom in every field.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

<<<<<<<<<<<?>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Heredity Versus Environment: Twin, Adoption, and Family Studies

Avi G. Haimowitz

Rochester Institute of Technology

Studying how genes and our surroundings may or may not form the personalities, behaviors, and

psychopathologies of human beings is probably the most obvious way to approach the argument

of heredity versus the environment. It is often the tendency of humans to polarize themselves and
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choose a specific side when a question like this is introduced. Despite this common inclination, it is

probably not the wisest method of deciphering the basis for the three main variables that construct

human beings; who is to say that a single factor is the source of all our differences? It is more

logical to examine the distinctions between biology and the environment, and to figure out in what

ways the two may intertwine to form the singular entities that are our personas.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

The doctrine of original sin is totally unacceptable to Jews , as it is to Christian sects such as

Baptists and Assemblies of God and all the Eastern Churches. Jews believe that man enters the

world free of sin, with a soul that is pure and innocent and untainted. Yes we do carry the

tendencies of our forefathers and all our heritage. We are indeed moulded by our beliefs, our

culture and all the creation and its history. But we still are free to choose, even in the midst of its

oddest impossible choice. All history of human development is that history.

While there were some Jewish teachers in Talmudic times who believed that death was a

punishment brought upon mankind on account of Adam's sin, the dominant view by far was that

“man sins because he is not a perfect being”, and not, as Christianity teaches: “because he is

inherently sinful.”
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CHURCH FATHERS ON FREE WILL
to 300AD
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Almost all early church fathers believed in the free will of man even after the expulsion of Adam.

This is because Adam exercised him freedom to choose in the Garden of Eden which along with

the effect of the choice were passed on to the latter generation. Again without the freedom the

mankind reduces to a machine by God and God will reduce to a child playing with his toys to get

his imaginary glory.

See
http://www.pfrs.org/calvinism/calvin12.html
https://bjorkbloggen.com/2012/05/08/quotes-from-old-church-fathers-supporting-free-will-and-
objecting-to-the-sinful-nature/

Fate vs. Free Will Throughout Church History

Historical
Period

Free Will
God's grace is

given to all who
submit willingly

Fate
Each man's destiny is

predetermined

I. First through

Fourth Centuries

All Christian
Writers

Gnostic Cults, Greek

Philosophers,

Pantheists, Buddhists

II. Fifth through

Fourteenth

Centuries

Most Christian

Writers, Catholics,

Orthodox

St. Augustine & some

later Christian writers,

Waldenses, Moslems,

Buddhists

III. Fifteenth

through

Twentieth

Centuries

Arminians,

Wesleyans, most

Baptists, Catholics

(Jesuit), Orthodox

Calvinists (Reformed),

Catholics (Dominican),

Moslems, Buddhists

http://www.pfrs.org/calvinism/calvin12.html
https://bjorkbloggen.com/2012/05/08/quotes-from-old-church-fathers-supporting-free-will-and-
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Prior to the writings of Augustine, the Church universally held that mankind had a totally free will.

Each man was responsible before God to accept the Gospel. His ultimate destiny, while fully

dependent on God's grace and power, was also dependent on his free choice to submit to or reject

God's grace and power. In the three centuries from the Apostles to Augustine the early Church

held to NONE of the five points of Calvinism, not one. The writings of the orthodox Church, for the

first three centuries, are in stark contrast to the ideas of Augustine and Calvin. Man is fully

responsible for his choice to respond to or reject the Gospel. This was considered to be the

Apostolic doctrine passed down through the local church elders ordained by the Apostles, and

their successors. Below we have listed a few representative quotes from the earlier writers in order

to give the flavor of the earliest tradition regarding election and free will. Some deal with the

subject of perseverance and apostasy.

The first 300-350 years AD we had a complete agreement among the early church fathers that

man has a free will, that we are not ”once saved always saved” and that we were not born with

some kind of sinful nature which is holding us back to depravity and inability to seek and find God.

Are we to believe those years were full of darkness before Augustine entered the scene (354 -430

AD) to finally give us light? The only ones who taught against free will were the gnostics. All of the

early church up to the time of Augustine was unanimous in their belief and understanding of the

nature of sin being that of choice.

”Gnostics also believed that mankind was wholly evil and some sects even renounced marriage

and procreation. They also believed in two gods, one evil god and one good god. Their teachings

are believed to have influenced Saint Augustine in the development of his theology of ”total

depravity” of mankind and concept of God. For nine years St. Augustine adhered to Manichaeism,

a Persian philosophy proclaimed in southern Babylonia (Iraq) that taught a doctrine of ”total

depravity” and the claim that they were the ”elect.” He then turned to skepticism. Next, Augustine

was attracted to the philosophy of Neoplatonism. He blended these beliefs with his later Gnostic

Christian teachings. His teachings were in turn passed on to John Calvin in his extensive study of

Augustine’s writings. It is very easy to follow the trail of John Calvin’s theology from the pagan

religion of Mani in Babylonia to his writings in France and Geneva”

Unfortunately this new teaching (well, not really new since the gnostics taught it before Augustine,

and he was a former gnostic) lead to many consequences:

A. If we sin, it’s not our fault because our sin nature made us do it. We are victims – not guilty.

B. A life change is not essential for salvation. We are not perfect, just forgiven.
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C. Jesus was born without sin and therefore different from us and had an unfair advantage. He

couldn’t sin and we can’t help but sin. This minimizes what Jesus did for us.

Here is what Calvin has to say about the teachings of Early Fathers. I quote it so that you can

judge whether he was right or not. He attributes even falso motives for all these early fathers

which certainly is disturbing. Here is he quote.

<< “with a twofold intent.

Elevate human powers for the following reasons

First, .1 frank confession of man's powerlessness would have brought upon them the jeers of the

philosophers with whom they were in conflict.

Second, they wished to amid giving fresh occasion for slothfulness to a flesh already indifferent.

toward good." that they might teach nothing absurd to the common judgment of men, they strove

to harmonize the doctrine of Scripture halfway with the beliefs of the philosophers. Yet they paid

especial attention to the second point, not to give occasion for slothtfulness.

This appears from their words. Chrysostom somewhere express it: "Since God has placed good

and evil in our power, he has granted free decision of choice. and does not restrain the unwilling,

but embraces the willing." Again: "He who is evil, if he should wish, is changed into a good man:

and he who is good falls through sloth and becomes evil. For the Lord has made our nature free to

choose. Nor does he impose necessity upon us. but furnishes suitable remedies and allows

everything to hinge on the sick man’s own judgment.” Again: "Just as we can never do anything

rightly unless we are aided by God’; grace, so we cannot acquire heavenly favor unless we

bring our portion." But he had said before: “In order that not everything may depend on divine help,

we must at the same time bring something ourselves." One of his common expressions is: "Let us

bring what is ours: God will furnish the rest."“ What Jerome says agrees with this: “Ours is to begin,

God's to fulfil: ours to offer what. we can, his to supply what we cannot."‘°

Surely you see by these statements that they credited. man with more zeal for virtue than he

deserved because they thought that they could not rouse our inborn sluggishness unless they
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argued that we sinned by it alone. But how skillfully they did this we shall subsequently see. A little

later it. will be quite evident that these opinions to which we have referred are utterly False.

“Further, even though
the Greeks above the rest—and Chrysostom especially among them
—extol the ability of the human will,
yet all the ancients, save Augustine,
so differ, waver, or speak confusedly on this subject,
that almost nothing certain can be derived from their writings.”

>>
Calvin: Institutes of the Christian Religion; edited by John T. McNeill , Book II, chapter II
Knowledge of the Redeemer p 259

Here are the quotes of the Early Fathers roughly in chronological order

Clement of Rome (AD30-100)

The first Apostolic Father of the Church. According to Tertullian, Clement was consecrated by Saint
Peter. Early church lists place him as the second or third bishop of Rome after Saint Peter. In Philippians
4:3 Clement is mentioned whose name was written “in the book of life”. Although known as 2 Clement, this
document is in actuality an anonymous homily of the mid-second century.

“It is therefore in the power of every one, since man has been made possessed of free-will, whether he
shall hear us to life, or the demons to destruction.”

"On account of his hospitality and godliness, Lot was saved out of Sodom when all the country round was

punished by means of fire and brimstone, the Lord thus making it manifest that He does not forsake those

that hope in Him, but gives up such as depart from Him to punishment and torture. For Lot’s wife, who went

forth with him, being of a different mind from himself and not continuing in agreement with him [as to the

command which had been given them], was made an example of, so as to be a pillar of salt unto this day.

This was done that all might know that those who are of a double mind, and who distrust the power
of God, bring down judgment on themselves? and become a sign to all succeeding generations."

(Clement, Epistle to the Corinthians, XI)
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Ignatius 35-107 AD Bishop of Antioch in Syria.

Ignatius was a disciple of the Apostle John and appointed as Bishop of Antioch by the Apostle Peter.

"Seeing, then, all things have an end, and there is set before us life upon our observance [of God’s

precepts], but death as the result of disobedience, and every one, according to the choice he makes, shall

go to his own place, let us flee from death, and make choice of life. For I remark, that two different

characters are found among men — the one true coin, the other spurious. The truly devout man is the right

kind of coin, stamped by God Himself. The ungodly man, again, is false coin, unlawful, spurious, counterfeit,

wrought not by God, but by the devil. I do not mean to say that there are two different human natures, but

that there is one humanity, sometimes belonging to God, and sometimes to the devil. If any one is truly

religious, he is a man of God; but if he is irreligious, he is a man of the devil, made such, not by nature, but

by his own choice. The unbelieving bear the image of the prince of wickedness. The believing possess the

image of their Prince, God the Father, and Jesus Christ, through whom, if we are not in readiness to die for

the truth into His passion, His life is not in us." (Ignatius, Epistle to the Magnesians, V)

And pray ye also without ceasing for the rest of mankind (for there is in them a hope of repentance),

that they may find God. Therefore permit them to take lessons at least from your works. (Letter to the

Ephesians 10:1)

Do not err, my brothers. Those that corrupt families shall not inherit the kingdom of God. If, then, those who

do this in regard to the flesh have suffered death, how much more shall this be the case with anyone who

corrupts the faith of God, for which Jesus Christ was crucified, by wicked doctrine? Such a person,

becoming defiled, shall go away into everlasting fire and so shall everyone that listens to him. (Letter to the

Ephesians 16)

I do not mean to say that there are two different human natures, but all humanity is made the same,

sometimes belonging to God and sometimes to the devil. If anyone is truly spiritual they are a person of

God; but if they are irreligious and not spiritual then they are a person of the devil, made such not by nature,

but by their own choice. Pg.61 vol. 1.
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There is set before us life upon our observance [of God’s precepts], but death as the result of disobedience,

and every one, according to the choice he makes, shall go to his own place, let us flee from death, and

make choice of life.

Epistle of Barnabas 70-100AD

A Greek text preserved complete in the 4th century Codex Sinaiticus where it appears at the end of
the New Testament. It is traditionally ascribed to Barnabas who is mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles. A
form of the Epistle 850 lines long is noted in the Latin list of canonical works in the 6th century Codex
Claromontanus. It is not to be confused with the Gospel of Barnabas.

The Lord will judge the world without respect… of persons. Each will receive as he has done: if he is

righteous, his righteousness will precede him; if he is wicked, the reward of wickedness is before him. Take

heed, lest resting at our ease, as those who are the called [of God], we should fall asleep in our sins, and

the wicked prince, acquiring power over us, should thrust us away from the kingdom of the Lord. And all the

more attend to this, my brethren, when ye reflect and behold, that after so great signs and wonders were

wrought in Israel, they were thus [at length] abandoned. Let us beware lest we be found [fulfilling that

saying], as it is written, “Many are called, but few are chosen.”

We take earnest heed in these last days, for the whole time of your faith will profit you nothing unless now,

in this wicked time, we also withstand coming sources of danger, as befits the sons of God. (Letter of

Barnabas 4)

Marcianus Aristides of Athens – 134 AD
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And when a child has been born to one of them, they give thanks to God, and if furthermore, it happen to

die in childhood, they give thanks to God the more, as for one who has passed through the world without

sins. Apology to Hadrian

Justin Martyr 110-165 AD

"every created being is so constituted as to be capable of vice and virtue. For he can do nothing

praiseworthy, if he had not the power of turning either way".

Tatian the Syrian 110-172 AD
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Each of these two orders of creatures [men and angels] was made free to act as it pleased. They did not

have the nature of good, which again is with God alone. However, it is brought to perfection in men through

their freedom of choice. In this manner, the bad man can be justly punished, having become depraved

through his own fault. Likewise, the just man can be deservedly praised for his virtuous deeds, since in the

exercise of his free choice, he refrained from transgressing the will of God. (c. 160, Vol. 2, p. 67)

"Why are you fated to grasp at things often, and often to die? Die to the world, repudiating the

madness that is in it. Live to God, and by apprehending Him lay aside your old nature. We were not

created to die, but we die by our own fault. Our free-will has destroyed us; we who were free have

become slaves; we have been sold through sin. Nothing evil has been created by God; we

Ourselves have manifested wickedness; but we, who have manifested it, are able again to reject it."

(Tatian, Address to the Greeks, XI)

Irenaeus of Lyons 120-202 AD

The Apostle John discipled Polycarp, and Polycarp discipled Irenaeus.
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”But although we shall be understood, from our argument, to be only so affirming man’s unshackled power

over his will, that what happens to him should be laid to his own charge, and not to God’s, yet that you may

not object, even now, that he ought not to have been so constituted, since his liberty and power of will

might turn out to be injurious…Therefore it was proper that (he who is) the image and likeness of God

should be formed with a free will and a mastery of him self;… At present, let God’s goodness alone occupy

our attention, that which gave so large a gift to man, even the liberty of his will.” chapter 6

And again, who are they that have been saved, and received the inheritance? Those doubtless who do

believe in God and who have continued in His love… and innocent children, who have had no sense of evil.

But man, being endowed with reason, and in this respect similar to God HAVING BEEN MADE FREE IN

HIS WILL, and with power over himself, is himself his own cause that sometimes he becomes wheat, and

sometimes chaff. (c. 180, E/W), 1:466

This expression, ‘How often would I have gathered thy children together, and thou wouldst not,’ set forth

the ancient law of human liberty, because God made man a free (agent) from the beginning, possessing his

own soul to obey the behests of God voluntarily, and not by compulsion of God. For there is no coercion

with God, but a good will (toward us) is present with Him continually. And therefore does He give good

counsel to all. And in man as well as in angels, He has placed the power of choice (for angels are rational

beings), so that those who had yielded obedience might justly possess what is good, given indeed by God,

but preserved by themselves… (c. 180, Against Heresies 37; God’s Strategy In Human History, p. 246)

”Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good deeds”…And ”Why call me, Lord, Lord,

and do not do the things that I say?’…All such passages demonstrate the independent will of man…For it is

in man’s power to disobey God and to forfeit what is good.” (c.180, Vol. 1, p. 519)

Nor, again, does God exercise compulsion upon anyone unwilling to accept the exercise of His skill….

They have been created free agents and possessed of power over themselves. (c. 180, Vol. 1, p. 523)

But as the sun, that creature of God, is one and the same throughout the whole world, so also the

preaching of the truth shineth everywhere, and enlightens all men that are willing to come to a knowledge

of the truth. Nor will any one of the rulers in the Churches, however highly gifted he may be in point of

eloquence, teach doctrines different from these (for no one is greater than the Master); nor, on the other

hand, will he who is deficient in power of expression inflict injury on the tradition. For the faith being ever

one and the same, neither does one who is able at great length to discourse regarding it, make

any addition to it, nor does one, who can say but little diminish it. Chapter 10

Christ will not die again on behalf of those who now commit sin because death shall no more have

dominion over Him…. Therefore we should not be puffed up…. But we should beware lest somehow, after
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[we have come to] the knowledge of Christ, if we do things displeasing to God, we obtain no further

forgiveness of sins but rather be shut out from His kingdom (Heb. 6:4-6) [p. 65].

And to as many as continue in their love towards God, does He grant communion with Him. But

communion with God is life and light, and the enjoyment of all the benefits which He has in store. But on as

many as, according to their own choice, depart from God. He inflicts that separation from Himself which
they have chosen of their own accord. But separation from God is death, and separation from light is

darkness; and separation from God consists in the loss of all the benefits which He has in store. Those,

therefore, who cast away by apostasy these forementioned things, being in fact destitute of all good, do

experience every kind of punishment. God, however, does not punish them immediately of Himself, but that

punishment falls upon them because they are destitute of all that is good. (Irenaeus, Against Heresies,

Book V, XXVII, 2)

Those who do not obey Him, being disinherited by Him, have ceased to be His sons. c.180

[Irenaeus quotes 1 Cor. 6:9-10 about inheriting the kingdom of God.] It was not to those who are outside

that he said these things, but to us, lest we should be cast out of the kingdom of God by doing any such

thing. He proceeds to say, ”And truly such were you, but you are washed, but you are sanctified in the

name of our Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God” [1 Cor. 6:11]. And just as [under the old

covenant], those who led vicious lives and led other people astray were condemned and cast out, so also

even now the offending eye is plucked out, and the foot and the hand, lest the rest of the body perish in the

same way. (Against Heresies, IV:27:4)

"This expression [of our Lord], “How often would I have gathered thy children together, and thou wouldest

not,” set forth the ancient law of human liberty, because God made man a free [agent] from the beginning,

possessing his own power, even as he does his own soul, to obey the behests (ad utendum sententia) of

God voluntarily, and not by compulsion of God. For there is no coercion with God, but a good will [towards

us] is present with Him continually. And therefore does He give good counsel to all. And in man, as well as

in angels, He has placed the power of choice (for angels are rational beings), so that those who had yielded

obedience might justly possess what is good, given indeed by God, but preserved by themselves. On the

other hand, they who have not obeyed shall, with justice, be not found in possession of the good, and shall

receive condign punishment: for God did kindly bestow on them what was good; but they themselves did

not diligently keep it, nor deem it something precious, but poured contempt upon His super-eminent

goodness. Rejecting therefore the good, and as it were spuing it out, they shall all deservedly incur the just

judgment of God, which also the Apostle Paul testifies in his Epistle to the Romans, where he says, “But

dost thou despise the riches of His goodness, and patience, and long-suffering, being ignorant that the

goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance? But according to thy hardness and impenitent heart, thou
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treasurest to thyself wrath against the day of wrath, and the revelation of the righteous judgment of God.”

“But glory and honor,” he says, “to every one that doeth good.” God therefore has given that which is good,

as the apostle tells us in this Epistle, and they who work it shall receive glory and honor, because they have

done that which is good when they had it in their power not to do it; but those who do it not shall receive the

just judgment of God, because they did not work good when they had it in their power so to do.

"But if some had been made by nature bad, and others good, these latter would not be deserving of praise

for being good, for such were they created; nor would the former be reprehensible, for thus they were made

[originally]. But since all men are of the same nature, able both to hold fast and to do what is good; and, on

the other hand, having also the power to cast it from them and not to do it, — some do justly receive praise

even among men who are under the control of good laws (and much more from God), and obtain deserved

testimony of their choice of good in general, and of persevering therein; but the others are blamed, and

receive a just condemnation, because of their rejection of what is fair and good. And therefore the prophets

used to exhort men to what was good, to act justly and to work righteousness, as I have so largely

demonstrated, because it is in our power so to do, and because by excessive negligence we might become

forgetful, and thus stand in need of that good counsel which the good God has given us to know by means

of the prophets. ... No doubt, if any one is unwilling to follow the Gospel itself, it is in his power [to reject it],

but it is not expedient. For it is in man’s power to disobey God, and to forfeit what is good; but [such

conduct] brings no small amount of injury and mischief. ... But because man is possessed of free will from

the beginning, and God is possessed of free will, in whose likeness man was created, advice is always

given to him to keep fast the good, which thing is done by means of obedience to God.

"And not merely in works, but also in faith, has God preserved the will of man free and under his own

control, saying, “According to thy faith be it unto thee; “ thus showing that there is a faith specially belonging

to man, since he has an opinion specially his own. And again, “All things are possible to him that believeth;”

and, “Go thy way; and as thou hast believed, so be it done unto thee.” Now all such expressions

demonstrate that man is in his own power with respect to faith. And for this reason, “he that believeth in

Him has eternal life while he who believeth not the Son hath not eternal life, but the wrath of God shall

remain upon him.” In the same manner therefore the Lord, both showing His own goodness, and indicating

that man is in his own free will and his own power, said to Jerusalem, “How often have I wished to gather

thy children together, as a hen [gathereth] her chickens under her wings, and ye would not! Wherefore your

house shall be left unto you desolate.”" (Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Bk. IV, 37)

The above passage is immediately followed by Irenaeus' refutation of the Gnostic cults who "maintain the

opposite to these conclusions."

"Has the Word come for the ruin and for the resurrection of many? For the ruin, certainly, of those who do

not believe Him, to whom also He has threatened a greater damnation in the judgment-day than that of

Sodom and Gomorrah; but for the resurrection of believers, and those who do the will of His Father in
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heaven. If then the advent of the Son comes indeed alike to all, but is for the purpose of judging, and

separating the believing from the unbelieving, since, as those who believe do His will agreeably to their own

choice, and as, [also] agreeably to their own choice, the disobedient do not consent to His doctrine; it is

manifest that His Father has made all in a like condition, each person having a choice of his own, and a

free understanding; and that He has regard to all things, and exercises a providence over all, "making His

sun to rise upon the evil and on the good, and sending rain upon the just and unjust."

"And to as many as continue in their love towards God, does He grant communion with Him. But

communion with God is life and light, and the enjoyment of all the benefits which He has in store. But on as

many as, according to their own choice, depart from God, He inflicts that separation from Himself which

they have chosen of their own accord. But separation from God is death, and separation from light is

darkness; and separation from God consists in the loss of all the benefits which He has in store. Those,

therefore, who cast away by apostasy these forementioned things, being in fact destitute of all good, do

experience every kind of punishment. God, however, does not punish them immediately of Himself, but that

punishment falls upon them because they are destitute of all that is good. Now, good things are eternal and

without end with God, and therefore the loss of these is also eternal and never-ending. It is in this matter

just as occurs in the case of a flood of light: those who have blinded themselves, or have been blinded by

others, are for ever deprived of the enjoyment of light. It is not, [however], that the light has inflicted upon

them the penalty of blindness, but it is that the blindness itself has brought calamity upon them:

and therefore the Lord declared, "He that believeth in Me is not condemned," that is, is not

separated from God, for he is united to God through faith. On the other hand, He says, "He that

believeth not is condemned already, because he has not believed in the name of the only-

begotten Son of God;" that is, he separated himself from God of his own accord. "For this is the

condemnation, that light is come into this world, and men have loved darkness rather than light.

For every one who doeth evil hateth the light, and cometh not to the light, lest his deeds should be

reproved. But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that

he has wrought them in God." (Irenaeus, Against Heresies, Bk. V, XXVII)
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Melito ( -180 AD) Bishop of Sardis near Smyrna

T

here is, therefore, nothing to hinder you from changing your evil manner to life, because you are a free

man. (c.170, Vol. 8, p. 754)

Athenagorus of Athens (133-190 AD

)
Just as with men who have freedom of choice as to bother virtue and vice (for you would not either honor

the good or punish the bad; unless vice and virtue were in their own power, and some are diligent in the
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matters entrusted to them and others faithless), so is it among the angels. (c. 177, Embassy for Christians;

God’s Strategy in Human History, p. 247)

Justin Martyr (AD 110-165)

"But lest some suppose, from what has been said by us, that we say that whatever happens, happens by a

fatal necessity, because it is foretold as known beforehand, this too we explain. We have learned from the

prophets, and we hold it to be true, that punishments, and chastisements, and good rewards, are
rendered according to the merit of each man’s actions. Since if it be not so, but all things happen by

fate, neither is anything at all in our own power. For if it be fated that this man, e.g., be good, and this

other evil, neither is the former meritorious nor the latter to be blamed.

And again, unless the human race have the power of avoiding evil and choosing good by free
choice, they are not accountable for their actions, of whatever kind they be.

But that it is by free choice they both walk uprightly and stumble, we thus demonstrate. We see the same

man making a transition to opposite things. Now, if it had been fated that he were to be either good or
bad, he could never have been capable of both the opposites, nor of so many transitions. But not

even would some be good and others bad, since we thus make fate the cause of evil, and exhibit her as

acting in opposition to herself; or that which has been already stated would seem to be true, that neither

virtue nor vice is anything, but that things are only reckoned good or evil by opinion; which, as the true word

shows, is the greatest impiety and wickedness. But this we assert is inevitable fate, that they who choose

the good have worthy rewards, and they who choose the opposite have their merited awards. For not like

other things, as trees and quadrupeds, which cannot act by choice, did God make man: for neither would

he be worthy of reward or praise did he not of himself choose the good, but were created for this end; nor, if
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he were evil, would he be worthy of punishment, not being evil of himself, but being able to be nothing else

than what he was made." (Justin, First Apology, XLIII)

"For so we say that there will be the conflagration, but not as the Stoics, according to their doctrine of all

things being changed into one another, which seems most degrading. But neither do we affirm that it is
by fate that men do what they do, or suffer what they suffer, but that each man by free choice acts
rightly or sins; and that it is by the influence of the wicked demons that earnest men, such as Socrates

and the like, suffer persecution and are in bonds, while Sardanapalus, Epicurus, and the like, seem to be

blessed in abundance and glory.

The Stoics, not observing this, maintained that all things take place according to the necessity of fate. But

since God in the beginning made the race of angels and men with free-will, they will justly suffer in eternal

fire the punishment of whatever sins they have committed. and this is the nature of all that is made, to be

capable of vice and virtue. For neither would any of them be praiseworthy unless there were power to
turn to both (virtue and vice). And this also is shown by those men everywhere who have made laws and

philosophized according to right reason, by their prescribing to do some things and refrain from others.

Even the Stoic philosophers, in their doctrine of morals, steadily honour the same things, so that it is

evident that they are not very felicitious in what they say about principles and incorporeal things. For if they

say that human actions come to pass by fate, they will maintain either that God is nothing else than the

things which are ever turning, and altering, and dissolving into the same things, and will appear to have had

a comprehension only of things that are destructable, and to have looked on God Himself as emerging both

in part and in whole in every wickedness; or that neither vice or virtue is anything; which is contrary to every

sound idea, reason, and sense." (Justin Second Apology, VII)

"Could not God have cut off in the beginning the serpent, so that he exist not, rather than have said, ‘And I

will put enmity between him and the woman, and between his seed and her seed?’ Could He not have at

once created a multitude of men? But yet, since He knew that it would be good, He created both angels

and men free to do that which is righteous, and He appointed periods of time during which He knew it
would be good for them to have the exercise of free-will; and because He likewise knew it would be
good, He made general and particular judgments; each one’s freedom of will, however, being
guarded." (Justin, Dialogue with Trypho, 102)

"I said briefly by anticipation, that God, wishing men and angels to follow His will, resolved to create them
free to do righteousness; possessing reason, that they may know by whom they are created, and through

whom they, not existing formerly, do now exist; and with a law that they should be judged by Him, if they do

anything contrary to right reason: and of ourselves we, men and angels, shall be convicted of having acted

sinfully, unless we repent beforehand. But if the word of God foretells that some angels and men shall
be certainly punished, it did so because it foreknew that they would be unchangeably [wicked], but
not because God had created them so. So that if they repent, all who wish for it can obtain mercy
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from God: and the Scripture foretells that they shall be blessed, saying, ‘Blessed is the man to whom

the Lord imputeth not sin;’ that is, having repented of his sins, that he may receive remission of them from

God; and not as you deceive yourselves, and some others who resemble you in this, who say, that even

though they be sinners, but know God, the Lord will not impute sin to them." (Justin, Dialogue with Trypho,

141)

"Here, then, is a proof of virtue, and of a mind loving prudence, to recur to the communion of the unity, and

to attach one’s self to prudence for salvation, and make choice of the better things according to the free-will

placed in man; and not to think that those who are possessed of human passions are lords of all, when they

shall not appear to have even equal power with men." (Justin, On the Sole Government of God, VI)

Tertullian (Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus) 160-225 AD

Apologist and a polemicist against heresy. He is perhaps most famous for being the oldest extant Latin

writer to use the term Trinity. Cyprian’s teacher.

"Moreover, man thus constituted will be protected by both the goodness of God and by His purpose, both of

which are always found in concert in our God. For His purpose is no purpose without goodness; nor is His

goodness without a purpose, except forsooth in the case of Marcion’s God, who is purposelessly good, as

we have shown. Well, then, it was proper that God should be known; it was no doubt a good and

reasonable thing. Proper also was it that there should be something worthy of knowing God. What could be

found so worthy as the image and likeness of God? This also was undoubtedly good and reasonable.

Therefore it was proper that (he who is) the image and likeness of God should be formed with a free
will and a mastery of himself; so that this very thing — namely, freedom of will and self-command
— might be reckoned as the image and likeness of God in him. For this purpose such an essence was
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adapted to man as suited this character, even the afflatus of the Deity, Himself free and uncontrolled. But if

you will take some other view of the case, how came it to pass that man, when in possession of the whole

world, did not above all things reign in self-possession — a master over others, a slave to himself? The

goodness of God, then, you can learn from His gracious gift to man, and His purpose from His disposal of

all things. At present, let God’s goodness alone occupy our attention, that which gave so large a gift to man,

even the liberty of his will. God’s purpose claims some other opportunity of treatment, offering as it does

instruction of like import. Now, God alone is good by nature.

For He, who has that which is without beginning, has it not by creation, but by nature. Man, however, who

exists entirely by creation, having a beginning, along with that beginning obtained the form in which he

exists; and thus he is not by nature disposed to good, but by creation, not having it as his own attribute to

be good, because, (as we have said,) it is not by nature, but by creation, that he is disposed to good,
according to the appointment of his good Creator, even the Author of all good. In order, therefore,

that man might have a goodness of his own, bestowed on him by God, and there might be henceforth in

man a property, and in a certain sense a natural attribute of goodness, there was assigned to him in the

constitution of his nature, as a formal witness of the goodness which God bestowed upon him,
freedom and power of the will, such as should cause good to be performed spontaneously by man,
as a property of his own, on the ground that no less than this would be required in the matter of a

goodness which was to be voluntarily exercised by him, that is to say, by the liberty of his will, without either

favor or servility to the constitution of his nature, so that man should be good just up to this point, if he
should display his goodness in accordance with his natural constitution indeed, but still as the
result of his will, as a property of his nature; and, by a similar exercise of volition, should show
himself to be too strong in defense against evil also (for even this God, of course, foresaw), being
free, and master of himself; because, if he were wanting in this prerogative of self-mastery, so as to

perform even good by necessity and not will, he would, in the helplessness of his servitude, become

subject to the usurpation of evil, a slave as much to evil as to good. Entire freedom of will, therefore, was

conferred upon him in both tendencies; so that, as master of himself, he might constantly encounter good

by spontaneous observance of it, and evil by its spontaneous avoidance; because, were man even

otherwise circumstanced, it was yet his bounden duty, in the judgment of God, to do justice according to

the motions of his will regarded, of course, as free. But the reward neither of good nor of evil could be paid
to the man who should be found to have been either good or evil through necessity and not choice. In this

really lay the law which did not exclude, but rather prove, human liberty by a spontaneous rendering of

obedience, or a spontaneous commission of iniquity; so patent was the liberty of man’s will for either
issue. Since, therefore, both the goodness and purpose of God are discovered in the gift to man of
freedom in his will, it is not right, after ignoring the original definition of goodness and purpose which it

was necessary to determine previous to any discussion of the subject, on subsequent facts to presume to

say that God ought not in such a way to have formed man, because the issue was other than what was

assumed to be proper for God. We ought rather, after duly considering that it behooved God so to create
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man, to leave this consideration unimpaired, and to survey the other aspects of the case. It is, no doubt, an

easy process for persons who take offence at the fall of man, before they have looked into the facts of his

creation, to impute the blame of what happened to the Creator, without any examination of His purpose. To

conclude: the goodness of God, then fully considered from the beginning of His works, will be
enough to convince us that nothing evil could possibly have come forth from God; and the liberty
of man will, after a second thought, show us that it alone is chargeable with the fault which itself
committed." (Tertullian, Against Marcion, Bk. II, ch. vi)

"God put the question [to Adam - "where art thou"] with an appearance of uncertainty, in order that even

here He might prove man to be the subject of a free will in the alternative of either a denial or a confession,

and give to him the opportunity of freely acknowledging his transgression, and, so far, of lightening it. In like

manner He inquires of Cain where his brother was, just as if He had not yet heard the blood of Abel crying

from the ground, in order that he too might have the opportunity from the same power of the will of

spontaneously denying, and to this degree aggravating, his crime; and that thus there might be supplied to

us examples of confessing sins rather than of denying them: so that even then was initiated the evangelic

doctrine, “By thy words thou shall be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be condemned.” (Tertullian,

Against Marcion, Bk. II, xxv)

"That rich man did go his way who had not “received” the precept of dividing his substance to the needy,

and was abandoned by the Lord to his own opinion. Nor will “harshness” be on this account imputed to

Christ, the Found of the vicious action of each individual free-will. “Behold,” saith He, “I have set before
thee good and evil.” Choose that which is good: if you cannot, because you will not — for that you
can if you will He has shown, because He has proposed each to your free-will — you ought to
depart from Him whose will you do not." (Tertullian, On Monogamy, XIV)

I find, then, that man was constituted free by God. He was master of his own will and power…For a law

would not be imposed upon one who did not have it in his power to render that obedience which is due to

law. Nor again, would the penalty of death be threatened against sin, if a contempt of the law were

impossible to man in the liberty of his will…Man is free, with a will either for obedience of resistance. (c. 207,

Vol. 3, pp. 300-301)

No reward can be justly bestowed, no punishment can be justly inflicted, upon him who is good or bad by

necessity, and not by his own choice. (c. 207) (Doctrine of the Will by Asa Mahan, p. 61, published by
Truth in Heart)
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Some people act as though God were under an obligation to bestow even on the unworthy His intended gift.

They turn His liberality into slavery…. For do not many afterwards fall out of grace? Is not this gift taken

away from many? (Tertullian On Repentance chap. 6.)

The world returned to sin…and so it is destined to fire. So is the man who after baptism renews his

sins. c.197

However, in the case of little children…Let them “come,” then, while they are growing up; let them “come”
while they are learning, whither to come; let them become Christians when they have become able to

know Christ. Why does the innocent period of life hasten to the “remission of sins? ”…If any understand the

weighty import of baptism, they will fear its reception more than its delay.

Clement of Alexandria (Titus Flavius Clemens) 150–215 AD

A theologian who taught at the Catechetical School of Alexandria. Among his pupils
were Origen and Alexander of Jerusalem.

"God, then, is good. And the Lord speaks many a time and oft before He proceeds to act. ... For the Divine

Being is not angry in the way that some think; but often restrains, and always exhorts humanity, and shows

what ought to be done. And this is a good device, to terrify lest we sin.

“For the fear of the Lord drives away sins, and he that is without fear cannot be justified,” says the Scripture.

And God does not inflict punishment from wrath, but for the ends of justice; since it is not
expedient that justice should be neglected on our account.

Each one of us, who sins, with his own free-will chooses punishment, and the blame lies with him
who chooses. God is without blame.

“But if our unrighteousness commend the righteousness of God, what shall we say? Is God unrighteous,

who taketh vengeance? God forbid.” ... It is clear, then, that those who are not at enmity with the truth, and

do not hate the Word, will not hate their own salvation, but will escape the punishment of enmity.
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“The crown of wisdom,” then as the book of Wisdom says, “is the fear of the Lord.” Very clearly, therefore,

by the prophet Amos has the Lord unfolded His method of dealing, saying, “I have overthrown you, as God

overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah; and ye shall be as a brand plucked from the fire: and yet ye have not

returned unto me, saith the LORD.” See how God, through His love of goodness, seeks repentance; and by

means of the plan He pursues of threatening silently, shows His own love for man. “I will avert,” He says,

“My face from them, and show what shall happen to them.” For where the face of the Lord looks, there is

peace and rejoicing; but where it is averted, there is the introduction of evil. The Lord, accordingly, does not

wish to look on evil things; for He is good. But on His looking away, evil arises spontaneously through

human unbelief. “Behold, therefore,” says Paul, “the goodness and severity of God: on them that fell

severity; but upon thee, goodness, if thou continue in His goodness,” that is, in faith in Christ." (Clement of

Alexandria, The Instructor, Bk. I, viii)

We…have believed and are saved by voluntary choice (c. 195, Vol. 2, p. 217)

To obey or not is in our own power, provided we do not have the excuse of ignorance (c. 195, Vol. 2, p. 353)

Each one of us who sins with his own free will, chooses punishment. So the blame lies with him who

chooses. God is without blame. (c.195, Vol. 2, p. 226)

Neither promises nor apprehensions, rewards, no punishments are just if the soul has not the power of

choosing and abstaining; if evil is involuntary. (c. 195, Vol. 2, p.319)

We have heard from the Scriptures that self-determining choice and refusal have been given by the Lord to

men. Therefore, we rest in the infallible criterion of faith, manifesting a willing spirit, since we have chosen

life. (c. 195, Vol. 2, p. 349)

The Lord clearly shows sins and transgressions to be in our own power, by prescribing modes of cure

corresponding to the maladies. (c. 195, Vol. 2, p. 363)

Their estrangement is the result of free choice. (c. 195, Vol. 2, p. 426)

Believing and obeying are in our own power. (c. 195, Vol. 2, p. 527)

Nor will he who is saved be saved against his will, for he is not inanimate. But above all, he will speed to

salvation voluntarily and of free choice. (c. 195, Vol. 2, p. 534)

Choice depends on the man as being free. But the gift depended on God as the Lord. And He gives to

those who are willing, are exceedingly earnest, and who ask. In this manner, their salvation can become

their own. For God does not compel. (c. 195, Vol. 2, p. 593)

“We...have believed and are saved by voluntary choice.”
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Thus although we are born neither good nor bad, we become on or the other and having formed habits, we

are with difficulty drawn from them. Pg 273 vol.8

But inasmuch as inborn affection towards God the creator is sufficient for salvation to those who love Him,

the enemy tries to pervert this affection in men, and to render them hostile and ungrateful to their

Creator…But if mankind would turn their affection towards God, all would doubtless be saved, even if when
they have some faults they would be open to correction for righteousness, but now most of mankind have

been made enemies of God, their hearts the wicked one has entered, and has turned aside towards himself

the affection which God the Creator had implanted in them, which He, God, desires that they might have

towards Him. Pg.101 Vol.8

1 Clement 7:4 Let us fix our eyes on the blood of Christ and understand how precious it is unto His Father,

because being shed for our salvation it won for the whole world the grace of repentance.

1 Clement 7:5 Let us review all the generations in turn, and learn how from generation to generation the

Master hath given a place for repentance unto them that desire to turn to Him.

For, if we do the will of Christ, we shall find rest; but if otherwise, then nothing shall deliver us from

eternal punishment, if we should disobey His commandments. 2 Clement 6:7

…with what confidence shall we, if we keep not our baptism pure and undefiled, enter into the kingdom of

God? Or who shall be our advocate, unless we be found having holy and righteous works? 2 Clement 6:9

For as concerning them that have not kept the seal, He saith, `Their worm shall not die, and their fire shall

not be quenched, and they shall be for a spectacle unto all flesh’. 2 Clement 7:6

So, brothers and sisters, if we have done the will of the Father and have kept the flesh pure and have

observed the commandments of the Lord, we will receive eternal life (2 Clement 8:4)

So then He meaneth this, Keep the flesh pure and the seal unstained, to the end that we may receive life. 2

Clement 8:6

Let us, then, not only call him Lord, for that will not save us. For he says, ”Not every one that says to me,

‘Lord, Lord,’ shall be saved, but he that does righteousness.” Therefore, brothers, let us confess him by our

works, by loving one another, by not committing adultery, speaking evil of one another, or cherishing envy;

but being continent, compassionate, and good. … By such works let us confess him, and not by those that

are of an opposite kind. It is not fitting that we should fear men, but rather God. For this reason, if we
should do such wicked things, the Lord has said, “Even if you were gathered together to me, into my very
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bosom, yet if you were not to keep my commandments, I would cast you off and say to you, ‘Depart from

me … you workers of iniquity.‘” (2 Clement 4) Hermas, c. A.D. 160

It is therefore in the power of every one, since man has been made possessed of free-will, whether he shall

hear us to life, or the demons to destruction.

He who is good by his own choice is really good; but he who is made good by another under necessity is

not really good, because he is not what he is by his own choice…

For no other reason does God punish the sinner either in the present or in the future world, except because

He knows that the sinner was able to conquer but neglected to gain the victory.

Origen Adamantius 184/185 – 253/254 AD

T

he soul does not incline to either part out of necessity, for then neither vice nor virtue could be ascribed to it;

nor would its choice of virtue deserve reward; nor its declination to vice punishment.” Again, “How could

God require that of man which he [man] had not power to offer Him?” (Doctrine of the Will by Asa Mahan, p.

62, published by Truth in Heart)

This is also clearly defined in the teaching of the church, that every rational soul has free will and

volition….we are not forced by any necessity to act either rightly or wrongly. (c. 225, Vol. 4, p. 240)

It seems a plausible thing that rational natures, from whom the faculty of free will is never taken away, may

be again subjected to movements of some kind. (c. 225, Vol. 4, p. 272)
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Since those rational creatures themselves… were endowed with the power of free will, this freedom of the

will incited each one to either progress (by imitation of God), or else it reduced a person to failure through

negligence. (c. 225, Vol. 4, p. 292)

In the preaching of the church, there is included the doctrine concerning a just judgment of God. When this

teaching is believed to be true, it incites those who hear it to live virtuously and to shun sin by all means.

For they clearly acknowledge that things worthy of praise and blame are within our own power. (c. 225, Vol.

4, p. 302)

Certain ones of those [Gnostic’s] who hold different opinions misuse these passages. They essentially

destroy free will by introducing ruined natures incapable of salvation and by introducing others as being

saved in such a way that they cannot be lost.

"This also is clearly defined in the teaching of the Church, that every rational soul is possessed of free-
will and volition; that it has a stuggle to maintain with the devil and his angels, and opposing influences,
because they strive to burden it with sins; but if we live rightly and wisely, we should endeavor to shake
ourselves free of a burden of that kind. From which it follows, also, that we understand ourselves not to be

subject to necessity, so as to be compelled by all means, even against our will, to do either good or evil. For if
we are our own masters, some influences perhaps may impel us to sin, and others help us to salvation; we are

not forced, however, by any necessity either to act rightly or wrongly, which those persons think is the case who
say that the courses and movements of the stars are the cause of human actions, not only of those which take
place beyond the influence of the freedom of the will, but also of those which are placed within our own power."

(Origen, De Principis, Preface)

"And for this reason we think that God, the Father of all things, in order to ensure the salvation of all
His creatures through the ineffable plan of His word and wisdom, so arranged each of these, that

every spirit, whether soul or rational existence, however called, should not be compelled by force, against

the liberty of his own will, to any other course than that to which the motives of his own mind led him (lest

by so doing the power of exercising free-will should seem to be taken away, which certainly would produce

a change in the nature of the being itself); and that the varying purposes of these would be suitably and

usefully adapted to the harmony of one world, by some of them requiring help, and others being able to

give it, and others again being the cause of struggle and contest to those who are making progress,

amongst whom their diligence would be deemed more worthy of approval, and the place of rank obtained

after victory be held with greater certainty, which should be established by the difficulties of the contest."

(Origen, Bk. II ch. I)

Hippolytus (AD170-236)
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"But man, from the fact of his possessing a capacity of self-determination, brings forth what is evil, that is,

accidentally; which evil is not consummated except you actually commit some piece of wickedness. For it is

in regard of our desiring anything that is wicked, or our meditating upon it, that what is evil is so

denominated. Evil had no existence from the beginning, but came into being subsequently. Since man has

free will, a law has been defined for his guidance by the Deity, not without answering a good purpose. For if

man did not possess the power to will and not to will, why should a law be established? For a law will not

be laid down for an animal devoid of reason, but a bridle and a whip; whereas to man has been given a

precept and penalty to perform, or for not carrying into execution what has been enjoined. For man thus

constituted has a law been enacted by just men in primitive ages." (Hippolytus, Against all Heresies, Bk. X,

ch. xxix)

God, who created [the world], did not nor does not, make evil….Now, man (who was brought into existence) was

a creature endowed with a capacity of self-determination, yet he did not possess a sovereign intellect….Man,

from the fact of his possessing a capacity for self-determination, brings forth evil….Since man has free will,

a law has been given him by God, for a good purpose. For a law will not be laid down for an animal devoid

of reason. Only a bridle and whip will be given it. In contrast, man has been given a commandment to

perform, coupled with a penalty.” (c. 225, Vol. 5, p.151)

The Word promulgated the divine commandments by declaring them. He thereby turned man from

disobedience. He summoned man to liberty through a choice involving spontaneity – not by bringing him

into servitude by force of necessity. (c. 225, Vol. 5, p. 152)

Man is able to both will and not to will. He is endowed with power to do both. (c. 225, Vol. 5, p. 152)

Theophilus (c.180)
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“If, on the other hand, he would turn to the things of death, disobeying God, he would himself be the cause

of death to himself. For God made man free, and with power of himself.”

Novatian 200–258 AD

"And lest, again, an unbounded freedom should fall into peril, He laid down a command, in which man was

taught that there was no evil in the fruit of the tree; but he was forewarned that evil would arise if perchance

he should exercise his free will, in the contempt of the law that was given. For, on the one hand, it had

behooved him to be free, lest the image of God should, unfittingly be in bondage; and on the other, the law

was to be added, so that an unbridled liberty might not break forth even to a contempt of the Giver. So that

he might receive as a consequence both worthy rewards and a deserved punishment, having in his own
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power that which he might choose to do, by the tendency of his mind in either direction: whence, therefore,

by envy, mortality comes back upon him; seeing that, although he might escape it by obedience, he rushes

into it by hurrying to be God under the influence of perverse counsel." (Novatian, Trinity, ch. I)

When he had given man all things for his service, he willed that man alone should be free. And lest an

unbounded freedom would lead man into peril, He had laid down a command, in which man was taught that

there was no evil in the fruit of the tree. Rather, he was forewarned that evil would arise if man were to

exercise his free will in contempt of the law that had been given him….As a result, he could receive either

worthy rewards or a just punishment. For he had in his own power that which he might choose to do. (c.

235, Vol. 5, p. 612)

Lucius Caecilius Firmianus Lactantius (AD260-330)

"When, therefore, the number of men had begun to increase, God in His forethought, lest the devil,

to whom from the beginning He had given power over the earth, should by his subtilty either corrupt

or destroy men, as he had done at first, sent angels for the protection and improvement of the
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human race; and inasmuch as He had given these a free will, He enjoined them above all things not

to defile themselves with contamination from the earth, and thus lose the dignity of their heavenly

nature." (Lactantius, Divine Institutes, Bk. II, ch. xv)

Archelaus Bishop of Carcara Mesopotamia(AD277)
ARCHELAUS of Carcara 3rd c.. Bishop of Carcara Mesopotamia, second half 3rd c. Protagonist of a
victorious debate with Mani at the time of the emperor Probus AD 277, reported in the form of two
successive dialogues in the so-called Acts of Archelaus, which have reached us in Latin translation and of
which some Greek fragments remain in Epiphanius of Salamis Haer. 66,6-7; 25-31. Jerome Vir. ill.

"This account also indicates that rational creatures have been entrusted with free-will, in virtue of which

they also admit of conversions." ... "For all the creatures that God made, He made very good; and He gave

to every individual the sense of free-will, in accordance with which standard He also instituted the law of

judgment. To sin is ours, and that we sin not is God’s gift, as our will is constituted to choose either to sin or

not to sin. ... The judges said: He has given demonstration enough of the origin of the devil. And as both

sides admit that there will be a judgment, it is necessarily involved in that admission that every individual is

shown to have free-will; and since this is brought clearly out, there can be no doubt that every individual, in

the exercise of his own proper power of will, may shape his course in whatever direction he pleases."

(Archelaus, The Acts of the Disputation)

Methodius (260-312 AD) Bishop of Olympus.

I say that God – purposing to honor man in this manner and to grant him an understanding of better

things – has given man the power of being able to do what he wishes. He commends the use of his
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power for better things. However, it is not that God deprives man again of free will.

Rather, He wishes to point out the better way. For the power is present with man, and he receives

the commandment. But God exhorts him to turn his power of choice to better things. (c. 290, Vol. 6,

p. 362)

I do not think that God urges man to obey His commandments, but then deprives him of the power to obey or

disobey…. He does not give a command in order to take way the power that he has given. Rather, He gives it in

order to bestow a better gift…in return for his rendered obedience to God. For man had power to withhold it. I

say that man was made with free will. (c. 290, Vol. 6, p. 362)

God is good and wise. He does what is best. Therefore, there is no fixed destiny.” (c. 190, Vol. 6, p.343)

Now those [pagans] who decide that man is not possessed of free will, and affirm that he is governed by

the unavoidable necessities of fate…are guilty of impiety toward God Himself, making Him out to be the

cause or author of human evils. (c. 190, The Banquet of the Ten Virgins 16; God’s Strategy In Human

History, p. 252)

“…the Divine Being is not by nature implicated in evils. Therefore our birth is not the cause of these

things…” He went on to say that men are “possessing free will, and not by nature evil…” He said, “…there

is nothing evil by nature, but it is by use that evil things become such. So I say, says he, that man was

made with free-will, not as if there were already evil in existence, which he had the power of choosing if he

wished, but on account of his capacity of obeying or disobeying God. For this was the meaning of the gift of

free will… and this alone is evil, namely, disobedience…”

Because there is nothing evil by nature, but it is by use that evil things become such…man was made with

free-will, not as if there were already evil in existence, which he had the power of choosing if he so wished,

but on account of his capacity of obeying or disobeying God. For this was the meaning of the gift of free will.

If then, any are evil, they are evil in accordance with the wants and desires of their minds, and not by

necessity. They perish self-destroyed, by their own fault.’For a man is not spoken of as ‘murderer’ but by

committing it he receives the derived name of murderer. Evil is not a substance, but by practicing any evil it
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can be called evil…for a man is evil only in consequences of his actions. For he is said to be evil because

he is a doer of evil. It is a persons actions that gives them the title of evil. Men produce the evil and are the

authors of them. It is through actions that evil exists. Each man is evil in consequences of what they

practice. It all has a beginning.

For man received power, and enslaved himself, not because he was overpowered by irresistible tendencies

of his nature, nor because the capacity with which he was gifted deprived him of what was better for him…I

say therefore, that God purposing thus to honor man…has given him the power of being able to do what he

wishes, and commends the employment of his power for better things; not that he deprives him again of

free will, but wishes to point out the better way. For the power is present with him and he receives the

commandment; but God exhorts him to turn his power of choice to better things.

Alexander of Alexandria (AD273-326)

"I will endeavor, with your assistance and favor, to examine carefully the position of those who are offended,

and deny that we speak the truth, when we say that man is possessed of free-will, and prove that “They

perish self-destroyed, By their own fault,” choosing the pleasant in preference to the expedient." (Alexander,

Banquet of the Ten Virgins, Discourse VIII, ch. xii)

Arnobius the Elder of Sicca (297-303 AD)
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Does He not free all alike who invites all alike? Or does He thrust back or repel any one from the kindness

of the supreme, who gives to all alike the power of coming to Him. To all, He says, the fountain of like is

open, and no one is kept back or hindered from drinking. If you are so fastidious as to spurn the kindly

offered gift… why should he keep on inviting you, while His only duty is to make the enjoyment of His

bounty depend on your own free choice. Book 2 ,64

Cyprian 200-258 AD Bishop of Carthage

It is written, ‘He who endures to the end, the same shall be saved’ [Matt. 10:22]. So whatever precedes the

end is only a step by which we ascend to the summit of salvation. It is not the final point wherein we have

already gained the full result of the ascent. (Cyprian Unity of the Church sec. 21)
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The liberty of believing or not believing is placed in free choice. In Deuteronomy, it says, ‘Look! I have set

before your face life and death, good and evil. Choose for yourself life, that you may live. (c. 250, Vol. 5, p.

547)

Eusebius 263 – 233 AD Bishop of Caesarea

A Roman historian, exegete and Christian polemicist. Together with Pamphilus, he was a scholar of
the Biblical canon. Considered the father of “Church History” for his extensive writings in ecclesiastical
history.

The Creator of all things has impressed a natural law upon the soul of every man, as an assistant and ally

in his conduct, pointing out to him the right way by this law; but, by the free liberty with which he is endowed,

making the choice of what is best worthy of praise and acceptance, because he has acted rightly, not by

force, but from his own free-will, when he had it in his power to act otherwise, As, again, making him who

chooses what is worst, deserving of blame and punishment, as having by his own motion neglected the

natural law, and becoming the origin and fountain of wickedness, and misusing himself, not from any

extraneous necessity, but from free will and judgment. The fault is in him who chooses, not in God. For God

is has not made nature or the substance of the soul bad; for he who is good can make nothing but what is

good. Everything is good which is according to nature. Every rational soul has naturally a good free-will,

formed for the choice of what is good. But when a man acts wrongly, nature is not to be blamed; for what is

wrong, takes place not according to nature, but contrary to nature, it being the work of choice, and not of

nature!

The devil in his oracles hangs all things upon fate, and taking away that which is in our power, and arises

from self-motion of free will… brings this also into bondage to necessity.
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Shepherd of Hermas
The Muratorian canon, a list of canonical books from about the 3d century, says Hermas was written by the

brother of Pius, Bishop of Rome, about 140-154. Author still remains unknown. The document was

composed over a longer period of time. Visions I-IV were composeed during a threatened persecution,

probably under Trajan (the Clement of 8:3 could be Clement of Rome). Vision V – Similitude VIII and

Similitude X were written perhaps by the same author to describe reprentance to Christians who were

wavering. Similitude IX was written to unify the entire work and to threaten those who had been disloyal.

This last phase must have occurred before Irenaeus (ca. 175). A preferred date would be 140. On the basis

of this internal analysis multiple authorship seems necessary (Giet 1963), though the work could have been

composed by one person over a long period of time

The Shepherd of Hermas, or the Good Shepherd, 3rd century, Catacombs of Rome.

He that does not know God,” [the angel of repentance] answered, ”and practices evil, receives a certain

chastisement for his wickedness, but he that has known God ought not to do evil anymore but to do good. If,

accordingly, when he ought to do good, he does evil, does he not appear to do greater evil than the one who

does not know God? For this reason, those who have not known God and do evil are condemned to death,

but those who have known God and have seen his mighty works and still continue in evil shall be chastised

doubly and shall die forever. This is the way the Church of God will be purified.” (Shepherd of Hermas
III:9:8)

If you do not guard yourself against anger you and your house will lose all hope of salvation. Hermas c.150
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“But man, being endowed with reason, and in this respect similar to God, having been made free in
his will, and with power over himself, is himself his own cause that sometimes he becomes wheat,
and sometimes chaff.”

The Epistle of the Apostles 2nd century

A work from the New Testament apocrypha. The work was lost to the West until a complete version in
Ethiopic translation was discovered and published in the early twentieth century. The text was used
regularly by the relatively isolated Ethiopian Orthodox Church, and was evidently not considered heretical
by that church. A fragmentary Coptic manuscript of the fifth or fourth century, believed to be translated
directly from the original Greek, and one leaf of a Latin palimpsest, dating to the fifth century, were then
identified as deriving from the same text. The text is commonly dated to the 2nd century, perhaps towards
the middle of it.

27 ”For to that end went I down unto the place of Lazarus, and preached unto the righteous and the

prophets, that they might come out of the rest which is below and come up into that which is above; and I

poured out upon them with my right hand the water (?) (baptism, Eth.) of life and forgiveness and salvation

from all evil, as I have done unto you and unto them that believe on me. But if any man believe on me and

do not my commandments, although he have confessed my name, he hath no profit therefrom but runneth

a vain race: for such will find themselves in perdition and destruction, because they have despised my

commandments.”28 …Then said he unto us: Verily I say unto you, all that have believed on me and that

believe in him that sent me will I take up into the heaven, unto the place which my Father hath prepared for

the elect, and I will give you the kingdom, the chosen kingdom, in rest, and everlasting life. 29 But all they

that have offended against my commandments and have taught other doctrine, (perverting) the Scripture

and adding thereto, striving after their own glory, and that teach with other words them that believe on me

in uprightness, if they make them fall thereby, shall receive everlasting punishment. We said unto him: Lord,

shall there then be teaching by others, diverse from that which thou hast spoken unto us ? He said unto us:

It must needs be, that the evil and the good may be made manifest; and the judgment shall be manifest

upon them that do these things, and according to their works shall they be judged and shall be delivered

unto death. And we said unto him: Lord, will they that believe be treated like the unbelievers, and wilt thou

punish them that have escaped from the pestilence? And he said unto us: If they that believe in my name

deal like the sinners, then have they done as though they had not believed. And we said again to him: Lord,

have they on whom this lot hath fallen no life? He answered and said unto us: Whoso hath accomplished

the praise of my Father, he shall abide in the resting-place of my Father.

Jerome (d. 420) emerged as one of the chief critics of Pelagianism, because, according to him, sin was an
unavoidable part of human nature.
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St. Gregory of Nyssa ca. 335-395

This reasoning and intelligent creature, man, at once the work and the likeness of the Divine and

Imperishable Mind (for so in the Creation it is written of him that "God made man in His image Gen. 1:27 "),

this creature, I say, did not in the course of his first production have united to the very essence of his nature

the liability to passion and to death. Indeed, the truth about the image could never have been maintained if

the beauty reflected in that image had been in the slightest degree opposed to the Archetypal Beauty.

Passion was introduced afterwards, subsequent to man’s first organization; and it was in this way.

Being the image and the likeness, as has been said, of the Power which rules all things, man kept
also in the matter of a Free-Will this likeness to Him whose Will is over all. He was enslaved to no
outward necessity whatever; his feeling towards that which pleased him depended only on his own
private judgment; he was free to choose whatever he liked; and so he was a free agent, though
circumvented with cunning, when he drew upon himself that disaster which now overwhelms
humanity.

He became himself the discoverer of evil, but he did not therein discover what God had made; for God did

not make death. Man became, in fact, himself the fabricator, to a certain extent, and the craftsman of evil.

All who have the faculty of sight may enjoy equally the sunlight; and any one can if he likes put this

enjoyment from him by shutting his eyes: in that case it is not that the sun retires and produces that

darkness, but the man himself puts a barrier between his eye and the sunshine; the faculty of vision cannot

indeed, even in the closing of the eyes, remain inactive , and so this operative sight necessarily becomes

an operative darkness rising up in the man from his own free act in ceasing to see. Again, a man in building

a house for himself may omit to make in it any way of entrance for the light; he will necessarily be in

darkness, though he cuts himself off from the light voluntarily.

So the first man on the earth, or rather he who generated evil in man, had for choice the Good and the

Beautiful lying all around him in the very nature of things; yet he wilfully cut out a new way for himself
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against this nature, and in the act of turning away from virtue, which was his own free act, he created
the usage of evil.

For, be it observed, there is no such thing in the world as evil irrespective of a will, and discoverable in

a substance apart from that. Every creature of God is good, and nothing of His "to be rejected"; all that God

made was "very good. "But the habit of sinning entered as we have described, and with fatal
quickness, into the life of man; and from that small beginning spread into this infinitude of evil. (On

Virginity 12)

St. Maximus the Confessor ca. 580-662

If Adam ate willingly, then the will is the first thing in us that became subject to passion. And since the will is

the first thing in us that became subject to passion, if, according to them [the Monothelites], the Word did

not assume it along with the nature when He became incarnate, I have not become free from sin. And if I

have not become free from sin, I was not saved, since whatever is not assumed is not saved. (Disputatio,

325B)
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St. Isaac the Syrian died ca. 700

It is not the case of the created beings’ inheriting the glory to come by compulsion or against the person’s

will, without any repentance being involved; rather, it so pleased His wisdom that they should choose the

good out of the volition of their own free will, and thus have a way of coming to Him. (The Spiritual World
of Isaac the Syrian, pg. 277)

St. Photios the Great ca. 810-891
“Theodore of Antioch, Against Those Who Say That Men sin by Nature and not by Intention.” His

polemic against those is developed in five books. He wrote this work against Westerners touched by this

ill…

The principles of their heresy are, in summary, the following: Men sin, they say, by nature and not by

intention; and ‘by nature’ they do not mean that nature which was in Adam when first created (because this,

they say, was good because made by a good God), but that nature which was his later after the fall

because of his ill conduct and sin. He received a sinful nature in exchange for the good and a mortal

nature in exchange for an immortal; it is in this manner and by nature that men became sinners after having

been good by nature. It is in their nature and not by a voluntary choice that they acquired sin.

The second point is connected to the preceding propositions. They say that infants, even newly born, are

not free from sin because, since the disobedience of Adam, nature is fixed into sin and that this sinful
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nature, as was said, extends to all his descendants. They quote, he says, the verse, “I was born in sin” and

others similar: the holy baptism itself; the communion with the incorruptible body for the remission of sins

and the fact that these apply to infants as a confirmation of their own opinion. They claim also that no man

is just, and this is thus obviously a corollary of their initial position, “because nothing of flesh can be justified

before you,” he says, and he cites other texts of the same kind.

The fourth point (O blasphemous and impious mouth) is that Christ Himself, our God, because He put on a

nature soiled by sin, was not Himself free from sin. However, in other places in their impious writings, as

the author says, it can be seen that they apply the Incarnation to Christ not in truth and in nature, but only in

appearance.

The fifth point is that marriage, they say, or the desire of carnal union and the ejection of seed and all that is

of that domain and by which our species perpetuates itself and increases itself are works of the evil nature

into which Adam fell through sin to receive all the weight of the evils because of his sinful nature. Such are

thus the positions of the heretics. (Myriobiblion 177)

St. Theophan the Recluse 1815-1894
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The goal of human freedom is not freedom itself… but in God… with the intention that man would

voluntarily bring it as a sacrifice to God, a most pleasing offering. (St. Theophan’s “Path to Salvation”

Topical Compendium, 169)
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CHAPTER NINE

QUANTUM FREEWILL

The problem of freewill and the predestination because of the omniscient, omnipotent,

omnipresent God had been in debate since the middle ages. Such a God because of the Omni

attributes will have to create anything that will have to follow what God had laid down as

laws. The universe is evidently created with its physical laws built in and it will have to follow the

rules to the minute level. Otherwise we would not have any science. An Omnipresent God could

not leave any space for creation, an omnipotent God cannot give any creation nor order to any

creation and omniscience leave no chance or freewill to surprise God from his creation. Every

Karma has its consequence, every action has its reaction. Everything happens from the

macroscopic to microscopic level has to follow the cause -effect sequence in strict order. This

evidently do not permit any freewill sentient being within the creation either in heaven or on earth

in all dimensions.

If God alone existed, where will God create. If everything has to follow the sequence of cause

effect, how can any totally new freewill result arise.

As time progressed, the idea of magic, the will of a person influencing the universe, waned, while

science of how to control the nature by knowing the basic laws of the observable universe

became more predominat. Eventualy it replaced magic. Alchemy, evolved into chemistry.

Scientific theory slowly became independent of the magical and the supernatural and intentionaly

avoided the supernatural references in explanation. But then it was all thrown out as non-sense

and the science based on logic and laws developed. This process was known as the

Enlightenment, and shaped science as we know it today. Early science when science was magic,

the magicians were able to bring forth new creations by the sheer commands of the word.
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Nothing happens by chance! Classical Science, which dominated studies of the physical universe

before the Twentieth Century, generally held an opinion that there are no events that happen by

chance. For many centuries, it seemed obvious that all things were caused by something physical

or mental. This idea was expressed by Hippocrates of Cos (c. 460-377 B.C.): “Every natural event

has a natural cause.” [1, p.12]

Newtonial classical physics was based on this law of action and effect.

For by him were all things created,

That are in heaven,
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And that are in earth....

All things were created by him and for him.

And he is before all things,

And by him all things consist [3, Colossians 1:16-17].

By the short clause “and he is before all things,” the writer is specific about a feature of

the law of cause and effect: every effect has a preceding cause.

Sixteenth Century, a scientific revolution began to emerge with explanations of natural phenomena

explained by the law of cause and effect. Galileo, 1564-1642, professor of mathematics at the

University of Padua, used mathematics to state scientific processes with rigor and relationships

that clearly showed cause and effect relationships. The principle of causality became a

fundamental principle of the Scientific Revolution that explained how the material universe

behaved. It was at this period Calvin (1509–1564 )entered the thoelogical world with the

predestination theology Every scientist was establishing a principle whereby the God hypothesis

was removed from the cause effect. It is the basis even today.

http://homework.uoregon.edu/pub/class/301/order1.html>>>>>>

Implicit to determinism is the fact that every event happens of necessity. It has to happen; the
Universe has no choice once the process is set in motion.

Since Newtonian or classical physics is rigidly determinist, both in the predictions of its equations

and its foundations, then there is no room for chance, surprise and creativity. Everything is as it

has to be, which gave rise to the concept of a clockwork Universe.

http://homework.uoregon.edu/pub/class/301/order1.html
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http://reseauconceptuel.umontreal.ca/rid=1225314895382_987487198_66707/Clockwork%20Universe1.cmap

http://reseauconceptuel.umontreal.ca/rid=1225314895382_987487198_66707/Clockwork%20Universe1.cmap
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Even in the 20th century the clockwork universe began to crack, when the Theory of Relativity and

Quantum Theory broken in with the finite speed light that constrained communication speed, and

Heisenberg’s Principle of Uncertainty which established a universe which has infinite probable

potentiality with lot of choices.
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The graph of the probability wavefunction for an electron.

The high peaks are places where the electron is most likely to be found when measured; the flat

areas are places where the electron is least likely to be found when measured. Prior to

measurement, this is all we can say about the electron’s position is that it likely to be found in

certain positions and unlikely to be found in other positions; when we measure it, this wavefunction

‘collapses’ and we find it in a particular place.

The Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum mechanics states that prior to measurement, particles

exist only in a probabilistic superposition (adding up) of possible positions. In other words, they

have no definite positions prior to measurement; all we can say about them is that they more likely

to be found in one place than in certain other places. This distribution of probable positions can be

expressed mathematically in what’s called a ‘wavefunction.’ They exist as possibilities rather than

actualities.

It is the observer who collapsed the wave function into particular state by the sheer observation

directly or indirectly connected through five senses. This may be another way of saying that we

are constructing the model of the outside physical world within us by our observation. Hence the

universe we know is what we observe. The observer changes the state of what is being

observed. Outcomes of course can be predicted according to governing probabilities, but the

actual outcome cannot be known in advance. It the observer who determines the final outcome. If

the observer is bound by the law of cause effect of this material world alone, again this will yield no

possibility of change - we will be back to determinism.
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“God does not play dice.” Does He?
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The way out does not lie in the physical world at all. There two distinct worlds. The material world

and the Spiritual world. Each has its own laws. These laws are not identical. Life is given by the

spirit. We are spiritual beings in a physical body. Even though it is constrained within the physical

world, it extents into the infinte dimension of spirit which are free from the physical constraints and

can act with much freedom. The Physical world only provides the container. As a result the

physical world can be freely handled to produce new effect by a life. Apparently this aspect is lost

in most controversies and debate between scientists and creationist.
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Thus the solution cannot be found within the science whether classical or Quantum.
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Judeo-Christian logic of the freedom of will lies within the definition of God. Once a clever guy

asked the question “Can God make a stone big enough that He cannot carry?” If He cannot He is

not Omnipotent. If he can “He is not not Omnipotent”

The Jewish mysticism proposed the concept of contraction or Tsitzim. The explanation is

simple. God since he alone existed and is omnipresent will have to create a space where he

could create. Hence the infinite reduced himself from himself to a point to produce an empty

space and created the universe with life. Since God fills everywhere as Omnipresence, he hid his

presence as immanence rather than the overpowering transcendant all filling presence. This is

Kenosis the pouring out his power for the sake of creation. We the parents do this also when we

create our children. It involves sacrifice and only Love can do it. Only this created free will

beings. Only this will create Sons of God or even life. These creation both life forms and organic

and inorganic and minerals and energies form part of the body of God. In a monistic theology we

have no alternative. This alone will explain the freedom of choice and freewill of Adam and Eve

and all the characteristics of the Sons of God in the Bible.

This will explain the problem of omniscience and freedom of will. If God wants not to know what

man will do in future cant he not do it. If He is omnipotent cant he not create yetser haRa for

exercise of his creation?

That they may know from the rising of the sun to its setting

That there is none besides Me;

I am the LORD, and there is no other;

I form the light and create darkness,

I make peace and create calamity;

I, the LORD, do all these things.…
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Shall the clay say to him who forms it, “What are you making?”

Or shall your handiwork say, “He has no hands”?… Isaiah 45:6-7,

Otherwise we will make God himself into a machine who cannot change his mind and act freely. Is

there any reference in the Bible which shows that God changed his mind? God is totally free

which includes his ability to give freedom and to act freely without any constraints. God is not

constraints by even his history. He is constrained only within His character. That is defined by

one definition of God in the Bible.

CHPTER TEN
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THE PROBLEM OF DEATH
Romans 5:12 Therefore, just as sin came into the world through one man, and death through sin,

and so death spread to all men because all sinned—

One of the main problems in dealing with death on earth is the existence of fossils of animals

dating long back in history. Thus plants and animals were indeed dying long before humans came

to the scene. Again human like beings were living and dying long before probably Adam came

into the picture if we are to believe the Scriptural dates.

Are we understanding the scripture properly? Or did the scientists got it all wrong?

The scripture is usually interpreted as saying that death entered as a consequence of the sin of

Adam and Eve and there was no death anywhere, on any being before that on earth. The usual

references are Romans 5:12 ff., 8:20–22; 1 Corinthians 15:21–22.

The question simply is can we trust the scientific results? In other words, what is the truth?
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Scripture makes it very clear there could not have been human death (physical death) before

Adam sinned. For example, Romans 5:12 states:

Therefore, just as through one man sin entered the world, and death through sin,

and thus death spread to all men, because all sinned. . . .

This “death” referred to in Romans 5 cannot have been “spiritual” death, physical death simply

because the connection between Father God and his children Adam and Eve were never

broken. It was soon after the fall Father himself went in search of the kids, having found them

naked, having lost the covering of shekina, clothed them. They were sent out of Eden not

because he hated them, but knowing that the choice they made in event will create a progeny of

society on selfishness which will create a world of pain and suffering. That would be a sentence of
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eternal hell for Human Race. To reduce the period of sentence in hell which is living in Eden and

eating the fruit of the tree of life, God simply send them out.

Gen 2:16-17 The LORD God commanded the man, saying, "From any tree of the garden you may

eat freely; but from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that
you eat from it you will surely die."

Evidently they never died in 24 hours, they never were able to eat of the tree of life, yet Adam
lived 930 years.

Because you have heeded the voice of your wife, and have eaten from the tree of which I

commanded you, saying, “You shall not eat of it”: Cursed is the ground for your sake; in toil

you shall eat of it all the days of your life. . . . In the sweat of your face you shall eat bread

till you return to the ground, for out of it you were taken; for dust you are, and to dust you

shall return (Genesis 3:17, 19).

Animal Death

There is no verse of Scripture that specifically teaches that there was no animal death

before sin. If the animals lived outside of Eden, they could as well have been dying. It was

into this that Adam and Eve were sent. Even if the animals were also vegetarian, there is no

reason why death was not active in them.

A. Genesis 1:29–30—And God said [to Adam and Eve], “See, I have given you every herb

that yields seed which is on the face of all the earth, and every tree whose fruit yields seed;

to you it shall be for food. Also, to every beast of the earth, to every bird of the air, and to

everything that creeps on the earth, in which there is life, I have given every green herb for

food”; and it was so.

In the original state of creation man was neither mortal nor immortal. They would become

immortal only after eating from the tree of life. Is this true of the animals also? I should imagine

so. The usual law of the nature was indeed decay and death.

Again remember that sin was on earth even before Adam was created. That is why we see the

serpent in the garden of Eden. If Satan was on earth and that too he had access to the Garden of

Eden, can we expect that sin and death were not on earth?
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But the point is that Man was created in a special way. After forming man from the dust of the

earth, God breathed into the dust form, and he became a living soul. Thus Adam was a special

creation. It was the spirit of God that gave live. Without death procreation has no meaning.

Procreation was the way of maintainance of life in a decaying world. That is why Jesus said in

Mat 22:29 “You are mistaken because you do not know the Scriptures or the power of God. 30 In

the resurrection, people will neither marry nor be given in marriage. Instead, they will be like the

angels in heaven.” But then the case of man at creation in Eden was different. They were indeed

ordered to be be fruitful and multiply so that they can enter the earth and release them from the

bondage of decay and death. Adamic race are the redeemers of the fallen world and they are still

looking forward to it.

Rom 8:21-23 1that the creation itself will be set free from its bondage to decay and brought into

the glorious freedom of the children of God. We know that the whole creation has been groaning

together in the pains of childbirth until the present time. Not only so, but we ourselves, who have

the firstfruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly as we wait eagerly for our adoption as sons, the

redemption of our bodies.…

As the Mormon’s points out this is a reflection or type of incarnation for the redemption of creation.
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Another probable explanation is that the Garden of Eden was in the Spiritual world where there

was no death. That is why Adam and Eve were sent out into the earth where the law of decay and

death was already in effect.

John 6:63 The Spirit gives life; the flesh counts for nothing.
The spirit is to be renewed so that life may be renewed. Thus the dead will rise only when God’s

breath is given on it. The Tree of Life is simply the Life Giving Spirit. Without it all mankind will die

eventually when the spirit within man is used up.

The Valley of Dry Bones
Ezekiel 37:3-6 He said to me, "Son of man, can these bones live?"

And I answered, "O Lord GOD, You know."

Again He said to me, "Prophesy over these bones and say to them, 'O dry bones, hear the word of

the LORD.'

"Thus says the Lord GOD to these bones,

'Behold, I will cause breath to enter you that you may come to life.’

I will put sinews on you, make flesh grow back on you, cover you with skin and put breath in you

that you may come alive;

and you will know that I am the LORD.'"……

Apparently this immortality was the privilege of the Sons of God who are created by the power of

the breath of God. This eternal life comes to the believers when the Holy Spirit comes back and

live in their heart.

Genesis 1:31—Then God saw everything that He had made, and indeed it was very good.

So the evening and the morning were the sixth day.

It was only at the end of the sixth day of creation, when Adam was created - when he created a

Son of God in His own image - God described the entire creation as ”very good.”

Sin was here on earth even before Adam, Satan was here on earth and that in the Garden of
Eden, we had chaotic cosmos long before man. The purpose of this ultimate creation of
man was to be a partaker in the recreation of this fallen world.

Hence we have the fossil record, of diseases in the bones of animals (e.g., tumors [cancer];

arthritis; abscesses etc). Such diseases could not be described as “very good,” hence they were

described only as good.
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Romans 8:20–22—For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of

Him who subjected it in hope; because the creation itself also will be delivered from the

bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God. For we know that the

whole creation groans and labors with birth pangs together until now.

The problem is there only when we isolate the creation process starting from Gen.1:2.

Genesis 1–2 describes the beginning of life on earth and how God created it not in the

universe. Of course there was no death before sin entered world. But that sin was not the

sin of man alone. In fact Human death came as a blessing on mankind out of the unending

love of God to man. I have dealt with this in my earlier book “Love, That Would Not Let Me

Go”

For some thought see: Animal Death Before the Fall: What Does the Bible

Say? http://www.reasons.org/articles/animal-death-before-the-fall-what-does-the-bible-say

Did Death of Any Kind Exist Before the Fall? What the Bible Says About the Origin of Death and

Suffering

https://answersingenesis.org/death-before-sin/did-death-of-any-kind-exist-before-the-fall/

No Death Before the Fall - A Young Earth Problem

www.godandscience.org/youngearth/death.html

http://www.reasons.org/articles/animal-death-before-the-fall-what-does-the-bible-say
https://answersingenesis.org/death-before-sin/did-death-of-any-kind-exist-before-the-fall/
http://www.godandscience.org/youngearth/death.html

